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his is the first time that an overseas resident
partner has been invited (or detailed) to
write Partner’s Panorama. I take the oppor
tunity to express my confident hope that it presages
an expansion and strengthening of the bonds
between the various firms in the SWK group to the
benefit of clients, staff and partners alike.
My principal item of research on being asked to
make this contribution to the first ‘post-suspension’
issue of Pont fact was to peruse a nearly complete
file of back numbers to see how my predecessors
had approached the task. Let me hasten, however,
to absolve all previous Panoramists from any
responsibility for my efforts. With particular
reference to reports and inquiries, it has more than
once been said in these pages that one should
confine oneself to the field of one’s own knowledge
and that is what I intend to do.
A month ago, I entered my twenty-ninth year
with SWK, April Fool’s Day (!) being the
anniversary of the day that, fresh from University,
I reported to Mr. W. L. Scott in the small prestige
office in Artillery House. After a brief interview, I
was deployed to the much lesser opulence of 57
Victoria Street where Mr. (later Dr.) Guthlac
Wilson directed the main work force of perhaps
twenty-five people, all told. Particular jobs of that
era that I can remember were E.N. 4404 (IV) which
concerned an investigation into the bearing
capacity of screw piles and E.N. 4722 involving
cliff protection at Swanage.
Mr. Grace was about to leave (or had just left) to
open the first overseas office in Nyasaland (now
Malawi) where he was soon to be joined by Mr.
Henry. Until early July there was no suggestion
that I was to follow but then the sudden with
drawal of a better qualified candidate enforced a
change of plan. Before the end of the month, I
embarked on the five-day air journey to Blantyre
(with night stops at Malta in an RAP officers’
mess, Khartoum in a paddle-steamer on the Nile,

Kampala and Salisbury) to become a member of a
six- to eight-man team designing a 100-mile road
programme and two intersecting runways for the
grass airfield at Chileka. It was gratifying to see,
during a sentimental return visit two years ago, that
the roads were still functioning despite the most
cursory maintenance. Some were in their original
form whilst others, with a minimum up upgrading,
were carrying traffic volumes that were totally
unforeseeable twenty-five years ago. Another
contemporary project still in active service was the
Mudi Dam of the Blantyre/Limbe Water Supply.
So scarce was domestic and office accommo
dation in post-war Nyasaland that for most of the
first year, the whole team (including one wife and
the secretary/accountant) lived, ate, worked and
slept under virtually one roof, We had been
allocated Government Cottage, the rambling,
corrugated iron roofed bungalow which, in better
days, had served for the Governor’s entertaining on
his brief visits to the commercial centre of Blantyre
from the ivory towers of his administrative capital
at Zomba. One bedroom acted as a communal
dining-room whilst the others and the reception
rooms were used as one- to four-berth dormitories.
Darts and shove-ha’penny on the broad and
sheltered khonde (verandah) were popular
recreations. The servants’ quarters at the rear made
tolerable offices whilst I was assigned to operating
the Soils Lab in the garage. The rudimentary CBR
machine, made in the PWD workshops to Guthlac
Wilson’s design, bore little resemblance to the
shining, compact and convenient equipment of later
years. It consisted essentially of a stout wooden
bench and employed the lever action of a long
timber beam. Load was applied by filling a dust
bin, suspended from the end of the beam, with
water from the garden hose. Possession of the hose
was contested by the elderly African gardener who
conceived his main duty as non-stop watering of
the lawn and flower-beds, even during heavy rain.
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My assistant, though only semi-literate, was willing
enough but had to be kept fully employed to
prevent him from wandering off and imbibing large
quantities of kachasu (an illicit brew) at some local
speak-easy.
After the pioneering days in Government
Cottage, subsequent offices were located in a
commercial rather than a residential environment.
One, being in the same building as a shoe and
leather shop, brought the occasional villager with
hides for sale. As a result, more than one member
of the staff acquired blue monkey, python, or even
leopard skins without paying a middleman’s
coni mission.
After three-and-a-half years, my first home leave
(with newly acquired wife) involved travelling
through Mozambique to Beira on the Nyasaland
and Trans-Zambesia railway, reputed to be the
most expensive and slowest in the world, which
took twenty hours to cover the 300-odd miles.
Running the railway must have called for strong
nerves for in recent years it had had a head-on
collision on its single-line track (‘unfortunately the
trains met on a curve’), had its sizeable girder
bridge over the Shire River swept away by
vegetation carried by swollen flood waters and lost
its passenger steamer in a storm on Lake Nyasa
(two commissions of inquiry left lingering doubts as
to the precise circumstances); even our otherwise
uneventful journey was prolonged by flooding of
the Zambesi. In Beira, we boarded a Union-Castle
liner for the six-week journey to Tilbury, by way of
the Indian Ocean. Red Sea, Suez Canal,
Mediterranean, Bay of Biscay and twelve more or
less exotic ports of call. Our return was by the west
coast mail-boat route to Capetown via the Canary,
St Helena and Ascension Islands followed by a
2.000-plus mile drive through South Africa,
Rhodesia and Mozambique which took us along
the road from the South African border to Fort
Victoria which figured so tragically in the news
recently. In these days of guerilla wars and of 24hour jet flights through umpteen time zones, I could
easily be nostalgic about ‘the good old days’ even if
we didn’t then enjoy many of the conveniences of
modern life.
When I reported back to Victoria Street, the pre
liminary design of the foundations for the Shell
tower block on the South Bank was in progress but,
after a short stay, I was lucky enough to spend nine
months at Harvard studying soil and water
engineering. On recrossing the Atlantic, I found
that the current prestige job was the Cheshire
section of the M6. Almost my only contribution
before being posted to Hong Kong was to seek out
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and engage office space in Sandbach. I had many
qualms about the wisdom of my choice but, from
what I heard later from people who had worked
there, it served its purpose well for several years.
One experience at that time in which I had to
abandon a rented car due to a combination of
snow, ice and fog strengthened my predilection for
warmer cliñies.
In contributions to Pont(fact some two or three
years ago to mark twenty (and twenty-one) years
of SWK practice in Hong Kong, I combined a
survey of the various offices from which the local
firm has operated from time to time with the high
lights of our work here. To avoid repetition, I shall
now turn away from personal reminiscences to say
something about the recent past, the present and to
peer ‘as through a glass, darkly’ into the future, all
from a Hong Kong viewpoint.
1976 opened tragically for SWK with the sudden
and untimely death of Mrs. J. I. P. Henry on 2nd
January. ‘Jo’ Henry came to Hong Kong shortly
after her marriage in 1954 and it was here that her
three sons were born. Her unbounded energy
transcended her selfless devotion to her young
family and she found time to ‘mother’ the whole
SWK Colony, concerning herself with the welfare
of each and every staff member and their off
spring. After returning to England, Jo’s dedication
to bringing up her children did not prevent her from
offering and giving help wherever it was needed and
Eunice and I owe a particular debt for her
guardianship of our daughters whilst they were at
boarding school in England. The whole SWK
community will wish to join in extending sincere
sympathy to Mr. Henry, Stephen, Michael and
Brian.
In the spring, 1975, issue of Pontfact Mr.
Bowen announced his impending retirement from
the UK Partnership and more recently Mr. Sang
made known his intention of following suit. Both
these moves have now taken place, and I could not
allow the occasion to pass without wishing them
both a long and happy retirement.
The Hong Kong firm has recently been
concerned with one major and one mammoth
arbitration, arising from Brunei International
Airport and the Plover Cove Water Scheme,
respectively. Whilst it would be premature to
comment on the likely outcome of these
proceedings, one clear fact emerges. The
preparatory effort involved is enormous, not to
mention the heavy legal and other costs of the
hearings themselves. Bearing in mind that a com
promise is still the most likely result, this clearly
demonstrates the necessity of exploring every
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possibility of settlement before recourse to the law.
Hong Kong’s recovery from the 1974 recession
began about a year ago and the tempo of economic
activity continues to build up as demand for our
exports grows and tourism resumes its interrupted
expansion. Ironically enough, in view of sterling’s
problems, the principal concern about our currency
is lest it appreciates to the extent of blunting our
competitive edge. Several SWK projects that had
been deferred or slowed down are regaining
momentum and our highway advisory appoint
ment in the Philippines has been extended.
Moreover, inquiries that could develop into firm

5

commissions have begun to re-appear. A word of
caution, however, is necessary about an otherwise
bright medium-term future. Competition is greater
than ever before, some of it from ‘consulting
engineers’ with manufacturing or commercial
interests. It behoves us all to demonstrate by our
performance the superiority of independent advice
in practice. This will place heavy demands on staff
and partners alike and will call for the continuing
help and supl*wt from associated SWK firms to
which I alluded in my opening paragraph.
S.G.E.

Pons Maximus
by Morris Hopkins

r. John Gilbert, Minister for Transport,
opened the £9 million Ouse Bridge on
Monday, 24th May, 1976, thus com
pleting the M62, England’s first coast to coast
motorway linking Merseyside in the west to the
Humber ports in the east. The ceremony was
attended by Members of Parliament for Hull and
other local constituencies and Councillors from
Humberside, West Yorkshire, Greater Manchester,
Liverpool and other cities benefiting from the
M62. In addition to the Minister, the Department
of the Environment was represented by the
Director-General of Highways and other top brass
from headquarters and by the Director and various
staff from the North Eastern Road Construction
Unit. For the Director, J. A. M. MacKenzie, ‘this
occasion was his swan song in the North-East as he
moved north of the border the following week to
take up a new appointment as Chief Road Engineer
in the Scottish Development Department.
After the speeches from a dais on the west
approach embankment, the Minister cut the white
tape across the carriageway, assisted by a local boy
who had written to the Chairman of the Boothferry
District Council saying that the bridge was being

opened on his eighth birthday and on his way to
school each day he had watched the structure grow
since the day his education began and could he
please take part in the ceremony.
The Minister was then introduced to A. S.
McDermott by Mr. MacKenzie, and the SWK
Partner, in turn, introduced his staff from
Basingstoke, Peter Halls, Jimmy James and Dudley
Ings, and the Chief Resident Engineer, Geoff
Cracroft. After the introductions, Dr. Gilbert gave
a short interview to Yorkshire Television, inspected
the bridge and then drove off, with various guests
from central and local government, to Hull for a
luncheon in the Guildhall given by the Lord Mayor.
News at Ten that night led up to the Minister’s
interview with a shot of our boy hero handling the
ceremonial scissors
Meanwhile—back on
site—the engineers from RCU, the contractors’
and consultants’ staff and certain members of the
press adjourned to The Vikings nearby for a buffet
lunch.
It was a fitting celebration to conclude the
construction of the bridge which had begun threeand-a-half years ago and the only sad memory was
that of Nick Greyling who had died so suddenly at
.

.

.
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.
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What makes the 29-span structure such a
striking feature from afar is its enormous height. As
with the chimney at Long Drax power station in
the distance—reputedly the tallest in Britain—the
flat nature of the surrounding landscape
exaggerates the height. Ouse Bridge has to be so
high to allow navigational clearance. Up on the
bridge deck, at a height of 100 feet, the wind blows
month in month out and, as the Chief Resident
Engineer remarked to one group of visitors when
they staggered across the bridge there was no
respite and no refuge for anyone who worked up
there. They earned their reward the hard way on
that Site.
The Ouse Bridge contract was awarded to a
Dorman
Long
of
Redpath
consortium
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Closing girder being placed—M62 Ouse Bridge—7th October, 1975.
Photo by Cleland Rimmer courtesy Construction News Magazine.

the end of the first year’s work on site. Nick
Greyling was Chief Resident Engineer on the
project, an appointment which followed on
immediately after his five years in a similar role on
the Lancaster-Penrith section of M6.
The current SWK site staff were all present at
The Vikings together with Chris Fitt and John
Orchard who had recently taken up their new jobs
on the Stafford Inner Relief Road.
the
involved
in
SWK
first
became
communications for the area of what is now the
County of Humberside in the early 1960’s. The
then Ministry of Transport engaged the firm to
undertake a study of highways between the Great
North Road and Kingston-upon-Hull. The report,
published in 1964, recommended a route for over
20 miles of the M62 motorway between

Ferrybridge and Gilberdyke including various
alternative crossings of the River Ouse.
In 1967, SWK were appointed to the detailed
engineering of the Rawcliffe to Balkholme section,
comprising Ouse Bridge and the adjacent lengths of
motorway on both sides of the bridge. The West
Roads Contract is three miles long and was opened
to traffic in September, 1975, whilst the five-mile
East Roads Contract was completed five months
later. The whole section is however dominated by
Ouse Bridge which, with its length of 4,396 feet, is
almost exactly twice as long as Lai Chi Kok Bridge
and three times as long as Wuya Bridge and
therefore, by far the biggest bridge SWK have ever
tackled—in two words, the pons maximus which
fulfils the Latin boast contained in the Firm’s cable
address and the title of this magazine.

platform to sink Britain’s largest piles”. The
platfcrm was towed all the way from Spain for its
17-week stand on the Costa Humber.
Construction of the approach piers and river
piers was completed in the spring of 1975, whilst
the erection of steel plate girders, to act
compositely with a reinforced concrete deck slab,
continued to the end of last year. The super
structure design replacing steel box girders with
plate girders was an alternative put forward by the
contractors at the time of tendering, when the
cost of box girders to comply with the recently
introduced Merrison rules had become un
economical for the spans involved. The result is
somewhat less elegant than SWK originally
intended, as comparison with the artist’s impression

Civil
(Contracting)
and
Costain
Limited
Engineering Limited and construction began in
January, 1973. The main operation in the first year
was the driving of 120 piles at the river piers and
abutments. With three river spans, each of 294 feet,
there are two piers out in mid-stream. The piles
are steel cylinder casings 5 feet in diameter and
almost 70 feet long, with reinforced concrete plugs
from the pile caps down to below corrosion level.
These are very large piles by any standard and, on
23rd August, 1973, New Civil Engineer (very new
at that time) ran a colour cover and leading article
under the heading “Ouse Bridge—sinking Britain’s
largest driven piles”. The editor, in referring to the
cover story, reported that “One of the largest
hurdles in the M62’s path to the outskirts of Hull is
the Ouse Bridge crossing near Goole. Piling work is
nearing completion and for the first time in this
country Raymond International is using its jack-up

Photo by
Cleland Rimmer
courtesy

Construction News
Magazine.
hanging on the top landing at Scott House shows.
One reason for this is the necessity to have rein
forced concrete crossheads capping each pier in
order to support the eight plate girders. Peter Halls
gave a good explanation of the alternative design
in his paper on Ouse Bridge, presented, jointly with
the contractors at a meeting of the Yorkshire
Association of the Institute of Civil Engineers at
Wakefield on 5th March, 1975.
The importance of the M62 as a trans-Pennine
highway uniting Hull and Liverpool, or the North
East and the North-West, is epitomised in the front
cover of the brochure produced by the consultants
and the contractors for the Ouse Bridge opening
ceremony. The cover shows a simple map of the
M62 stretching from coast to coast and the cities
which the motorway connects. It also shows a
picture of the last link, the plate girder which closed
the final span of Ouse Bridge.
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Retirements of Partners

jllr. F. M. Bowen retired from the UK
Partnership on 30th September,
1975. At the same time he retired
as a Director of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick &

Frank Bowen

Company and Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick &
Company (Scotland). On his retirement he was
retained as a Consultant to the UK Partnership.
Frank Bowen began his professional career
articled to the Horsehay Co. Ltd., Bridge and
Construction Engineers, Shropshire, in 1927. From
1932 until 1946 he was engaged on the design and
site supervision of various large civil and structural
engineering projects for contractors in Manchester
and for the City of Liverpool and the Port of
Bristol Authority.
From 1946 to 1948 he was the Engineer-inCharge on site for the assembly hail for the Bristol
Brabazon aircraft (in recent years used for the
manufacture of ‘Concordes’). Subsequently he was
Assistant Chief Engineer (Civil) for ICI Ltd. on the
development of their Wilton Works.
Frank Bowen’s career with the SWK Group of
Firms began in 1949 when he joined Scott &
Wilson as a Senior Engineer. He was promoted to
Chief Assistant in 1950 and became a Partner in
SWKP when the Firm was founded in 1954.
He was closely associated with many of the
Firm’s large projects including the British Nylon
Spinners’ factories, the Shell Centre on the South
Bank in London, bridges on the Ross Spur
Motorway, Telford Bridge in Shrewsbury,
1-luddersfield, Doncaster and Fulham Hospitals.
His interest in Transportation Planning included
Oxford Central Area, Whitehall, Abingdon,
Didcot, Wantage, Archway Road and Cheltenham.
Frank Bowen took a keen interest in outside
activities connected with Civil and Structural
Engineering. He is still a member of the following
committees:
Membership Committee and Standing Com
mittee B on Internai Affairs of the Council of
Engineering Institutions (CEI)
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Council for Codes of Practices of the British
Standards Institution
The Joint Contracts Tribunal
Council and Research Committee of CIRIA.
He was a member of the ICE Advisory
Committee on Falsework (Bragg Committee),
whose Final Report was published in February,
1976.
He was first elected a member of the Council of
the Institution of Structural Engineers in 1951 and
was President of that Institution for the presidential
year 1963—64.
His
recreations
include
philately
and
horticulture. His main interest is in roses although
he has won many awards in the Royal
Horticultural Society’s Daffodil and Gladioli
Shows. He was elected a member of Council of the
Royal National Rose Society in 1955 and was
President in 1971 and 1972. He originated the
concept of and was largely instrumental in
founding in 1971 the World Federation of Rose
Societies of which he is now President.
Frank and Lottie have retired to their
Gloucestershire home.
Mr. C. G. Sang retired from the UK Partnership
on 30th April, 1976. As in the case of Mr. Bowen,
he also retired as a Director of Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Company and Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland). On his
retirement he was retained as a Consultant to the
UK Partnership.
Charles Sang was educated at Aberdeen
Grammar School and Aberdeen University where
he obtained his BSc.
He began his professional career with Sir
William Arrol & Co. Ltd. in Glasgow where he was
engaged principally on the design of reinforced
concrete structures. From 1937 to 1940 he was
employed by F. A. Macdonald & Partners in
Glasgow again engaged on the design of reinforced
concrete structures including a major road bridge
over the River Dee in Aberdeenshire, where sub
sequently he became the Residential Engineer.
In 1940 he joined the staff of the County
Engineer in Aberdeenshire, including a period of
secondment to the Scottish Command, and was
engaged on defence works.
In 1941 he joined the army and from 1942 to
1946 he held commissioned rank in the Royal
Engineers and served in India.
On return to civilian life he joined George Davie
and Partners, Consulting Engineers, where for two
years he was Senior Engineer responsible for the
design of a number of important reinforced
concrete projects.

9

Charles Sang

Charles Sang joined the SWK Group of Firms in
1949 as a Senior Engineer. In 1954 he became
Chief Assistant and in 1958 an Associate. He
became a Partner in 1960.
When he was an Associate and later a Partner he
was responsible for staff and was also responsible
for the formation of the Staff Services Department.
On the technical side his larger jobs were:
Developments in Coventry
Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok
Basingstoke District Hospital
Coutts Bank, Strand
Dashwood House
London House
Monmouth County Offices
St. John’s Centre, Liverpool, and
Muscat, Oman.
I understand that Charles is looking for apied-à
terre on the South Coast where he can winter away
from his sub-Arctic homeland.
I am sure that all members of the SWK Group of
Firms will wish to join me in wishing Frank and
Lottie and Charles a long, happy and (as I am sure
they would choose) active retirement.
A.S.McD.
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The SWK Mount Everest Expedition
by Tim Hunt

(or how to achieve the ultimate in one-upmanship)
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mountains forming the Everest group—Pumori,
Nuptse, Lhotse, and of course Everest itself.
The return trip is at once both faster and easier,
and one is immediately elevated in rank to a
learned member of the grapevine—an organisation
which seems to permeate the whole of Nepal and
India. ‘Stay at the third teashop, she puts jam on
Watch out for the landlord’s
the pancakes.
daughter in
she’s crosseyed and spits sideways.
Take onions, they’re good for the cold’.
.

.

pctually, it was a pretty exclusive
expedition. Just me and my Sherpa.
And we only reached the bottom
(but where does a mountain begin?). I was en route
home from the peat swamps of Malaysia and,
having endured the perpetual gloom of the primary
forests and a million and one mosquitoes, I felt I
needed a change of scenery. What better than
Mount Everest.
After despatching a cryptic cable from
‘Kathouse Katmandu’ (which unfortunately did
not live up to its telegraphic address) to my senior
engineer in Basingstoke, it was time to hit the road.
To the airport. Well, you can walk all the way but
when there’s a chance of a seat in a light aircraft
going three quarters of the distance.
The landing strip would have given John Powter
apoplexy. The plane does a sharp 900 turn and
lands on a strip (an accurate description) inclined at
about 1 in 10, one end of which is a large rock
outcrop and the other a steep valley slope to the
river many hundreds of feet below. It’s not only the
lack of oxygen at 12,000 ft. which makes the heart
beat faster.
So this was Namche Bazar, renowned amongst
the mountaineering fraternity as the main staging
post for the Everest expeditions. And it was at
Namche that I engaged Ang Babu my sherpa guide
cum porter. My flight there had saved me twelve
days of trekking—but it was another six days
before I finally reached the base camp area of
Everest.
The route from Namche to Everest although
physically demanding is not too difficult. And
therein lies the danger to the time pressed traveller.
Lack of altitude acclimatization had accounted for
three deaths in the previous two months and results
in only about 60 per cent of all trekkers making it.
Speed literally kills, and the only surefire remedy is
to lose altitude fast. And that can mean a helicopter
evacuation which at around £350 a time makes for
an expensive vacation. In spite of rest days at
12,000 ft. and 16,000 ft. I suffered severe
headaches and at one time, severe breathlessness. It
was quite frightening.

With the notable exception of the Everest View
Hotel at Namche Bazar (getting on for £50 a night
single plus FREE oxygen) run by a Japanese
businessman (they get everywhere), accommo
dation becomes more rudimentary the nearer
one approaches Everest. And doubles in price
to the princely sum of ten pence. What starts
off as a two-storey structure in wood and stone,
under an inspired name such as ‘International
Footrest’, ‘Lhotse View Tea House’ or ‘Sherpa
Lodge’, culminates in a small stone hut with an
earthen floor and perhaps one minute glassless
window, built originally for the farmer to tend his
Yaks during the summer months. Dark, damp and
smoke ridden, it is nonetheless a welcome refuge
against the bitter cold.
Conversely, the food gets better and better. At
least the tinned variety. This is due to the large
number of mountaineering expeditions which sell
off their surplus stock. In fact one could become a
positive gourmet. Creamed Chestnut, Anchovies,
Peaches, Ox Tongue, Dundee Cake, Pate de Fois
Gras (part of a celebration dinner of an
unsuccessful expedition?); beer from Australia and
Holland; labels in Japanese, Spanish, Polish
(Wlodek, where were you?). But the true traveller
spurns all these for native delicacies such as boiled
potatoes—or even more boiled potatoes. Although
I do remember salivating at the thought of the
coming nights’ stop and the possibility of pancakes,
chapatis, or even lentils and rice. Drink comprises
the ubiquitous cup of sweet tea (Darjeeling variety),
much less commonly Tibetan tea (made from Yak
butter and salt and far more refreshing), or chang
(made from fermented rice and results in confusion
over the source of the following days headache).
The ultimate result of one’s hardships and
labours is to experience surely the most fabulous
mountain scenery in the world. No superlatives can
match the feeling of awe and detachment from
man’s humble activities on the trek to Everest. The
end of the trail is marked by a hill (hill?) from
which at 18,500 ft. one can overlook the traditional
base camp area of the Everest expeditions, and
from which in turn one is surrounded by the

.
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.

.

.

.

Back in Namche, Ang Babu invited me to stay at
his house, and the following day I made
preparations for the long trek back to Katmandu.
The thought of actually carrying my own rucksack
didn’t fill me with overwhelming enthusiasm but I
felt I had to make the journey at least one way.
Passing through the village I spotted a notice
pasted on a wall. ‘Note for Trekers’ it said, “Flai
back to Katma,ndu. Seets abilable”.
Well I am only human, and...
TIM HUNT

PONTIFACT CROSSWORD
BY R. J. G. EDWARDS

(solution on page 62)

ACROSS
I.
5.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

It personifies l’esprit de corp
Digitated
The girl is an easy one to crack
This short street though old is still shown to the
public
Met in storms reorganised—to monitor supplies
An old clergyman
Abstract shape
A frolic perhaps to Gretna Green
Very loud and clever mixture will reduce the noise
Cot in ruins will cause disturbances
Unless
Truth and nothing but the truth
Upends the mixture on board thereby hangs a tail!
1 shall enter the scene as my brothers daughters are
called

DOWN
2. So hard was the first male worker
3. I-low to get the best of everything
4. Smacks of alcohol
5. Mountains are the keys?—perhaps in the Caribbean
6. Cross swords historically
7. Road levellers are reconstituted which shows con
cern
8. Taken from—-23 across is often this without tea!
14. Leaning on this bat you are quite safe
15. Unlike 2 down these are the last workers
16. Mythical sword thrower
17. Dutiful positions—in Hants perhaps
18. Outshine—even the sun has its dull moments
19. One in the eye for Magog
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Back in Namche, Ang Babu invited me to stay at
his house, and the following day I made
preparations for the long trek back to Katmandu.
The thought of actually carrying my own rucksack
didn’t fill me with overwhelming enthusiasm but I
felt I had to make the journey at least one way.
Passing through the village I spotted a notice
pasted on a wall. ‘Note for Trekers’ it said, “Flai
back to Katma,ndu. Seets abilable”.
Well I am only human, and...
TIM HUNT

PONTIFACT CROSSWORD
BY R. J. G. EDWARDS

(solution on page 62)

ACROSS
I.
5.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

It personifies l’esprit de corp
Digitated
The girl is an easy one to crack
This short street though old is still shown to the
public
Met in storms reorganised—to monitor supplies
An old clergyman
Abstract shape
A frolic perhaps to Gretna Green
Very loud and clever mixture will reduce the noise
Cot in ruins will cause disturbances
Unless
Truth and nothing but the truth
Upends the mixture on board thereby hangs a tail!
1 shall enter the scene as my brothers daughters are
called

DOWN
2. So hard was the first male worker
3. I-low to get the best of everything
4. Smacks of alcohol
5. Mountains are the keys?—perhaps in the Caribbean
6. Cross swords historically
7. Road levellers are reconstituted which shows con
cern
8. Taken from—-23 across is often this without tea!
14. Leaning on this bat you are quite safe
15. Unlike 2 down these are the last workers
16. Mythical sword thrower
17. Dutiful positions—in Hants perhaps
18. Outshine—even the sun has its dull moments
19. One in the eye for Magog
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A Post-tensioned Concrete Building on
Foundations Designed by SWK (HK)
by]?. G. Thomson

he Elstress Longspan Building System
was recently demonstrated to an invited
audience, including several SWK staff, on a
site formed for Outboard Marine International
SA on Tsing Yi Island, Hong Kong.
SWK were consultants to Outboard Marine for
the formation and protection works for this site and
were asked, after the site formation and seawall

First floor level. Note jacks on top of right-hand
columns and jacking-rods protruding.
were almost complete, to report on the foundation
stability of a building to be designed and
constructed by Elstress Longspan, (HK) Ltd.
In outline, the Elstress building system consists
of a post-tensioned concrete ground-floor slab
which forms a raft foundation for the building, and
similarly-constructed intermediate floor and roof
slabs cast at ground level and jacked to final level
after stressing. The columns each comprise two
tubular steel sections with clearance for a jacking-

rod to pass between; the columns are enclosed with
in-situ concrete after completion of the jacking
operation. Precast post-tensioned wall panels are
fixed to the floors by welding on special steel plates.
The plates are built into the floors on the one hand,
and attached to the end of the wall post-tensioning
cables on the other,
The theory behind the design of the base slab is
as follows:
A thin, flat concrete slab is cast on a subgrade;
post-tensioned prestressing is then applied
symmetrically in two directions at right angles
to each other via cables profiled to an inverted
parabola, thus causing the slab to ‘dome’. The
cables are then grouted in their ducts using highstrength grout; this action locks in the doming
of the slab. The centre of the slab is now clear of
the subgrade. If the domes were now to be
flattened by the application of vertical loading,
and the soil beneath were a truly elastic
material, the reaction of the slab on the
subgrade would be more or less uniform.
Several of these domes connected together (with
allowance made for continuity and a column at
the apex of each dome) form the raft
foundation.
Intermediate floors are considered as inverted
base slabs.
The structure proposed for the Outboard Marine
site had three storey’s, with columns on a 41 x 36 ft.
grid. The design live loadings were 150 lb./sq. ft. on
the second floor and 300 lb./s.q ft. on the first.
Slabs were 9 in. thick along the line of the
prestressing tendons, with 4 in. thick panels
between. It was calculated that the building would
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cause a maximum loading at ground level
approximately equivalent to
a UDL of
900 lb./sq. ft.;
also
the
building
could
accommodate differential settlement of 4 inches in
40 ft.
As previously stated, the reclamation and seawall works were almost complete at the time that
SWK were asked to report on the building; the
sea-wall stability had been checked and was found
to give an adequate factor of safety for the
normally accepted live loading of 375 lb./sq. ft. The
sea-wall would not therefore be stable when subject
to a surcharge of 900 lb./sq. ft. on the adjacent
reclamation.
The strata beneath the building were a
complicated mixture of fresh granite, in-situ
decomposed granite, silty sand and reclamation.
The reclamation had originally been started as a
spoil tip from a nearby power station site and
contained many large boulders and lumps of
concrete. This ‘old reclamation’ had been
completed in April, 1969 leaving a sloping rubble
seaward face. In 1973 the reclamation was
extended seaward using decomposed granite filling,
and it was during this work that the Elstress
building was first mooted.
SWK considered many methods of tackling the
settlement and stability problem, including using
dynamic compaction, and finally came up with the
following solution.
The area covered by the building was divided
into three zones:
Zone I —entirely old reclamation

Zone II —new reclamation overlying the sloping
rubble edge of the old reclamation
Zone II1—entirely new reclamation.
Zone I was not expected to settle very much
further, and it was certain that normal piling
techniques could be used in Zone III without
necessitating serious alteration of the raft
foundation to span the distance between the piles.
Normal piling could not be used in Zone II as there
was a possibilit°’ of piles sliding off the sloping rock
face. The proposed methods of treating each zone
were as follows:
The whole area of the building was to be covered
with a 10 ft. thick surcharge for at least two
months, and the Zone II area covered with twice
this depth for the same period. This represented lx
and 2x the design reaction from the building.
Zone II was then to be further compacted by
driving closely-spaced piles down to the rubble
wall; these were to be cut off at 3 ft. below
reclamation level. This meant that should one pile
slip from a boulder its load could be partially
transferred to the four adjacent piles by soil
arching, thus reducing the load on the failed pile
before a large amount of settlement had taken
place.
In Zone I the building was to be allowed to rest
on the surface of the reclamation and in Zone III
normal piling was to be used.
SWK’s recommendations were accepted by the
client, his architects and Elstress Longspan—and
an economic solution to a difficult problem was the
result.
R. G. THOMSON

The Editors

concrete in his stocking feet. Asked why he didn’t
have his boots on he replied that the Inspector
wasn’t going to catch him again with mud on this
boots.
Finally if it had not been serious it would have
been laughable. A joiner was appointed as a Safety
Officer, he was kneeling on the 1st Lift of a scaffold
cutting a piece of plywood, being left handed he
had alt his weight on the outside edge and when he
cut through he overbalanced and fell of the
scaffold and broke his leg.

Pont (fact

Dear Sirs
Civil Engineering at times may seem dull in a
drawing office but at times out in the field it can be
very funny. I recall a few instances which come
readily to mind. A concrete squad had just finished
laying a long stretch when a chap wearing wellies
came along and walked right through it and asked
the ganger if there was a chance of a job, he replied
‘No’ and the chap turned around and walked back
again through the wet concrete.
Another occasion on the Teesside Parkway a
labourer was observed blowing a wall out ready for

Yours faithfully
W. J. Binmore, low
Teesside Parkway
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We offer our congratulations to four fellow
engineers who were successful in their Professional
Interview last Spring. They are C.Engs. Steve
Dawson, Doug Ferguson, John Grey and Rodney
Hayes, M., M., M., M.I.C.E. No doubt the transfer
fee has gone up like everything else—perhaps we
should offer our condolences as well!
A whisper from Bedford Square tells us that
Mike Yates and Paul Gray have been similarly
honoured. Welcome to the club!
*

Basingstoke
This is the first ‘Notes from Basingstoke’ to be
written with all the Basingstoke staff concentrated
under one roof. Even Richard Warren has been
released from solitary confinement in the maximum
security archives wing of Thornycrofts, and is now
buried in Soils. At one time the Basingstoke empire
was divided into three parts. Our farthest flung
outpost, Fort Laundry, was quickly scrubbed, and
then it was decided we need no longer maintain a
presence in the shopping centre.
*

*

The reorganisation necessary in Scott House to
accommodate the Civils and Planning Sections left
few people unaffected. On the third floor the library
was abolished as a separate entity and Staff
Services. Salaries, Roads and Bridges budged up in
the bed to make space for Civils. Room was found
on the second floor for Planning after Airports had
moved to the first. A key factor was the creation of
more office accommodation on the ground floor
room that was either to have been the Soils
Laboratory or, in more prosperous days, the Snack
Bar. This entailed the installation of services and
laying a floor screed, the room then being fitted out
and decorated by our own Maintenance
Department who performed miracles of cost-saving
improvisation and achieved a magnificent result.
All these convulsions took place in bursts of
activity during last autumn and this spring. The
major problem, apart from the adjustment of the
have
been
seems
to
telephone
system,
accommodating cars rather than people and
furniture. Even this was eased a great deal by
abolishing reserved spaces as far as possible.
Our furniture has now remained more or less
stationary for six months, and it must soon be time
to juggle it all around again. Any volunteers?

The Civil Section now being united with Scott
House, (we think), have made their fair
contribution to the future generation of likely Civil
Engineers.
A boy, Scott Thomas, to Jeannette and John
Robinson on May 10th, 1975.
A boy, Mark Andrew, to Julia and Simon
Thomas, on December 26th, 1975.
A boy to Marilyn and Gordon Trigg in April,
1976. Born in the UK, but flew out with Marilyn
when only a few weeks old to join his Dad in
Botswana on the Broadhurst Road and
Sewerage Scheme.
A boy, William, to Plena and John Grey on
April 26th, 1976.
and to show that there is no sex discrimination
A girl, Susanna Teresa to Tess and Peter
Walker on January 6th, 1976. Peter left the
company earlier this year to join his father-inlaw’s business.
The Civil Sections Brotherhood of Bachelors has
also diminished somewhat over the last 12 months,
with two weddings.
Richard and Caroline Hoyes were married on
July 19th, 1975 at St. Helen’s Church,
Hangleton, Hove, and Andy Scott married
Elizabeth Myers on September 27th, 1975 at
Trumpington, Cambridge. Richard has now left
us for the Ibadan office of the Nigerian
Partnership.

*

At first it does not seem likely that Wally
Grainger could have anything in common with
Edward VIII, however we discover that each of
them started a new job in 1936. King Edward had
handed in his notice by Christmas that year, but we
may conclude that WEG, having completed 40
years with the Firm on March 23rd, has decided he
likes it here. Others of us, so far, have not served
quite as long. The Second World War was almost
over by the time that Miss Lishmund joined in
February, 1945, whilst John Powter waited nearly
until the Suez Crisis—his first 20 years with SWK
were up on October 20th, 1975. Between them,
Miss Lish, WEG and JRP have contributed more
than 90 person years to the Firm, teaching us more
transitory mortals the true meaning of the term
“Permanent staff”.

—

*

*

Relations between the Civil and Planning
departments reached a new peak with the
announcement last July of Roy Parson’s
engagement to Christine Anderson. Their marriage
is to be on August 14th this year, a fortnight before
Joe Field marries his fiancee, Susan Heath, at St.
Michael’s Church, Basingstoke. We wish both
couples every happiness.
*

*

*

*

Bill Sterling enjoyed a unique and fascinating
experience when he flew as one of the 76
passengers on Concorde’s inaugural flight to
Washington on May 24th. Having travelled at a
speed of 23 miles per minute, he is evidently SWK’s
first supersonic partner.
*

*

Rodney Clark of the Bridges Section is also
undertaking a notable journey. Not as fast,
certainly, but no-one can say his machine pollutes
the atmosphere. He is cycling on a tandem across
America from Oregon to Virginia. Two hundred
years after the British were thrown out of America,
Rodney is participating in the American Bike
Centennial to show them that firing a musket is not
the only thing in life. The Trans America Trail is
routed along back roads avoiding all centres of
population. Hoping that this is not because of the
hostility of the natives, we look forward to
welcoming him home in September and learning
about his experiences.
*

*

*

Through the vigilance of Cliff Sherratt, one of
the Scott House night security guards, two would-

be bank robbers were recently arrested by the
Basingstoke Police. Mr. Sherratt was patrolling the
third floor at 1 a.m. on the 15th January when,
glancing out of the window, he saw a shadow
moving towards the rear of the temporary Barclays
Bank building about 50 yards away. The figure
then climbed a drainpipe and got on to the roof of
the bank. Mr. Sherratt telephoned the police, who
arrived within two minutes and took two 19-yearold youths in custody, one of whom was armed
with a bilihook; the youths were subsequently
convicted and fined. The directors of Barclays
Bank are making an award of .flOO to Mr. Sherratt
in recognition of his efforts.
Mr. Sherratt is a former paratrooper and served
with the 6th Airborne Division during the war.
After the war he was with British Road Services for
7 years and then the Post Office for 20 years until
his retirement in 1972. He is now employed by
DPP Limited, a company specialising in security
and general office services and has been a guard at
Scott House since the building was first occupied
nearly two years ago.
*

*

We were pleased to learn that Vera De Bell is
enjoying her so-called retirement which started last
Christmas. It doesn’t surprise us to find out that far
from leading a life of ease, she has a part-time job
teaching typing, also shorthand and English, in a
college of further education. This also involves her
in administration, which covers a degree of social
and welfare work, which has always given her so
much satisfaction. She must surely be the youngest
senior citizen we know!
*

4,

When placing your order with your friendly
Basingstoke milkman please remember that the
new homogenised, condensed (but not evaporated)
SWK is now obtainable only in the familiar copper
topped pack, whose air-conditioning adds greatly
to the comfort of
THE BASING VIEWERS

Renfrew Motorway Stage I
The Motorway is now well and truly out of the
ground and now that spring has arrived an
increased effort is being made by main contractor
Baifour Beatty Construction (Scotland) to have the
Motorway open to traffic in October this year. Sign
gantries and high mast lights are being
erected—blacktop is going down and deck
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in administration, which covers a degree of social
and welfare work, which has always given her so
much satisfaction. She must surely be the youngest
senior citizen we know!
*

4,

When placing your order with your friendly
Basingstoke milkman please remember that the
new homogenised, condensed (but not evaporated)
SWK is now obtainable only in the familiar copper
topped pack, whose air-conditioning adds greatly
to the comfort of
THE BASING VIEWERS

Renfrew Motorway Stage I
The Motorway is now well and truly out of the
ground and now that spring has arrived an
increased effort is being made by main contractor
Baifour Beatty Construction (Scotland) to have the
Motorway open to traffic in October this year. Sign
gantries and high mast lights are being
erected—blacktop is going down and deck
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construction on the many graceful bridges is at an
advanced stage.
Against an urban backdrop varying from chic
suburbia to Glasgow’s industrial heartland and
what the national press likes to call multiple urban
deprivation, the effort and money being spent on
landscaping and the choice of elegant structures is
already paying dividends. While having an urban
Motorway at the bottom of the garden can hardly
be thought of as everyone’s idea of the perfect view,
the end effect here looks like it will, after all, turn
out more like a linear park than a concrete and
asphalt jungle.
Movements of staff have been fast and
sometimes furious. Here are some of the more
notable moves—Neil MacKay (CRE) has
returned to the Glasgow Office to take up his old
post as Projects Engineer for this Contract and is
rumoured to be leaving for his old stamping ground
in Kenya in the summer. Tudor Walters formerly
and resident
Engineer
(Bridges)
Resident
Welshman has taken on the job as Chief Resident
Engineer and Jim McCafTerty has moved from the
Bridges section of the Glasgow Office to Resident
Engineer (Bridges). Harry Mitchell former Resident
Engineer (Roads) has gone, with his right-hand
man Archie Maclnally to another firm and both are
now based somewhere in Saudi Arabia (a-ha the
desert and the camels—hope they find some good
looking ones). Jimmy Brownlee has moved from
Resident Engineer (Measurement) to Resident
Engineer (Roads) and Roger Anderson has taken
on the job of Resident Engineer (Measurement). In
spite of these and other moves the system still
seems to be functioning satisfactorily.
This may be the last communique from Renfrew
Motorway Stage I so look out all ye in overseas
partnerships—the wee men from Glasgow are
coming.
JAMES MCCAFFERTY

Kendal
64206—Kendal Link, surely it must be one of
the last of the Firm’s active assignments dating
back to the era of steam. We know that the
remainder of the 64200 M6 Motorway series are
not yet dead, Don Dudeney must be hoping to
publish his life memoirs on these, but Kendal Link
still has the Contractor, Brims & Co. Ltd., on site
completing outstanding works.
For the record, the road has now been open to
traffic for well over a year, much to the
environmental benefit of Milnthorpe, Endmoor and

Kendal, and the queues of traffic now form a few
miles further on at the next bottleneck nearer
Windermere. The scars of construction are rapidly
healing and the road is settling in to the
surrounding countryside apart from the batters
which, alas, have recently been disappointingly dis
figured and pockmarked by the Forestry
Commission’s efforts to plant forty-five thousand
trees as part of the Department of the
Environment’s landscaping programme. In time,
we hope their debris will be cleared away and once
the trees become established they must surely add
to the scene.
For the benefit of all those members of staff,
both past and present, who have served the Firm in
Westmorland over the past seventeen years, we
have no births, marriages or deaths to announce.
The outpost is still held by Steve Armitage, Bob
Parkins, John Berry, Peter Cosgrave and Frances
Wheatley. Frank Alderson, now a Brims man, is
also with us and serves us well. Bob, these days, is
only with us on a part-time basis and by the time
these notes appear in print, Peter should have
joined Chris Fitt in Stafford. From time to time we
also see or hear from those at Keswick but, no
doubt, they will be writing their own notes.
Site work is now almost complete and progress is
being made towards completion of the final
account. Once this is accomplished the days of
Scott Wilson in South Lakeland sadly appear to be
somewhat numbered—Partners please note!
STEVE ARMITAGE

Keswick
Following reports hinting at ‘slip-ups’ and
ourselves
the
‘negotiations’
and
between
contractor, Tarmac Construction Ltd, to determine
the cause of the late delivery of our Northern By
pass, it was felt necessary to issue a formal state
ment clarifying the position to the best of our
ability. Accordingly the following press release was
issued in mid-March, 1976:
“The Keswick Northern Bypass is expected to
open this autumn, a year later than originally
planned. Construction of Greta Bridge has taken
longer, and has been more complex than was
anticipated, when the Contractor tendered for the
work in 1973.
Further geotechnical investigation of the rock
cliff on the west side of the Greta Gorge was
carried out during the first six months of the
contract. The results of the subsequent detailed
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analysis obtained in August, 1974 suggested the
need to modify the West Abutment.
The modifications included lengthening the piles,
sleeving them through the surface layers of rock,
and draining the annulus so formed to prevent the
build up of water pressure.
The design of Temporary Works had to take
account of the condition of the rock face, and the
solution adopted for the temporary support, which
the Contractor required halfway up the cliff, was to
sink piles through the critical surface layers in a
manner similar to that used for the West Abutment.
The Temporary Works consisted of all the steel
scaffolding and timber work required to support the
concrete bridge spans until they were completed.
The Temporary Works were then removed to
reveal the part-completed bridge. As much care
was required to ensure that these Temporary
Works were safe, as was taken with the design and
construction of the permanent bridge.
These Temporary Works are now virtually
complete and in the meantime the construction of
the permanent concrete bridge has marched
steadily forward. The first two spans are
structurally complete, the third is expected to be
complete by Easter. Unless further problems reveal
themselves, the Engineers and Contractors are
confident that the bridge will be open to traffic in
the autumn of 1976”.
So there you have it. Everything you always
wanted to know about Keswick Northern Bypass
but never dared to ask! For the more technicalminded reference to the New Civil Engineer of 8th
April, 1976 is suggested.
At the time of writing, Greta Bridge river span is
under construction and at last a foot crossing of the
gorge has been provided, thereby saving the long
vehicle detour through Keswick or the pedestrian
route over the picturesque stone arch 100 yards
(sorry metres) downstream followed by the
exhausting struggle up the cliff face (if your name is
Don Williams or Joe Brown) to reach the West
Abutment. The remaining work progresses at a
canter, there being no real urgency to finish ahead
of Greta Bridge. The other bridges are sub
stantially complete except for parapets, which for
some reason unfathomable to your correspondent
seem always to take as long to erect as the bridges
themselves. Briery Bridge looks particularly well,
clad in the beautiful blue/green local stone of the
type used for floors of cathedrals or ashtrays for
semi-detached houses.
The Lake District experienced the long hot
summer enjoyed by the rest of the country last
year. One SARE at least remembers the summer
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bringing in the finest blackberry crop in living
memory and was able to lay down in his cellar a
sufficient store of blackberry wine—you might call
it a full-bodied little investment—to withstand siege
conditions. Hope the recipe’s a good one Jimmy!
The other SARE has been concentrating hard on
rearing a family in between his escapades
campanological. Congratulations to the happy
couple on the arrival of their first-born Kate.
Recently tHe Forestry Commission have planted
over five thousand of the twenty-five thousand new
trees scheduled for this contract. Of greater
botanical interest however was the discovery last
summer, in a hollow adjacent to the Bypass, of a
fcetid and extremely poisonous plant thought to be
Thorn Apple. Eventually, with the help of expert
naturalists the plants were identified as Abutilon
theophrasti (from S.E. Asia), Hibiscus trionum
(from S. Europe and Asia), Ipomoea hederacea
(from tropical America), Solanum rostratum (from
America and Mexico, being the original food of the
Colorado Beetle), Ambrosia artemisi(folia (from N.
America), and Datura stramonium (Thorn Apple).
The mystery of their origin still remained. It was
finally discovered that many years ago birds of
various species had been kept in an aviary close by.
Seed fed to them, long buried, had lain dormant
until disturbed by the drainage works associated
with the new road. The exceptionally long, hot
summer had provided the right conditions for their
germination.
The departure of Mark Stevens for pastures new,
left a big hole at Briery. However, we’re valiantly
trying to fill it and mulch seed it before any further
slumps occur. ‘Mulch binding in the Marsh’, as
some wag puts it. The atmosphere at Portinscale
brightened considerably in the autumn with the
arrival of Mike Leathers, the ‘as-built’ king of
Cumbria, complete with London-type umbrella.
For the uninitiated a London-type umbrella is an
unusual sight in the area partly because our rain
usually approaches horizontally and partly because
its onset is often so sudden that one finds oneself
saturated before an umbrella can be opened. In any
case Northerners generally regard themselves as
not quite as soluble as the rest of the country. It
gives the office style though, Mike!
The remaining staff can often be seen looking
urgently through the
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also with us and serves us well. Bob, these days, is
only with us on a part-time basis and by the time
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confident that the bridge will be open to traffic in
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So there you have it. Everything you always
wanted to know about Keswick Northern Bypass
but never dared to ask! For the more technicalminded reference to the New Civil Engineer of 8th
April, 1976 is suggested.
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under construction and at last a foot crossing of the
gorge has been provided, thereby saving the long
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route over the picturesque stone arch 100 yards
(sorry metres) downstream followed by the
exhausting struggle up the cliff face (if your name is
Don Williams or Joe Brown) to reach the West
Abutment. The remaining work progresses at a
canter, there being no real urgency to finish ahead
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stantially complete except for parapets, which for
some reason unfathomable to your correspondent
seem always to take as long to erect as the bridges
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clad in the beautiful blue/green local stone of the
type used for floors of cathedrals or ashtrays for
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Seed fed to them, long buried, had lain dormant
until disturbed by the drainage works associated
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Heath?) playing the organ on Helm Crag, on the
memorable journeys through Grasmere. On his
next visit we intend to point out another
protuberance rejoicing in the name of Great
Cockup: nothing to do with KNB of course; just
another of our beloved Lakeland mountains.
MIKE HEDDON

Stockport
The debate concerning the merits of a new road
linking Manchester to Sheffield continues to gather
momentum.
This office is at present occupied with
preparations for a full scale Public Consultation
exercise to be held this autumn. It will enable the
public to participate in this debate by either
studying the brochure, which will be distributed, or
by visiting one of the exhibitions where the
background to the scheme and the alternatives will
be explained.
Meanwhile, Planning Section are busy finalising
the traffic modelling work in Basingstoke. The
economic evaluation is causing certain problems,
since the current methods, developed mainly for
more modest schemes, do not take account of the
increased economic activity which would occur as
result of a large improvement in
the
communications between two major cities such as
Manchester and Sheffield. The benefits from this
project are difficult to assess and even more
difficult to explain to vociferous objectors now
organised on a national scale.
To turn to the domestic affairs of the office, the
very strong contingent of bachelors remain as
impregnable as ever, giving the writer little scope
for gossip. Our two agency tracers, with their
cheerful northern wit, ensure that nobody is
permitted to lapse into complete somnolence, while
the emergence of the secretary, Trish, from her
office, will always turn a head or two. Her driving
has been known to have the same effect, her ehicle
being the only one to regularly exceed 7,000 revs,
normally achieved somewhere between her parking
space and the car park entrance (approx. 20 yards).
Since the last issue, Iraj Saidzadeh and David
Farthing have returned to Basingstoke and Hamish
Leitch to Glasgow. Perhaps the most profound
effect of these moves on the office, is to drastically
reduce the playing membership of the table tennis
club. Maybe some of the more senior staff could be

persuaded to play, even though they are known to
have their own time consuming interests. Gordon
Forrest continues to increase his fine collection of
antique guns and pistols, John Sutton works harder
than ever in his garden, while an insight into Peter
Knowles’s interests can be seen elsewhere in this
magazine. One can only hope that the extended
delay to the Manchester-Sheffield project will not
cause Gordon to bring one of his treasures out of
retirement for use in conjunction with the client!
Finally, when those who have recently left the
office were asked what they missed most, (Trish
excepted), they were all agreed it was the succulent
lOp sandwiches and the splendid sticks of rhubarb
kindly provided by Gordon Forrest from his
cottage retreat further north. This just goes to
prove that up north they put their stomachs before
everything!
DAVID FARTHING

Hong Kong
Despite the fact that the staff of SWK in Hong
Kong numbers over 250, it is not feasible to write
separate newsletters for the various sites and
offices—or, to put it another way, my many spies
were, with one notable exception, rendered
speechless when I requested information of an
interesting and embarrassing nature for inclusion in
newsletters; besides, we are all too close to each
other in Hong Kong to justify our having separate
newsletters. One long sub-divided one will have to
satisfy you.
The City
What of the city? Well, the Census and Statistics
Department said that, at the end of 1974, the
population of the Colony was 4,338,200. There
may be no connection, but at roughly the same
time the Immigration Department started sending
illegal immigrants back to China (previously,
immigrants arriving by unlit junk or inflated pig’s
bladders across Mirs Bay had thrown themselves
into the arms of the Royal Hong Kong Police
patrols in the knowledge that they would be given
food, shelter and the chance to establish contact
with relatives).
In the past year, the stockmarkets have stopped
sliding and prices have generally stopped rising:
mild steel bars are now cheaper than they were in
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1973, which may be exciting news to the
Government but doesn’t help the man-in-the-alley.
The consumer indices have remained steady,
although the falls in the prices of rice and sugar
were tempered by the rises in the prices of bread
and alcohol (all kinds). Nonetheless, confidence is
returning and travel (the progress in which is
essential to the progress of Hong Kong), in
particular, has boomed: hovercraft now ferry
commuters from Tsuen Wan to Central in less than
seventeen minutes; two Boeing Jetfoils ensure that
the travel time from Hong Kong to Macau is a
pleasant, genuine 60-minutes, including queuing at
both ends; and the Mass Transit Railway
Provisional Authority became the Mass Transit
Authority in law. The MTA seemed doomed to
failure and fiasco after the Japanese consortium,
upon whom the MTRPA had placed all its bets,
withdrew with no great dignity early in 1975. Only
determination on the part of Government, despite
the strongest criticism, enabled the MTRPA to
proclaim that it would chop the Scheme into
segments and throw about 17 contracts open to
international tender. The MTA has just awarded
three contracts for tunnels and stations in north
Kowloon (one to the Japanese contractor building
the Tuen Mun Road) and it seems certain that the
Modified Initial Scheme will be completed in about
five years’ time.
More flyovers opened in Kowloon, some in
conjunction with tunnels as yet uncompleted and
one at right-angles to (and above) an existing
flyover. The traffic situation is much easier (and
will be even better in a year’s time), but the
planners continue to ignore pedestrians. There are
frequent letters to the papers complaining about the
lack of road-crossing facilities and, in one
celebrated incident, a group of villagers formed a
human barricade across the Kowloon Foothills
Road (the Lung Cheung Road), part of which was
designed by SWK many years ago, because the
PWD insisted on dismantling a wooden footbridge
over the road. Traffic was completely disrupted in
north Kowloon for 30 hours.
Despite
continually
improving
driving
conditions, Hong Kong drivers still appear to wish
to be known as the most selfish in the world. Lane
discipline is non-existent and drivers look on dual
carriageways as extra-long weaving lengths.
Passengers frequently indicate out of their near-side
window that they think that their driver wishes to
move leftwards across at least one lane of traffic; I
hope that the sight of those arrogantly waggled
fingers induces in others besides myself the desire
to ignore and reverse the old adage about not
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taking the law into one’s own hands. Pedestrians
are not blameless: once they have found a zebra
crossing and have actually entered it and
thereby—hopefully——caused traffic to halt, they
consider that the law entitles them to a communal,
temporary leasehold possession of this desirable
plot.
All
manner of aimless
wandering,
conversations, unfurling of umbrellas, hand
shaking and reversals of direction take place until
the sign that the lease has expired (steam issuing
from the foremost driver’s ears) occurs. At this
stage, all rapidly vacate the crossing except for a
bent and wizened OAP or similar, who dashes at
fastest hobble from a nearby shop doorway to the
second black line of the crossing, thereby causing
the line of barely-moving cars to stall.
The weekend weather has been very good this
year; the water and beaches may be dirty, but if
you have a junk why not escape to cleaner waters
for the day so that you can wince your way to
work on Monday with a calomine-lotion shirt and
shining red face? It happens to us all. Red is not
only the colour of this year, but also the colour of
sensitivity (apart from sunburn connections): a
recent hot favourite in the delicatessen of a large
store which sells only those goods made in China
was boxes of ‘Red Little Sausages’. The mainland
Chinese are usually scrupulously correct in their
English, so it could only have been political
sensitivity which led them to go against the natural
word order. Red tide swept the beaches a number
of times, causing those with sensitive skins to queue
at Monday surgery; and ‘Red-eye’, a local form of
conjunctivitis, was epidemic at one time. Carol
Guilford and three other members of her family
were some of the many stricken with it.
Health
There was also a hepatitis epidemic, similar to
the one of 1967; but generally, SWK personnel
have either been healthy or kept their ailments to
themselves. There are two exceptions: Susan Elliott
successfully emerged from an unpleasant operation
and is now restored to that sort of health which
enables her father to appear at six different
conferences while simultaneously skiing at Davos
and piloting his junk to Rocky Harbour.
The other unfortunate was Mike Kennedy, who
was struck with renal colic (kidney stones). In order
to avoid surgery or worse, the doctors advised
Mike to drink as much water as he could in the
hope that it would flush out the offending particles.
Mike says he now knows the true meaning behind
the phrase ‘going for a tinkle’.
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time the Immigration Department started sending
illegal immigrants back to China (previously,
immigrants arriving by unlit junk or inflated pig’s
bladders across Mirs Bay had thrown themselves
into the arms of the Royal Hong Kong Police
patrols in the knowledge that they would be given
food, shelter and the chance to establish contact
with relatives).
In the past year, the stockmarkets have stopped
sliding and prices have generally stopped rising:
mild steel bars are now cheaper than they were in
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1973, which may be exciting news to the
Government but doesn’t help the man-in-the-alley.
The consumer indices have remained steady,
although the falls in the prices of rice and sugar
were tempered by the rises in the prices of bread
and alcohol (all kinds). Nonetheless, confidence is
returning and travel (the progress in which is
essential to the progress of Hong Kong), in
particular, has boomed: hovercraft now ferry
commuters from Tsuen Wan to Central in less than
seventeen minutes; two Boeing Jetfoils ensure that
the travel time from Hong Kong to Macau is a
pleasant, genuine 60-minutes, including queuing at
both ends; and the Mass Transit Railway
Provisional Authority became the Mass Transit
Authority in law. The MTA seemed doomed to
failure and fiasco after the Japanese consortium,
upon whom the MTRPA had placed all its bets,
withdrew with no great dignity early in 1975. Only
determination on the part of Government, despite
the strongest criticism, enabled the MTRPA to
proclaim that it would chop the Scheme into
segments and throw about 17 contracts open to
international tender. The MTA has just awarded
three contracts for tunnels and stations in north
Kowloon (one to the Japanese contractor building
the Tuen Mun Road) and it seems certain that the
Modified Initial Scheme will be completed in about
five years’ time.
More flyovers opened in Kowloon, some in
conjunction with tunnels as yet uncompleted and
one at right-angles to (and above) an existing
flyover. The traffic situation is much easier (and
will be even better in a year’s time), but the
planners continue to ignore pedestrians. There are
frequent letters to the papers complaining about the
lack of road-crossing facilities and, in one
celebrated incident, a group of villagers formed a
human barricade across the Kowloon Foothills
Road (the Lung Cheung Road), part of which was
designed by SWK many years ago, because the
PWD insisted on dismantling a wooden footbridge
over the road. Traffic was completely disrupted in
north Kowloon for 30 hours.
Despite
continually
improving
driving
conditions, Hong Kong drivers still appear to wish
to be known as the most selfish in the world. Lane
discipline is non-existent and drivers look on dual
carriageways as extra-long weaving lengths.
Passengers frequently indicate out of their near-side
window that they think that their driver wishes to
move leftwards across at least one lane of traffic; I
hope that the sight of those arrogantly waggled
fingers induces in others besides myself the desire
to ignore and reverse the old adage about not
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taking the law into one’s own hands. Pedestrians
are not blameless: once they have found a zebra
crossing and have actually entered it and
thereby—hopefully——caused traffic to halt, they
consider that the law entitles them to a communal,
temporary leasehold possession of this desirable
plot.
All
manner of aimless
wandering,
conversations, unfurling of umbrellas, hand
shaking and reversals of direction take place until
the sign that the lease has expired (steam issuing
from the foremost driver’s ears) occurs. At this
stage, all rapidly vacate the crossing except for a
bent and wizened OAP or similar, who dashes at
fastest hobble from a nearby shop doorway to the
second black line of the crossing, thereby causing
the line of barely-moving cars to stall.
The weekend weather has been very good this
year; the water and beaches may be dirty, but if
you have a junk why not escape to cleaner waters
for the day so that you can wince your way to
work on Monday with a calomine-lotion shirt and
shining red face? It happens to us all. Red is not
only the colour of this year, but also the colour of
sensitivity (apart from sunburn connections): a
recent hot favourite in the delicatessen of a large
store which sells only those goods made in China
was boxes of ‘Red Little Sausages’. The mainland
Chinese are usually scrupulously correct in their
English, so it could only have been political
sensitivity which led them to go against the natural
word order. Red tide swept the beaches a number
of times, causing those with sensitive skins to queue
at Monday surgery; and ‘Red-eye’, a local form of
conjunctivitis, was epidemic at one time. Carol
Guilford and three other members of her family
were some of the many stricken with it.
Health
There was also a hepatitis epidemic, similar to
the one of 1967; but generally, SWK personnel
have either been healthy or kept their ailments to
themselves. There are two exceptions: Susan Elliott
successfully emerged from an unpleasant operation
and is now restored to that sort of health which
enables her father to appear at six different
conferences while simultaneously skiing at Davos
and piloting his junk to Rocky Harbour.
The other unfortunate was Mike Kennedy, who
was struck with renal colic (kidney stones). In order
to avoid surgery or worse, the doctors advised
Mike to drink as much water as he could in the
hope that it would flush out the offending particles.
Mike says he now knows the true meaning behind
the phrase ‘going for a tinkle’.
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Travellers
Mike’s troubles started while he was on local
leave in Manila. Having persuaded Christine to
return to UK for two months, not only was Mike’s
bachelor style cramped by the onset of agony, but
he also missed the Au-Frazier fight. Others who
escaped from Hong Kong on a temporary basis
included Eve Slinn (Poland), Nick Ratcliffe (Laos,
and later a crusade to Singapore), Cohn and
Kathleen Greig (Macau), Barry and Glynis Ward
(Penang), and Vic and Pat Lawley (South Africa).
Vic, during his travels, unfortunately sustained
injuries in an accident; he is now in London for the
Brunei Airport arbitration but we are unable to
discover whether the plastered limb is being
brandished as a weapon, or exhibited in such a
manner as to elicit compassion from the opposing
counsel. All of the Partners at some time or another
went to UK and other places, but only Andrew
Maslowicz chanced to be in Manila during the Ali
Frazier konfrontasi. He denies all knowledge of the
fight and says he was much too busy as structural
expert to give time to such diversions—which, he
adds, does not mean that he was engrossed in
bridge. In noting Mr. Maslowicz’s invaluable help
to the Manila office, one must also applaud his
timing: he returned to Hong Kong in time for the
first meeting at Happy Valley.
Sport
Professional sport in Hong Kong had two boosts
in 1975. Manchester United played against local
sides, and the ‘Aussie Superstars’ played the Hong
Kong cricket side in April. For the amateurs, the
visit by the Welsh RFC in September was a great
success, even though they walked over Hong Kong
on the pitch.
Nick RatclifYe and Jeremy Lindsay returned with
the HK Amateur Fencing Association team from
Singapore in September with bronze medals for
Team Sabre and Team Epee gained at the Oceania
Games. Nick was team manager.
Within SWK, sport and other leisure activities
have both flourished and pined. The Chess Club,
comprising Messrs. Butler, Westwood, Kennedy,
Thomson, Miller, Boury and Conway (and Mr.
Lindsay, part-time) and two outsiders, held regular
informal matches between January and July. It is
difficult to say who was champion for no scores
were kept, but the player with most potential was
undoubtedly Vrat Fisher-Boury. Out at Tuen Mun,
the SWK site staff soccer team amalgamated with
the Contractor’s and took on the Gurkhas who,
although small, are dead keen and super-fit from
carrying yaks and rolls of barbed-wire up and
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down hills. There were two matches, both draws,
with Mike Kennedy scoring twice and Jim Chung
ling scoring once. Weekend football slackened off
during the summer months, but was revived in
early October; internal triangular matches (SWK
Star House v. SWK Tsuen Wan v. SWK sites)
and matches against PWD, consultants and others
are arranged for the winter. We have again entered
the HKFA Junior Shield Competition and have
been awarded a bye in the first round. Last year, we
lost 14-1 in the first round.
Trophies named after partners multiplied but
were, for the most part, not awarded because of
bad weather. A gigantic golf tournament organised
most ably by Dashing Dave ‘Wedgie’ Westwood
(he also awarded handicaps and translated from the
original Scots in a series of deathless memos) was
washed out on 10th October before a single wood
could be raised in anger; thus the awarding of the
Elliott Plate, the Guilford Runner-up Tankard and
the Maslowicz Hacker’s Goblet had to be deferred
until November—more news next issue. The
Lindsay Cup, however, was fought between office
and site staff soccer teams on the fields of the
Chatham Road Academy for Military Arts.
Bounded on the one side by a black wall of diesel
smoke from Chatham Road, and on the other by a
mixture of noise and smell arising from the pig
trucks on the Kowloon Canton Railway Sidings,
the pitch offered advantages to both sides. The first
leg was drawn 4-4, but the second leg was played
with a light wind from the west: smoke covered the
pitch, drowned out the squeals of the supporters,
and the lads from the country lost 1-5. Scorers
were Bob Luscombe (5), Fong Lee-ming (2), Mike
Kennedy (2), William Fung (2), Mike Slinn (I), Jim
Chung-ling (1) and Tong Kin-wah (1).
Work
Work progresses. At Tuen Mun, SWK’s share
of the new town Stage I infrastructure, under RE
Bob Catell, continues. Report preparation and
outline planning for Stage II, and for Tsuen Wan
new town, surge ahead in SWK’s Tsuen Wan
office. Costs are vague at present, but Robin
Osborn talks casually of “several hundred million
dollars” for each of the various stages. With luck,
someone from that office will write a full New
Town Report for the next edition of Pontifact.
The Tuen Mun Link Contract (between the end
of the Tuen Mun Road and the new town) was let
at $24 m in October to a local firm, and the Sham
Tseng Viaduct contract was let at $18 m to
Kumagai Gumi (the main contractor for TMR)
also in October. Tsuen Wan Office of SWK are
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designing the link from Lai Chi Kok to Tsuen Wan
to complete this part of the western corridor. RE
Pierre Boppe continues to apply le tourniquet at the
Braemar site, and Robert Mair (ARE) and Tom
Letham (lOW) have joined forces with Ross Bros.
at Kwai Chung to Parry with the Berth 5
contractor; they hope to dock their first container
ship soon (and on time) and have calculated that
the coefficient of acceptability will equal P/yxz,
where P=number of piles damaged, y=decibels
raised by ship’s captain, z=decibels raised by the
contractor.
On the Tuen Mun Road contract it is thought
that there will be much more hard material than
originally envisaged; the contractor has just
completed the slipforming of a giant column (there
should be a photograph elsewhere); and problems
with major cut-slope collapses continue to exercise
Barry Ward and Dr. Wong. What with slips and
proofrolling problems, it was debated whether to
transfer the contract to Brunei—but no need. An
unknown genius in Star House sent the one word
‘Shazam’ by telegram to Bangkok and India, and
Messrs. Earwaker and Insley arrived on the next
bolt of lightning. Not that things are better, you
understand—it’s just that now we feel more
confident.
People
Harold Insley was (he says) ARE Animals in
India—mainly donkeys, camels, oxen and John
Henley’s cat, one gathers—and on this
recommendation was accepted by SWK (HK) as
custodian and exerciser of the CMG hound. He is
also helping on the Brunei Airport and Plover Cove
arbitrations. Mike Earwaker arrived in Hong Kong
following upon the near demise of SWK Thailand
and is acting in a floating capacity for the time
being; he administers the one remaining Thai road
job and also deals in landslides, claims and
arbitrations. One day Mike will sink like the rest of
us and then wish he hadn’t waited 20 years to get to
Hong Kong. Nick and Josephine Sibley arrived in
October; Nick will work in Tsuen Wan Office as
the first of a consignment of ‘flexible’ engineers—or
so the Basingstoke brochure pinned to his neck
said. Flexible? The minds of Staff Services are deep
and devious, but the answer we think lies in Eastern
literature; after all, it is but a short step from
KAPling to Kipling. Mike and Eve Slinn arrived
almost a year ago (by MAS transit?), and we
welcome Vic and Jackie Siddle who landed
recently. Vie will assist Vie Lawley, who was
appointed a Director of SWK and Co. Ltd. on 1st
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IT

The biggest aspidistra in the...

Not quite, but possibly the tallest bridge column
constructed on a SWK project.
Joining such historical monuments erected at
Medway, Wuya, Tebay, Borrowbeck, Ouse etc.,
this 33.9 m. (111 ft.) high 8 m.xl.3 m. thick
column was constructed by slip-form method as
part of the 7 span bridge which will carry the new
Tuen Mun Road across a valley at Tsing Lung
Tau, Hong Kong.
The other columns for this structure at 28 m.
centres range in height from 7.5 m. to 32 m., whilst
another 24 columns—ranging from 5 m. to 30 m.
high on two other large bridges and a viaduct
forming part of Stage 1 for this scenic HK$220 m
project—are being constructed similarly.
October; VAEL will be responsible for the
administrative aspects of the practice after he
returns to Hong Kong later this year.
Visitors included Messrs. Williams, McDermott
and Swift from UK and Pat Vulhiamy from Kenya.
The most esteemed arrival was that of Mr.
Hedges, who has now joined the Hong Kong
Partnership as Resident Partner in Manila in
charge of co-ordinating and supervising the local
design of 850 km of highways. David Butler left
Hong Kong to join Mr. Hedges in May. Also on
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the Philippines team are Alan (Thika) Waterworth,
Henry (Brunei) Egerton and Bertil Wesstrom, ex
Thailand; Jim Parkin has just resigned but will
continue as a valued member until December. Back
in Hong Kong, Mrs. Crigan’s place has been taken
by Mary Morton who has been designated Chief
Accountant; I hear that the waves are breaking in
Basingstoke accounts Section already.
Congratulations are due to Lorna Choy on the
birth of her first son at 6 lb 14 oz on 23rd August;
to Mike and Angela Chalmers on the birth of a girl
in September; and to James Chan Wai-tung and
Raymond Yeung who married Hui Lai and Irene
Mak respectively. Congratulations also to Mike
Slinn and me on completing ten years (even if not
quite consecutive in my case) with the Firm.
Mr. Elliott, as President of the St Patrick’s
Society, had the honour to represent the Society at
the memorial service for Erskine Childers, late
President of the Irish Republic, laid wreaths on the
Cenotaph on Remembrance Sunday and St
Patrick’s Day, and presided at the Society’s Annual
Bail. Mr. Elliott was also involved in meetings in
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Hong Kong’s Irish community commemorated
St Patrick’s Day, 1975 with a wreath-laying cere
mony at the Cenotaph.
Above: The President of the St Patrick Society,
Mr. S. G. Elliott, laying the wreath.

October at which he was elected chairman of an
ad-hoc committee preparatory to formation of a
Hong Kong Association of Consulting Engineers.
On a lighter note, Peter Moody (Binnies),
Richard Gamlen and Tim Conway featured in a
performance of Patience by G. & S. put on by the
Hong Kong Singers in November, and Cherry
Conway produced half of the 56 costumes required
for the Garrison Players’ production of The
Merchant of Venice. Richard Thomson flew to
Burma to recite The Road to Mandalay on the
steps of the old Moulmein Pagoda.
Weather
Richard T. it was who said—of Hong Kong
weather—”We get some sort of weather record in
Hong Kong every year. If we don’t get one this
year it will be a record.” The period between 1st
October, 1974 and 30th September, 1975 yielded
3383.6 mm, which is almost 10 per cent higher
than the previous annual record (1st January—3lst
December), and only just misses the twelve-month
record of 3402.0 mm. Apart from Typhoon Elsie
(14/10/1975), there were no typhoons of note to hit
Hong Kong in the first ten months of 1975,
although an unnamed tropical depression scored a
direct hit on the Colony in August; it was scarcely
developed, however, and the maximum gust was
only 51 knots.
Typhoon Elsie was a different matter. The storm
formed 800 miles east of the Philippines and moved
NW then WNW at 10 knots along the traditional
track through the Bashi Channel. Its approach
induced the onset of the NE monsoon with
cloudless skies, low humidity, and temperatures
between 24° and 31°C. On 14th October we
awoke to find that the no. 8 NW signal (gale or
storm) had replaced the previous day’s no. 3
(strong wind); gone was the sun and the low
humidity and so, too, was the no. 8 signal later in
the morning when no. 9 (increasing gale) was
raised. No. 10 signal (hurricane) was raised for
three hours in the afternoon, the first time since
Typhoon Rose in August, 1971. By midnight the
storm had virtually vanished, but it had given us all
an extra day at home after a fine weekend and a
public holiday on the Monday to celebrate the
Chung Yeung Festival (grave sweeping). The
typhoon was not a severe one—there were no
reports of serious landslides or flooding, only seven
ships experienced difficulty in the harbour, and less
than 50 people were injured—but 63 flights in and
out of Hong Kong were delayed or cancelled; and
the Kowloon Hash House Harriers had to
postpone their weekly run, so things couldn’t have
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been too good. One of the last flights to leave Kai
Tak before things became hairy was an Air India
707; it must have been caught by an unexpected
easterly gust as it took-off over Kowloon, for your
correspondent thought at one stage that the pilot
had decided to call on the Westwoods for morning
coffee at Yau Yat Chuen, so shallow was his angle
of climb.
The storm passed 26 miles south of the Royal
Observatory at its closest; it was an intense storm
and only the south side of Hong Kong Island, hill
tops and the outlying islands suffered hurricane
force winds. Waglan Island signal mast was blown
down, and the weather station there recorded a
maximum mean hourly wind speed of 69 knots;
Tate’s Cairn Station recorded a maximum gust of
97 knots (well below the maxima of Wanda, Ruby
and Rose and the all-time record of 145 knots
recorded at sea level in 1937). Maximum rainfall
intensity was only 90 mm/hr but the total rainfall
brought by the storm was 150.6 mm; the total
rainfall for the 365 days 17/10/74—16/10/75 was
thus 3778.2 mm compared with the annual average
of 2200.1 mm. If not a memorable typhoon, Elsie
at least put paid to the theory that typhoons strike
only at weekends or at night.

Miscellany
In a general vein, others may be interested to
learn that Hong Kong was visited not only by the
ICE in the form of Sir William Harris and Garth
Watson, but also (but not in their engineering
capacity) by the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh
in May, 1975. Royal Brunei Airlines commenced
flying into Hong Kong with their Boeing 737
recently, and the SCMP Business News columnist
said: “For anybody interested, RBA’s new Chair
man, who is General Adviser to his Highness the
Sultan is called Yang Teramat Berhormat Pehin
Orang Kaya Laila Setia Bakti Di-Raja Dato Laila
Utama Awang Isa bin Pehin Datu Perdana Menteri
Dato LailaUtama AwangHaji Ibrahim.If his name
comes up again, which I suspect it will, I think we’ll
call him Bill for short.” Talking about Kai Tak
Airport, just before Cathay Pacific took delivery of
their brand new Lockheed Super Tristar in order to
aid Ian Donald proofroll the runway extension, it
was discovered that two buildings in Kowloon
Walled City were found to be higher than the
building ordinances allowed (because of their
proximity to the runway). The PWD ordered the
buildings shortened; the owners resisted. The
SCMP commented in their editorial: “This
situation could only have come about in the

unhappy six-and-a-half acres that make up the
Walled City where the building laws are not
enforced and the
chaotic jumble of jerry-built
structures
poses health hazards.” Ponqftict
readers who know of the Walled City may be
interested to learn what else the SCMP had to say:
“This anomalous situation results from an
extraordinary
provision
contained
in
the
convention leasing the New Territories to Hong
Kong in l898
which permitted Chinese officials
9
‘...now stationed in Kowloon City to continue to
exercise jurisdiction except so far as may be
inconsistent with the military requirements for the
defence of Hong Kong’. A year later, however, a
unilateral declaration by Britain declared Kowloon
City to be part and parcel of the Colony, though
this has been repeatedly contested. This
results
in a bonanza for drug pedlars, gambling operators,
vice racketeers—and some builders. Surely this
latest act of defiance dictates the need for a
clarification of the status of Kowloon City.” And
thus—an end to the romantic rumours (believed by
many) that Kowloon City is Peking’s sovereign
territory and “her embassy in Hong Kong.”
TPC organised a poetry competition: everyone
in SWKP HK was invited to participate. Response:
one. Next time, I’ll organise a ‘Criticise Your Boss
Anonymously’ or ‘My Three Best Blue Films’
competition.
Sharks were spotted several times off a number
of Hong Kong’s beaches this summer; and our
resident Man About Town says that if we had a
Trade Descriptions Act in Hong Kong human
sharks would find it to their advantage to read
carefully the bills of fare offered at the toplesshostess clubs in Tsim Sha Tsui. Most of them
describe not only how much drinks cost but also
how much hostesses cost to take out—all at only
10 per cent service charge. Is that, he asks, services
received
or rendered?
Returning to buildings, the ceiling in the soils lab.
in Star House is in danger of collapsing. Didn’t the
same thing happen in Canton Road about ten years
ago, just before the move from Manson House to
Star House? It must be time to change premises
again. In connection with the Plover Cove
arbitration, counsel and others continue to ask for
ten copies of everything written, typed, drawn or
sketched by anyone remotely connected with the
main dam contract throughout its 4k-year
construction period. Xeroxers Cheung and Frankie
have just applied for building permission to
construct a half-scale replica of the dam from failed
copies; closure will take place early in 1977, they
say, and fishing licences can be obtained through
.
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the Philippines team are Alan (Thika) Waterworth,
Henry (Brunei) Egerton and Bertil Wesstrom, ex
Thailand; Jim Parkin has just resigned but will
continue as a valued member until December. Back
in Hong Kong, Mrs. Crigan’s place has been taken
by Mary Morton who has been designated Chief
Accountant; I hear that the waves are breaking in
Basingstoke accounts Section already.
Congratulations are due to Lorna Choy on the
birth of her first son at 6 lb 14 oz on 23rd August;
to Mike and Angela Chalmers on the birth of a girl
in September; and to James Chan Wai-tung and
Raymond Yeung who married Hui Lai and Irene
Mak respectively. Congratulations also to Mike
Slinn and me on completing ten years (even if not
quite consecutive in my case) with the Firm.
Mr. Elliott, as President of the St Patrick’s
Society, had the honour to represent the Society at
the memorial service for Erskine Childers, late
President of the Irish Republic, laid wreaths on the
Cenotaph on Remembrance Sunday and St
Patrick’s Day, and presided at the Society’s Annual
Bail. Mr. Elliott was also involved in meetings in
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Hong Kong’s Irish community commemorated
St Patrick’s Day, 1975 with a wreath-laying cere
mony at the Cenotaph.
Above: The President of the St Patrick Society,
Mr. S. G. Elliott, laying the wreath.

October at which he was elected chairman of an
ad-hoc committee preparatory to formation of a
Hong Kong Association of Consulting Engineers.
On a lighter note, Peter Moody (Binnies),
Richard Gamlen and Tim Conway featured in a
performance of Patience by G. & S. put on by the
Hong Kong Singers in November, and Cherry
Conway produced half of the 56 costumes required
for the Garrison Players’ production of The
Merchant of Venice. Richard Thomson flew to
Burma to recite The Road to Mandalay on the
steps of the old Moulmein Pagoda.
Weather
Richard T. it was who said—of Hong Kong
weather—”We get some sort of weather record in
Hong Kong every year. If we don’t get one this
year it will be a record.” The period between 1st
October, 1974 and 30th September, 1975 yielded
3383.6 mm, which is almost 10 per cent higher
than the previous annual record (1st January—3lst
December), and only just misses the twelve-month
record of 3402.0 mm. Apart from Typhoon Elsie
(14/10/1975), there were no typhoons of note to hit
Hong Kong in the first ten months of 1975,
although an unnamed tropical depression scored a
direct hit on the Colony in August; it was scarcely
developed, however, and the maximum gust was
only 51 knots.
Typhoon Elsie was a different matter. The storm
formed 800 miles east of the Philippines and moved
NW then WNW at 10 knots along the traditional
track through the Bashi Channel. Its approach
induced the onset of the NE monsoon with
cloudless skies, low humidity, and temperatures
between 24° and 31°C. On 14th October we
awoke to find that the no. 8 NW signal (gale or
storm) had replaced the previous day’s no. 3
(strong wind); gone was the sun and the low
humidity and so, too, was the no. 8 signal later in
the morning when no. 9 (increasing gale) was
raised. No. 10 signal (hurricane) was raised for
three hours in the afternoon, the first time since
Typhoon Rose in August, 1971. By midnight the
storm had virtually vanished, but it had given us all
an extra day at home after a fine weekend and a
public holiday on the Monday to celebrate the
Chung Yeung Festival (grave sweeping). The
typhoon was not a severe one—there were no
reports of serious landslides or flooding, only seven
ships experienced difficulty in the harbour, and less
than 50 people were injured—but 63 flights in and
out of Hong Kong were delayed or cancelled; and
the Kowloon Hash House Harriers had to
postpone their weekly run, so things couldn’t have
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been too good. One of the last flights to leave Kai
Tak before things became hairy was an Air India
707; it must have been caught by an unexpected
easterly gust as it took-off over Kowloon, for your
correspondent thought at one stage that the pilot
had decided to call on the Westwoods for morning
coffee at Yau Yat Chuen, so shallow was his angle
of climb.
The storm passed 26 miles south of the Royal
Observatory at its closest; it was an intense storm
and only the south side of Hong Kong Island, hill
tops and the outlying islands suffered hurricane
force winds. Waglan Island signal mast was blown
down, and the weather station there recorded a
maximum mean hourly wind speed of 69 knots;
Tate’s Cairn Station recorded a maximum gust of
97 knots (well below the maxima of Wanda, Ruby
and Rose and the all-time record of 145 knots
recorded at sea level in 1937). Maximum rainfall
intensity was only 90 mm/hr but the total rainfall
brought by the storm was 150.6 mm; the total
rainfall for the 365 days 17/10/74—16/10/75 was
thus 3778.2 mm compared with the annual average
of 2200.1 mm. If not a memorable typhoon, Elsie
at least put paid to the theory that typhoons strike
only at weekends or at night.

Miscellany
In a general vein, others may be interested to
learn that Hong Kong was visited not only by the
ICE in the form of Sir William Harris and Garth
Watson, but also (but not in their engineering
capacity) by the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh
in May, 1975. Royal Brunei Airlines commenced
flying into Hong Kong with their Boeing 737
recently, and the SCMP Business News columnist
said: “For anybody interested, RBA’s new Chair
man, who is General Adviser to his Highness the
Sultan is called Yang Teramat Berhormat Pehin
Orang Kaya Laila Setia Bakti Di-Raja Dato Laila
Utama Awang Isa bin Pehin Datu Perdana Menteri
Dato LailaUtama AwangHaji Ibrahim.If his name
comes up again, which I suspect it will, I think we’ll
call him Bill for short.” Talking about Kai Tak
Airport, just before Cathay Pacific took delivery of
their brand new Lockheed Super Tristar in order to
aid Ian Donald proofroll the runway extension, it
was discovered that two buildings in Kowloon
Walled City were found to be higher than the
building ordinances allowed (because of their
proximity to the runway). The PWD ordered the
buildings shortened; the owners resisted. The
SCMP commented in their editorial: “This
situation could only have come about in the

unhappy six-and-a-half acres that make up the
Walled City where the building laws are not
enforced and the
chaotic jumble of jerry-built
structures
poses health hazards.” Ponqftict
readers who know of the Walled City may be
interested to learn what else the SCMP had to say:
“This anomalous situation results from an
extraordinary
provision
contained
in
the
convention leasing the New Territories to Hong
Kong in l898
which permitted Chinese officials
9
‘...now stationed in Kowloon City to continue to
exercise jurisdiction except so far as may be
inconsistent with the military requirements for the
defence of Hong Kong’. A year later, however, a
unilateral declaration by Britain declared Kowloon
City to be part and parcel of the Colony, though
this has been repeatedly contested. This
results
in a bonanza for drug pedlars, gambling operators,
vice racketeers—and some builders. Surely this
latest act of defiance dictates the need for a
clarification of the status of Kowloon City.” And
thus—an end to the romantic rumours (believed by
many) that Kowloon City is Peking’s sovereign
territory and “her embassy in Hong Kong.”
TPC organised a poetry competition: everyone
in SWKP HK was invited to participate. Response:
one. Next time, I’ll organise a ‘Criticise Your Boss
Anonymously’ or ‘My Three Best Blue Films’
competition.
Sharks were spotted several times off a number
of Hong Kong’s beaches this summer; and our
resident Man About Town says that if we had a
Trade Descriptions Act in Hong Kong human
sharks would find it to their advantage to read
carefully the bills of fare offered at the toplesshostess clubs in Tsim Sha Tsui. Most of them
describe not only how much drinks cost but also
how much hostesses cost to take out—all at only
10 per cent service charge. Is that, he asks, services
received
or rendered?
Returning to buildings, the ceiling in the soils lab.
in Star House is in danger of collapsing. Didn’t the
same thing happen in Canton Road about ten years
ago, just before the move from Manson House to
Star House? It must be time to change premises
again. In connection with the Plover Cove
arbitration, counsel and others continue to ask for
ten copies of everything written, typed, drawn or
sketched by anyone remotely connected with the
main dam contract throughout its 4k-year
construction period. Xeroxers Cheung and Frankie
have just applied for building permission to
construct a half-scale replica of the dam from failed
copies; closure will take place early in 1977, they
say, and fishing licences can be obtained through
.
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Gladys. The well-known M. Abrahamson is to give
a series of lectures in a two-day seminar at the
Hilton Hotel in January, 1976 on the 5th edition.
Many of us should like to go, but at £80 a
head...? He must think we’re made of money.
Talking of which, there were scares earlier this
year that income tax would rise and that telephone,
electricity and gas charges would also increase.
Luckily, tax remained more or less as it had been,
the Telephone Co.’s application for increases was
refused, and HK Electric failed to take over China
Gas. However. Gammon (HK) and Zung Fu were
taken-over, and the Hong Kong Bank bailed out
Hutchison International at a time when HIL was a
bit short of the ready. Commercial TV opened,
giving Hong Kong five channels in all. The YMCA
in Salisbury Road opened a new wing of hotelstandard and SWK personnel lodged there (both
temporarily
and
semipermanently)
report
favourably on it. No alcohol is allowed, but there’s
no prohibition on importing plain paper bags. The
greatest shock to SWK staff was the 100 per cent
rise in the cost of lunches at the TMR canteen,
although the whole of Hong Kong was affected by
the introduction of two new coins: the $2 and 20
cents both have scalloped edges and are designed
not only to save on pocket wear but also (some
say) to assist the public in participating in the new
Mark 6 lottery, run by the Jockey Club. It’s like a
weekly Ernie but you have to pick six numbers out
of fourteen, not buy a ticket. The cost is the
same—ten dollars—but.. the heartache is much
greater. There have been numerous letters to the
papers from punters who refuse to accept that
either (a) it cannot be, or (b) it must be, to their
advantage to be able to perm 6 from 14 instead of
buying a pre-printed lottery ticket with seven
numbers on. Many tried to calculate the odds of
winning the Mark 6 and, although few committed
themselves to print, it was obvious that probability
theory remains a mystery to most people.
While Peter Godber was brought back from
England and tried, fined and sentenced to 4 years,
others—including PWD officers and others
peril. usly close to home—suffered similar if less
drastic fates before they could make good their
escape from the Colony. Some of us went filming,
briefly, with Mickey Rooney, while others rumina
ted on the advantages of buying HAC-constructed
houses in UK. One senior engineer (ex-Hollywood?)
arrived with 29 cases of personal belongings, and
was later seen filling six butane lighters in the
Ocean Terminal
yes, I know: what’s the
connection? Our colleagues, Binnies, designed and
built an oceanarium; the spec. for dolphins has to
.

.

.

be seen to be believed. A platoon of penguins
arrived at Kai Tak unexpectedly one weekend.
Their nearest relation turned out to be a B & P
engineer who was dragged from his bed to take
charge of them. Would this explain why the 17th
floor senior
ah, washroom in Star House (used
by SWK and B and P) was flooded the following
Monday morning?
We leave you with a quote: “so many SWK
people live in or near Kadoorie Avenue it’s just like
Coronation Street” (thanks, JS), and an unsolicited
contribution from one of the more peripatetic of
our partners. It comprises two clippings from the
Far Eastern Econo,nic Review wherein Richard
Hughes reports: (a) in the first clipping (20th June,
1975) that Alcoholics Synonymous (a 20-year-old
cultural society) had voted that feminine charm
resided in the greatest quantity in Far Eastern
ladies with the following priority order (China and
North Korea excluded): 1. Filipina, 2. South
Korean. 3. Thai. 4. South Vietnamese, 5. Burmese,
6. Javanese, 7. Japanese, 8. Malayan, and (b) in the
second clipping (29th August, 1975), that voting
subsequent to the first clipping had amended the
order to 1. Filipina, 2. South Korean, 3. Japanese.
All the others were also-rans. Now, which firm has
just started work in the Philippines and only very
reluctantly left Thailand? Which firm has been
trying very hard to get into S. Korea, and would be
first in line if the chance of entering Japan were ever
offered? And who was away from Hong Kong in
July and August?
TIM CONWAY
...

Kota Kinabalu
Since the publication of the last Newsletter from
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia has, in common with
many other countries, experienced economic
problems. Although generally less severe here than
elsewhere, they have had the effect of making
Government reassess the priority of each
development project, in the light of current national
requirements.
As a result the major development of Kota
Kinabalu International Airport, (the only project
with which the Firm is actively concerned in Sabah
at the moment), has been delayed. However funds
have now been made available and design and
documentation work for the new Terminal
Complex Civil and Building works continue,
although on a reduced-scope scheme. It is hoped
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that the contract for the civil works will be awarded
and tenders called for the building contract before
the end of the year.
Progress in the field has been achieved on minor
contracts, including a new Instrument Landing
System, an Airfield Lighting and External Services
contract, a new Fire and Rescue Station and piled
support structures for approach lights in the sea,
the total value of these being M$4.2 m (.800.000).
Your correspondent was joined in June, 1975 by
the Resident Engineer, (Electrical and Mechanical),
Jack Klein, of Preece Cardew and Rider, and was
extremely pleased to have some expatriate support
after a solitary year in Sabah.
Visitors as always provided a welcome link with
the rest of the world and Mr. Spencer, Bill Sterling
and Jim Taylor have visited Sabah as have
representatives of our associated Consultants,
Robert Matthew Johnson-Marshall & Partners,
Preece Cardew and Rider, and Franklin and
Andrews, Peter Innes (SWK) at short notice
stepped into the breach and came to Sabah for
three weeks to stand in as CRE while the writer
was engaged on the Brunei Airport Arbitration
Hearing in the UK.
Life in Sabah is never dull and with the recent
formation of a new Opposition Party, followed by
the resignation of the Head of State and Chief
Minister, politics have been the main topic of
conversation and speculation. A new Head of State
and Chief Minister were appointed and then State
Elections held in April. 1976 following dissolution
of the State Assembly. The result of the election
was an unexpected but convincing victory for the
newly-formed ‘Berjaya’ party over the ruling
‘USNO. led by the well-known Tun Mustapha.
By a series of cunning stratagems the completion
of our new Site Offices was delayed as long as
possible so that we continued to work in tropical
beach surroundings rather than in the PWD works
area. However the move has now been made and
the next UK visitor to the Airport will have to look
for the new offices amongst the PWD aggregate
stockpiles.
The hijacked Philippine Airlines BAC 111
landed unexpectedly at Kota Kinabalu on the
evening of 8th April and stayed on the runway
overnight, closing the Airport for 11 hours and
providing an opportunity for the troops and police,
who had been brought in from Peninsular Malaysia
while the Elections were being held, to show their
strength and load (although not fire) their weapons.
The hijackers, crew and hostages stayed on board
and not even one door on the aircraft was opened,
the only activity being the refuelling of the short-
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haul jet, which flew on to Kuala Lumpur the next
day.
The Elections and the hijack incident were both
mentioned on the BBC Overseas Service news
bulletins and Sabah also hit the newspaper
headlines. Fame at last!
JOHN EDDIs0N

Thailand
The Bangkok office is closed. Not an inspiring
start to a newsletter, but with the termination of a
number of contracts the Highways Department
were able to do their sums, as to how much money
they had left from the various World Bank loans.
With enhanced rates being paid to those
contractors who elected to continue working, the
sum came out disappointingly low such that only
sufficient remained to complete the trunk routes,
but not to relet the contracts for Feeder Roads. Our
two terminated roads came into this latter category.
Beau Thai, alias Terry Ottway, left on the last
day of May, 1975 for an extended holiday in the
Far East after establishing himself as the longest
serving member of the Thai team. A rather ex
hausted Terry passed through, en route UK, in
July having visited Manila, Singapore, Jakarta and
Bali. For the older set Terry reported that Dorothy
Lamour was definitely not in Bali and the local
maidens heavier than Bing and Bob’s film led one
to expect.
We extend our congratulations to Pia and Zafar
Khan who completed their family, or so they say,
with a daughter in April. Zafar, our remaining
expatriate in Thailand, continues to look after the
last of the roads and after some well earned leave
will, it is hoped, move to Africa.
A hectic time was had by all to prepare re
tendering documents, followed immediately by the
decision to close the office. This period if anything
was even more hectic with Ms. Nibha and
Yiamnapha working until 3.00 am. to tidy up the
accounts and
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Gladys. The well-known M. Abrahamson is to give
a series of lectures in a two-day seminar at the
Hilton Hotel in January, 1976 on the 5th edition.
Many of us should like to go, but at £80 a
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Talking of which, there were scares earlier this
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Gas. However. Gammon (HK) and Zung Fu were
taken-over, and the Hong Kong Bank bailed out
Hutchison International at a time when HIL was a
bit short of the ready. Commercial TV opened,
giving Hong Kong five channels in all. The YMCA
in Salisbury Road opened a new wing of hotelstandard and SWK personnel lodged there (both
temporarily
and
semipermanently)
report
favourably on it. No alcohol is allowed, but there’s
no prohibition on importing plain paper bags. The
greatest shock to SWK staff was the 100 per cent
rise in the cost of lunches at the TMR canteen,
although the whole of Hong Kong was affected by
the introduction of two new coins: the $2 and 20
cents both have scalloped edges and are designed
not only to save on pocket wear but also (some
say) to assist the public in participating in the new
Mark 6 lottery, run by the Jockey Club. It’s like a
weekly Ernie but you have to pick six numbers out
of fourteen, not buy a ticket. The cost is the
same—ten dollars—but.. the heartache is much
greater. There have been numerous letters to the
papers from punters who refuse to accept that
either (a) it cannot be, or (b) it must be, to their
advantage to be able to perm 6 from 14 instead of
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numbers on. Many tried to calculate the odds of
winning the Mark 6 and, although few committed
themselves to print, it was obvious that probability
theory remains a mystery to most people.
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peril. usly close to home—suffered similar if less
drastic fates before they could make good their
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ted on the advantages of buying HAC-constructed
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be seen to be believed. A platoon of penguins
arrived at Kai Tak unexpectedly one weekend.
Their nearest relation turned out to be a B & P
engineer who was dragged from his bed to take
charge of them. Would this explain why the 17th
floor senior
ah, washroom in Star House (used
by SWK and B and P) was flooded the following
Monday morning?
We leave you with a quote: “so many SWK
people live in or near Kadoorie Avenue it’s just like
Coronation Street” (thanks, JS), and an unsolicited
contribution from one of the more peripatetic of
our partners. It comprises two clippings from the
Far Eastern Econo,nic Review wherein Richard
Hughes reports: (a) in the first clipping (20th June,
1975) that Alcoholics Synonymous (a 20-year-old
cultural society) had voted that feminine charm
resided in the greatest quantity in Far Eastern
ladies with the following priority order (China and
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Korean. 3. Thai. 4. South Vietnamese, 5. Burmese,
6. Javanese, 7. Japanese, 8. Malayan, and (b) in the
second clipping (29th August, 1975), that voting
subsequent to the first clipping had amended the
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All the others were also-rans. Now, which firm has
just started work in the Philippines and only very
reluctantly left Thailand? Which firm has been
trying very hard to get into S. Korea, and would be
first in line if the chance of entering Japan were ever
offered? And who was away from Hong Kong in
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Kota Kinabalu
Since the publication of the last Newsletter from
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia has, in common with
many other countries, experienced economic
problems. Although generally less severe here than
elsewhere, they have had the effect of making
Government reassess the priority of each
development project, in the light of current national
requirements.
As a result the major development of Kota
Kinabalu International Airport, (the only project
with which the Firm is actively concerned in Sabah
at the moment), has been delayed. However funds
have now been made available and design and
documentation work for the new Terminal
Complex Civil and Building works continue,
although on a reduced-scope scheme. It is hoped
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that the contract for the civil works will be awarded
and tenders called for the building contract before
the end of the year.
Progress in the field has been achieved on minor
contracts, including a new Instrument Landing
System, an Airfield Lighting and External Services
contract, a new Fire and Rescue Station and piled
support structures for approach lights in the sea,
the total value of these being M$4.2 m (.800.000).
Your correspondent was joined in June, 1975 by
the Resident Engineer, (Electrical and Mechanical),
Jack Klein, of Preece Cardew and Rider, and was
extremely pleased to have some expatriate support
after a solitary year in Sabah.
Visitors as always provided a welcome link with
the rest of the world and Mr. Spencer, Bill Sterling
and Jim Taylor have visited Sabah as have
representatives of our associated Consultants,
Robert Matthew Johnson-Marshall & Partners,
Preece Cardew and Rider, and Franklin and
Andrews, Peter Innes (SWK) at short notice
stepped into the breach and came to Sabah for
three weeks to stand in as CRE while the writer
was engaged on the Brunei Airport Arbitration
Hearing in the UK.
Life in Sabah is never dull and with the recent
formation of a new Opposition Party, followed by
the resignation of the Head of State and Chief
Minister, politics have been the main topic of
conversation and speculation. A new Head of State
and Chief Minister were appointed and then State
Elections held in April. 1976 following dissolution
of the State Assembly. The result of the election
was an unexpected but convincing victory for the
newly-formed ‘Berjaya’ party over the ruling
‘USNO. led by the well-known Tun Mustapha.
By a series of cunning stratagems the completion
of our new Site Offices was delayed as long as
possible so that we continued to work in tropical
beach surroundings rather than in the PWD works
area. However the move has now been made and
the next UK visitor to the Airport will have to look
for the new offices amongst the PWD aggregate
stockpiles.
The hijacked Philippine Airlines BAC 111
landed unexpectedly at Kota Kinabalu on the
evening of 8th April and stayed on the runway
overnight, closing the Airport for 11 hours and
providing an opportunity for the troops and police,
who had been brought in from Peninsular Malaysia
while the Elections were being held, to show their
strength and load (although not fire) their weapons.
The hijackers, crew and hostages stayed on board
and not even one door on the aircraft was opened,
the only activity being the refuelling of the short-
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haul jet, which flew on to Kuala Lumpur the next
day.
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mentioned on the BBC Overseas Service news
bulletins and Sabah also hit the newspaper
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Thailand
The Bangkok office is closed. Not an inspiring
start to a newsletter, but with the termination of a
number of contracts the Highways Department
were able to do their sums, as to how much money
they had left from the various World Bank loans.
With enhanced rates being paid to those
contractors who elected to continue working, the
sum came out disappointingly low such that only
sufficient remained to complete the trunk routes,
but not to relet the contracts for Feeder Roads. Our
two terminated roads came into this latter category.
Beau Thai, alias Terry Ottway, left on the last
day of May, 1975 for an extended holiday in the
Far East after establishing himself as the longest
serving member of the Thai team. A rather ex
hausted Terry passed through, en route UK, in
July having visited Manila, Singapore, Jakarta and
Bali. For the older set Terry reported that Dorothy
Lamour was definitely not in Bali and the local
maidens heavier than Bing and Bob’s film led one
to expect.
We extend our congratulations to Pia and Zafar
Khan who completed their family, or so they say,
with a daughter in April. Zafar, our remaining
expatriate in Thailand, continues to look after the
last of the roads and after some well earned leave
will, it is hoped, move to Africa.
A hectic time was had by all to prepare re
tendering documents, followed immediately by the
decision to close the office. This period if anything
was even more hectic with Ms. Nibha and
Yiamnapha working until 3.00 am. to tidy up the
accounts and
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Kenya
Here in Kenya, there is at the time of writing,
cause for celebration as the ‘long rains’ have
arrived. In a mainly agricultural economy already
harshly effected by the current world recession the
need for a successful harvest is great, especially
amongst the many subsistence farmers and their
families who face great hardship on their
shambas’ if the crops fail. The ‘long rains’ occur
in March/May while the ‘short rains’ are from the
end of October to the middle of December. The
weather at these times is not as unpleasant as one
would imagine it being not unlike an average
British summer.
The dry seasons invariably cause water
shortages throughout the country, which involve
the village women in long treks to, and time
consuming queuing at, the nearest available water.
SWK have in the past and are presently playing a
considerable part in alleviation of this particular
problem.
Construction of the Mzima Pipeline Renewal
commenced in early February this year and is
expected to be completed within 12 months. Phil
Magowan is Resident Engineer on this project and
appears to relish the prospect of a year in
Mombasa where he will no doubt be able to indulge
his passions for big game fishing and the New
Florida Club.
The massive multi-million pound Mombasa and
Coastal Water Supply Project has now started with
contracts awarded for the manufacture of
treatment and pumping plant. The main and
subsidiary pipeline contract, comprising about 170
kilometres of 750 mm to 150 mm diameter
pipework, is at the moment out to tender and it is
hoped that construction will commence this
autumn.
Also on the coast at Port Reitz the construction
of the Mombasa International Airport is moving
apace. On 4th September last year, His Excellency,
The President Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, CGH, MP,
laid the Foundation Stone for the new Passenger
Terminal Building. The second major event at the
Airport occurred on the 19th December at 12 noon
local time when with 50 minutes to spare the first
2,100 metres of runway became operational. To
celebrate this occasion the Port Reitz 2,100 metres
foot race was held with representatives from the
Resident Engineer’s Site Staff, main contractors,
sub-contractors, etc. Tony Russell representing
Studiengruppe Luftfahrt came in a worthy fourth, it
is rumoured however that the reason he is returning
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to the UK in July is that he cannot face the rigid
regimen that has been laid down to prepare him for
the Port Reitz 3,350 metres race which is expected
to take place in October this year when the runway
is finally completed.
We should like to congratulate somewhat
belatedly Tony and Dianne Russell on the birth of
their baby daughter, Sarah, and also Kingsley and
Angela Nutt on the arrival of their baby boy,
Ashley.
On Friday 26th March, one of our structures
men, Mazahir Dewji was married to Gulnar Ladak.
All members of staff of the Nairobi office were
invited to attend the ceremony but unfortunately
the wedding took place in Moshi, Tanzania, some
two hundred miles away at 9 p.m.! Regretfully no
one was able to attend. We all however wish
Mazahir and his bride the very best of luck for the
future.
Very belatedly we wish John and Ann Stapley,
who were married last summer, all happiness for
their future together.
Our congratulations also go to Andrew Howie
and Bill Lawson on being promoted to Senior
Engineers in October, last year, with particular
responsibility respectively for the Airports and
Water Sections.
Our SWK visitors in the past few months
included Messrs. Grace, Spencer, Elliot, Viapree,
Green, Taylor, Rikker, Bond, Calzetti, Trigg,
Shorter and Carnahoff (many times).
Mr. & Mrs. Vulliamy held a supper buffet to
welcome Mr. Grace to Nairobi. It was a very
enjoyable evening, and remarkably, everyone
appeared on time in the office the following
morning, including your correspondent inspite of
the violent hammering in his head which he was
assured, was undoubtedly due not to alcohol but to
the ‘altitude’.
Jim Taylor, accompanied by his wife, Paula,
paid us an all too short working visit earlier this
year. We hope that they enjoyed their stay here as
much as we did and that it won’t be too long before
we see them in Nairobi again.
Since the completion of Tea Roads Contract No.
4 the following expatriate staff have left Kenya,
Cohn & Caroline Baker, to Nigeria, Alan & Rose
Brookes, to UK, and Mike Carter, to areas
unknown. We have also lost the services of some of
our local staff including, P. N. Patel, who is
presently in Bradford studying for an MSc. in
Structural Engineering, and J. K. Varma, recently
awarded his MICE, to a local consultants.
Our most recent expatriate arrivals are Cohn
Finch and Ivor Dunford, who are working
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respectively on Tea Roads Contracts 2 & 3 and
Mzima Pipeline Renewal.
We welcome to SWK the following local
members of staff, Sam Mbithi, our new structural
draughtsman, Alex Mbugua, who is a graduate of
the University of Nairobi. and most recently Saleh.
M. A. Sumar, who successfully completed his
studies at Queen Mary College, University of
London, last summer.
Our office on the 8th floor of Extelcoms House,
Haile Selassie Avenue, runs as smoothly as ever
due to Richard (Dick) Woods, the Office Manager,
or as he puts it the ‘general factotum’. Dick, who
arrived in East Africa in 1927, has spent most of
his working life in the coffee industry in Uganda.
He first became associated with SWK when he
acted as Camp Manager on the Tanzam Survey in
1967, but did not, however, finally join the firm
until 1971.
Finally, we are glad to report that SWK’s golf
team, which comprises Messrs. Vulliamy, Cotterell
and Lawson, is currently lying third in the Nairobi
Consulting Engineer’s Golf League. Yes, there are
more than 3 teams in the league! Hopefully we
shall be able to report the outcome of the contest in
our next newsletter.

gravel, sand and silt spill out of narrow gorges.
Rainfall on the mountain catchments can often be
very heavy and the direction taken by the wall of
water emerging on to the fan is unpredictable.
Considerable thought has to be given to
protecting the road from the onslaught and coupled
with the extended working site a great deal of time
is spent driving. Work this year has been marred by
a tragic accident in January when the Ministry of
Public Worls Surveyor and his driver were killed
when their vehicle hit a mine, and we extend our
sympathy to the Ministry for the loss of these lives.
Both work and climate are demanding but
Aqaba has miles of sea beaches to offer in
compensation and Jordan is rich in historical and
archaeological interest. Any visitors, either tourists
or workers, also have the advantages of Raikes’s
hospitality and thereby introductions to many other
Aqaba residents.

GEORGE TREADAWAY

Our design efforts in Nigeria over the past five
years are now reaching fruition. The Lagos-Ibadan
Expressway is nearing completion and, as the first
expressway in Nigeria, constructed almost entirely
through rolling tropical forest, makes a most
impressive spectaclg. It replaces the present Al, an
almost continuous 18 ft wide pothole where our
staff drivers constantly perform feats more akin to
stunt men. Anyone who has spent two hours, eyes
closed in silent prayer to Saint Christopher, on this
journey will, I’m certain, join in a hearty “Well
done, SWK”.
Design work on the Ibadan By-pass, a 13 km
extension to the Expressway was completed in
1974 and construction is now under way.
Our trials and tribulations among the Lagos
traffic are now reaping benefits with the letting of
the largest contract, Ikorodu Road/Airport Road
and the anticipated awarding of the City
Way/Denton Street contract. Completion of these
two contracts should contribute greatly towards a
solution to the perpetual traffic chaos on Mainland
Lagos.
We are still deeply involved in Lagos Roads
presently working on grade separation, numerous
design changes and site supervision.
The design team in Ibadan office, the boiler
house of our Nigerian activities, is led by Associate
Mike Shalders and at the moment consists of five

The Safi-Aqaba Highway
Jordan
This project has been the concern of SWK for
many years. Designed originally from Victoria and
Winsley Street offices, construction was brought to
a halt by the troubles in 1967-68-69, with only a
short section of the 187 kilometres complete.
In 1974 Contractors from Taiwan produced an
acceptable tender for work to begin again and since
early 1975 SWK has continued where it left off
with the supervision. The present team has Tom
Raikes, who was here on the original contract,
providing considerable experience and energy as
Resident Engineer and John Grant, late of
Stockport Office, as Structural Engineer. Ghassam
Haddad is our Jordanian Materials Engineer.
Running due north from the Gulf of Aqaba to
the Dead Sea along the floor of the Rift the road
provides some interesting problems for the
engineer.
At frequent intervals from the impressive
mountain range on the east vast fans of boulders,
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Kenya
Here in Kenya, there is at the time of writing,
cause for celebration as the ‘long rains’ have
arrived. In a mainly agricultural economy already
harshly effected by the current world recession the
need for a successful harvest is great, especially
amongst the many subsistence farmers and their
families who face great hardship on their
shambas’ if the crops fail. The ‘long rains’ occur
in March/May while the ‘short rains’ are from the
end of October to the middle of December. The
weather at these times is not as unpleasant as one
would imagine it being not unlike an average
British summer.
The dry seasons invariably cause water
shortages throughout the country, which involve
the village women in long treks to, and time
consuming queuing at, the nearest available water.
SWK have in the past and are presently playing a
considerable part in alleviation of this particular
problem.
Construction of the Mzima Pipeline Renewal
commenced in early February this year and is
expected to be completed within 12 months. Phil
Magowan is Resident Engineer on this project and
appears to relish the prospect of a year in
Mombasa where he will no doubt be able to indulge
his passions for big game fishing and the New
Florida Club.
The massive multi-million pound Mombasa and
Coastal Water Supply Project has now started with
contracts awarded for the manufacture of
treatment and pumping plant. The main and
subsidiary pipeline contract, comprising about 170
kilometres of 750 mm to 150 mm diameter
pipework, is at the moment out to tender and it is
hoped that construction will commence this
autumn.
Also on the coast at Port Reitz the construction
of the Mombasa International Airport is moving
apace. On 4th September last year, His Excellency,
The President Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, CGH, MP,
laid the Foundation Stone for the new Passenger
Terminal Building. The second major event at the
Airport occurred on the 19th December at 12 noon
local time when with 50 minutes to spare the first
2,100 metres of runway became operational. To
celebrate this occasion the Port Reitz 2,100 metres
foot race was held with representatives from the
Resident Engineer’s Site Staff, main contractors,
sub-contractors, etc. Tony Russell representing
Studiengruppe Luftfahrt came in a worthy fourth, it
is rumoured however that the reason he is returning
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to the UK in July is that he cannot face the rigid
regimen that has been laid down to prepare him for
the Port Reitz 3,350 metres race which is expected
to take place in October this year when the runway
is finally completed.
We should like to congratulate somewhat
belatedly Tony and Dianne Russell on the birth of
their baby daughter, Sarah, and also Kingsley and
Angela Nutt on the arrival of their baby boy,
Ashley.
On Friday 26th March, one of our structures
men, Mazahir Dewji was married to Gulnar Ladak.
All members of staff of the Nairobi office were
invited to attend the ceremony but unfortunately
the wedding took place in Moshi, Tanzania, some
two hundred miles away at 9 p.m.! Regretfully no
one was able to attend. We all however wish
Mazahir and his bride the very best of luck for the
future.
Very belatedly we wish John and Ann Stapley,
who were married last summer, all happiness for
their future together.
Our congratulations also go to Andrew Howie
and Bill Lawson on being promoted to Senior
Engineers in October, last year, with particular
responsibility respectively for the Airports and
Water Sections.
Our SWK visitors in the past few months
included Messrs. Grace, Spencer, Elliot, Viapree,
Green, Taylor, Rikker, Bond, Calzetti, Trigg,
Shorter and Carnahoff (many times).
Mr. & Mrs. Vulliamy held a supper buffet to
welcome Mr. Grace to Nairobi. It was a very
enjoyable evening, and remarkably, everyone
appeared on time in the office the following
morning, including your correspondent inspite of
the violent hammering in his head which he was
assured, was undoubtedly due not to alcohol but to
the ‘altitude’.
Jim Taylor, accompanied by his wife, Paula,
paid us an all too short working visit earlier this
year. We hope that they enjoyed their stay here as
much as we did and that it won’t be too long before
we see them in Nairobi again.
Since the completion of Tea Roads Contract No.
4 the following expatriate staff have left Kenya,
Cohn & Caroline Baker, to Nigeria, Alan & Rose
Brookes, to UK, and Mike Carter, to areas
unknown. We have also lost the services of some of
our local staff including, P. N. Patel, who is
presently in Bradford studying for an MSc. in
Structural Engineering, and J. K. Varma, recently
awarded his MICE, to a local consultants.
Our most recent expatriate arrivals are Cohn
Finch and Ivor Dunford, who are working
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respectively on Tea Roads Contracts 2 & 3 and
Mzima Pipeline Renewal.
We welcome to SWK the following local
members of staff, Sam Mbithi, our new structural
draughtsman, Alex Mbugua, who is a graduate of
the University of Nairobi. and most recently Saleh.
M. A. Sumar, who successfully completed his
studies at Queen Mary College, University of
London, last summer.
Our office on the 8th floor of Extelcoms House,
Haile Selassie Avenue, runs as smoothly as ever
due to Richard (Dick) Woods, the Office Manager,
or as he puts it the ‘general factotum’. Dick, who
arrived in East Africa in 1927, has spent most of
his working life in the coffee industry in Uganda.
He first became associated with SWK when he
acted as Camp Manager on the Tanzam Survey in
1967, but did not, however, finally join the firm
until 1971.
Finally, we are glad to report that SWK’s golf
team, which comprises Messrs. Vulliamy, Cotterell
and Lawson, is currently lying third in the Nairobi
Consulting Engineer’s Golf League. Yes, there are
more than 3 teams in the league! Hopefully we
shall be able to report the outcome of the contest in
our next newsletter.

gravel, sand and silt spill out of narrow gorges.
Rainfall on the mountain catchments can often be
very heavy and the direction taken by the wall of
water emerging on to the fan is unpredictable.
Considerable thought has to be given to
protecting the road from the onslaught and coupled
with the extended working site a great deal of time
is spent driving. Work this year has been marred by
a tragic accident in January when the Ministry of
Public Worls Surveyor and his driver were killed
when their vehicle hit a mine, and we extend our
sympathy to the Ministry for the loss of these lives.
Both work and climate are demanding but
Aqaba has miles of sea beaches to offer in
compensation and Jordan is rich in historical and
archaeological interest. Any visitors, either tourists
or workers, also have the advantages of Raikes’s
hospitality and thereby introductions to many other
Aqaba residents.

GEORGE TREADAWAY

Our design efforts in Nigeria over the past five
years are now reaching fruition. The Lagos-Ibadan
Expressway is nearing completion and, as the first
expressway in Nigeria, constructed almost entirely
through rolling tropical forest, makes a most
impressive spectaclg. It replaces the present Al, an
almost continuous 18 ft wide pothole where our
staff drivers constantly perform feats more akin to
stunt men. Anyone who has spent two hours, eyes
closed in silent prayer to Saint Christopher, on this
journey will, I’m certain, join in a hearty “Well
done, SWK”.
Design work on the Ibadan By-pass, a 13 km
extension to the Expressway was completed in
1974 and construction is now under way.
Our trials and tribulations among the Lagos
traffic are now reaping benefits with the letting of
the largest contract, Ikorodu Road/Airport Road
and the anticipated awarding of the City
Way/Denton Street contract. Completion of these
two contracts should contribute greatly towards a
solution to the perpetual traffic chaos on Mainland
Lagos.
We are still deeply involved in Lagos Roads
presently working on grade separation, numerous
design changes and site supervision.
The design team in Ibadan office, the boiler
house of our Nigerian activities, is led by Associate
Mike Shalders and at the moment consists of five

The Safi-Aqaba Highway
Jordan
This project has been the concern of SWK for
many years. Designed originally from Victoria and
Winsley Street offices, construction was brought to
a halt by the troubles in 1967-68-69, with only a
short section of the 187 kilometres complete.
In 1974 Contractors from Taiwan produced an
acceptable tender for work to begin again and since
early 1975 SWK has continued where it left off
with the supervision. The present team has Tom
Raikes, who was here on the original contract,
providing considerable experience and energy as
Resident Engineer and John Grant, late of
Stockport Office, as Structural Engineer. Ghassam
Haddad is our Jordanian Materials Engineer.
Running due north from the Gulf of Aqaba to
the Dead Sea along the floor of the Rift the road
provides some interesting problems for the
engineer.
At frequent intervals from the impressive
mountain range on the east vast fans of boulders,
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expatriate engineers on tour with families ably
supported by a steady stream of short term
tourists’ on loan from UK offices. John Harden,
Tony Simms, John Gumble, Ian Wilkinson, Bill
Finlinson to mention but a few. Centre of admini
stration remains in Lagos under Resident Partner
Mr. Greenland, assisted by the ubiquitous John
Lane. Kaduna office, after a period of somnulence
is about to blossom forth again principally in the
field of water supply where it earned former glory.
Ernest Rowland is in control in Kaduna and ready
to cope with the influx of new works.
The largest part of our current work load in
Ibadan consists of trunk highway design for both
federal and state ministries. These roads are sited in
almost every corner of Nigeria. They include Mubi
Bukula in the north east, a little over 1000 km from
Ibadan, Zango-Babam Mutum in the far north
along the Niger border, to the more accessible
Yelwa-Igboho and Kabba-Omuo in the south west.
Most of the roads are being designed to federal
standards for trunk roads; design speed 100 kph,
7.3 m asphalt surfaced carriageway with 3 m
surface-dressed shoulders. Comprehensive site
surveys and soils investigations are necessary
before design work and preparation of documents
begin in the office; so the life of an engineer here is
varied and most interesting.
We are at present committed to design about
1000 km of such road at an approximate contract
value of N160 million (l35 million).
Included in our bridge design work is the
prestigeous crossing of the River Niger, 2 km south
of Kainji Dam. The bridge will carry dual 80 m
carriageways and will be 330 m in length, seven
spans. The ground investigation contract has been
let and is being supervised by a very sun-tanned
David Jordan in a very old canoe. Contract value
will be around N7 million (6 million). In the same
part of the country we have two crossings of the
River Oh, a tributary of the Niger, and numerous
smaller single and multi-span bridges. More road
design and some large bridges are in the melting
pot.
Recently, we have been commissioned to under
take the design of a water supply scheme for the
town of lseyin. lseyin, typical of the larger town
in Western Nigeria, is a sprawling mass of tin roofs
and gravel roads with inadequate drainage facilities
and dependent on local streams for water. The
population is around quarter of a million. Contract
value has been estimated about N30 million (25
million). Smaller schemes on our books are
scheduled for Jebba and Ibaja with more in the
pipeline. Oh!
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Readers may have reached the conclusion by
this time that we are all very busy people. Believe
me, we are, but nevertheless find time to indulge in
the many sporting facilities available in Ibadan. Of
course, we now have more leisure time since from
1st April, after endless supplication, we have two
days holiday per week. One of the main attractions
is the Ibadan Polo Club, where recently elected
treasurer. Richard Hoyes, last weekend won a
SWK race to the stables by a length and a
half—his horse came second followed at a more
sedate pace by the families Baker and Gomme,
ardent equestrians all. Mike Shalders is still a force
to be reckoned with at the tennis net and with
Susanne forms a formidable mixed doubles team.
The writer is presently seeking suggestions for an
alternative sport to play with a bag of clubs and
a pair of spikey shoes.
Turning to the more serious side we should like
to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Greenland and Mr.
and Mrs. Gomme on their recent marriages and to
wish them every happiness in the future. A
welcome too to our most recent arrivals Phil and
Lorraine Howell. On the Nigerian Staff side we
have a number of new faces and of course many
faithful members. Winter Ricketts, Boniface
Nwosu, Matthew Sobanjo, Lawrence Adegoke,
Charles Oparah, Fabian Ekechukwu and Hygenus
Onyekwuo to mention but a few. Hygenus intends
to retire in October to become a farmer. He will
have been with the Firm 20 years and we would
like to take this opportunity of wishing him every
success in his new venture.
It is with regret that the writer, a veteran
survivor of two coup d’états and one wet season
during his first tour, must close this newsletter to
continue the pursuit of indispensibility by teaching
the junior staff to speak fluent Glaswegian!
HUGH BLACKW000

Ghana
It has been some considerable time since news of
SWK’s operations in Ghana have percolated
through to the reading public so perhaps a few
words one the subject would not be out of place.
The work is basically the supervision of road
contracts which are partly financed under a loan
agreement with IBRD. The total value of the
contracts, excluding escalation allowances is
50,000,000 (&24,000,000 at the April, 1976 rate
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of exchange). Four contracts are involved totalling
150 miles with the by-and-large standard
construction of gravel sub-base, gravel base and
two layer surface dressing.
The total engineering staff at present including
engineers and inspector of works is 20 of which 11
are expatriate and nine are Ghanaian. There are
also 10 AN others anticipated for the near future
making a total ongoing team of 30.
For the statistically minded and in these days of
national identity, the expatriate staff may be further
‘broken down’ into two Scots, two Irish, one Welsh.
one
Australian.
four
English
and
one
Yorkshireman (excluding wives and children).
Ghana is a poor country, poor that is, in respect
of foreign currency availability for the purchase of
imported goods; thus there are shortages of almost
everything from wigs to bulldozers. These
shortages have inevitably led to a high rate of
inflation, currently estimated at around 60 per cent
per annum on the domestic front, and though this
may be slightly less in the construction industry,
the estimation of contract prices without the
proverbial crystal ball can be very speculative.
Since the arrival of SWK about two years ago,
Ghana is now seeing the re-introduction of
tendered contracts and together with two local
contractors there is now one foreign contractor on
the IBRD contracts.
For those readers who are interested there are
three main brews in Ghana: Club, Star and Tata.
However there is generally no choice of tipple since
an acute shortage of bottles makes it almost
impossible to obtain beer without first returning an
equal number of empties. Borrowing empties and
not returning them is a favourite pastime but this
limits the choice of beer to the lenders taste.
The shortages also extend into the food lines;
however, those who were previously used to a wide
range of imported consumables are now
discovering that local substitutes are not only less
expensive but equally tasty and nutritious. A
recently arrived Irish/Scottish member of staff
compares the yam favourably to the delicacy of a
floury potato. For those of us who have been
Africanised this is nothing new and we could wax
equally lyrical about the plantain. fufu and kenkey.
All things considered, Ghana is a pleasant
country in which to be stationed. Accra enjoys the
best i.e. driest and coolest climate in the whole of
the West African coastal belt. There are excellent
beaches along the coast and although there are no
game parks of the East African variety there are
quite adequate hunting facilities in the Accra night
clubs (excluding wives and children).
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The following is an extract from the first
progress report prepared by the recently arrived
Irish/Scottish member with a penchant for floury
potatoes:
“The RE was accommodated in the Savoy
Hotel until his wife and family arrived when he
was accommodated temporary though not quite
to specification standards. The ARE was also
accommodated in the Savoy Hotel.”
RON VIAPREE

GHANAIAN ORNITHOLOGY

This year SWK has had no fewer than eight
expatriate engineers working in Ghana, which must
surely be a record. They are, in no particular order,
Ron Viapree the Project Director, Gil Thomas,
Ken Caswell, Bryan Lambert, John Woodward,
Mike Jackson, John Teal and Kim Candler. One
interest other than engineering, which unites them
all is the hobby of bird watching and below are
some of the species which have been observed.
The Bald-Headed Screech Owl: This bird, which
has its ancestry in the Lowlands of Scotland, can
now be considered a permanent inhabitant of West
Africa. It can be easily distinguished by its totally
bald head and its characteristic screech ‘Greet
Greet’ which gives it its name. Like all members of
the owl family it is a partially nocturnal bird and
can often be observed during the day comfortably
perched in a soporific and thoughtful manner. The
screech owl is noted for its itchy feet and it is
unusual to find it staying more than two months in
one place. Travel gladdens its heart and at these
times it can be heard to sing ‘If you were the only
girl in the World
to its neighbour the GRT.
The Great Ringed Tom-Tit: The great ringed
tom-tit or GRT for
.

.
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expatriate engineers on tour with families ably
supported by a steady stream of short term
tourists’ on loan from UK offices. John Harden,
Tony Simms, John Gumble, Ian Wilkinson, Bill
Finlinson to mention but a few. Centre of admini
stration remains in Lagos under Resident Partner
Mr. Greenland, assisted by the ubiquitous John
Lane. Kaduna office, after a period of somnulence
is about to blossom forth again principally in the
field of water supply where it earned former glory.
Ernest Rowland is in control in Kaduna and ready
to cope with the influx of new works.
The largest part of our current work load in
Ibadan consists of trunk highway design for both
federal and state ministries. These roads are sited in
almost every corner of Nigeria. They include Mubi
Bukula in the north east, a little over 1000 km from
Ibadan, Zango-Babam Mutum in the far north
along the Niger border, to the more accessible
Yelwa-Igboho and Kabba-Omuo in the south west.
Most of the roads are being designed to federal
standards for trunk roads; design speed 100 kph,
7.3 m asphalt surfaced carriageway with 3 m
surface-dressed shoulders. Comprehensive site
surveys and soils investigations are necessary
before design work and preparation of documents
begin in the office; so the life of an engineer here is
varied and most interesting.
We are at present committed to design about
1000 km of such road at an approximate contract
value of N160 million (l35 million).
Included in our bridge design work is the
prestigeous crossing of the River Niger, 2 km south
of Kainji Dam. The bridge will carry dual 80 m
carriageways and will be 330 m in length, seven
spans. The ground investigation contract has been
let and is being supervised by a very sun-tanned
David Jordan in a very old canoe. Contract value
will be around N7 million (6 million). In the same
part of the country we have two crossings of the
River Oh, a tributary of the Niger, and numerous
smaller single and multi-span bridges. More road
design and some large bridges are in the melting
pot.
Recently, we have been commissioned to under
take the design of a water supply scheme for the
town of lseyin. lseyin, typical of the larger town
in Western Nigeria, is a sprawling mass of tin roofs
and gravel roads with inadequate drainage facilities
and dependent on local streams for water. The
population is around quarter of a million. Contract
value has been estimated about N30 million (25
million). Smaller schemes on our books are
scheduled for Jebba and Ibaja with more in the
pipeline. Oh!
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Readers may have reached the conclusion by
this time that we are all very busy people. Believe
me, we are, but nevertheless find time to indulge in
the many sporting facilities available in Ibadan. Of
course, we now have more leisure time since from
1st April, after endless supplication, we have two
days holiday per week. One of the main attractions
is the Ibadan Polo Club, where recently elected
treasurer. Richard Hoyes, last weekend won a
SWK race to the stables by a length and a
half—his horse came second followed at a more
sedate pace by the families Baker and Gomme,
ardent equestrians all. Mike Shalders is still a force
to be reckoned with at the tennis net and with
Susanne forms a formidable mixed doubles team.
The writer is presently seeking suggestions for an
alternative sport to play with a bag of clubs and
a pair of spikey shoes.
Turning to the more serious side we should like
to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Greenland and Mr.
and Mrs. Gomme on their recent marriages and to
wish them every happiness in the future. A
welcome too to our most recent arrivals Phil and
Lorraine Howell. On the Nigerian Staff side we
have a number of new faces and of course many
faithful members. Winter Ricketts, Boniface
Nwosu, Matthew Sobanjo, Lawrence Adegoke,
Charles Oparah, Fabian Ekechukwu and Hygenus
Onyekwuo to mention but a few. Hygenus intends
to retire in October to become a farmer. He will
have been with the Firm 20 years and we would
like to take this opportunity of wishing him every
success in his new venture.
It is with regret that the writer, a veteran
survivor of two coup d’états and one wet season
during his first tour, must close this newsletter to
continue the pursuit of indispensibility by teaching
the junior staff to speak fluent Glaswegian!
HUGH BLACKW000

Ghana
It has been some considerable time since news of
SWK’s operations in Ghana have percolated
through to the reading public so perhaps a few
words one the subject would not be out of place.
The work is basically the supervision of road
contracts which are partly financed under a loan
agreement with IBRD. The total value of the
contracts, excluding escalation allowances is
50,000,000 (&24,000,000 at the April, 1976 rate
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of exchange). Four contracts are involved totalling
150 miles with the by-and-large standard
construction of gravel sub-base, gravel base and
two layer surface dressing.
The total engineering staff at present including
engineers and inspector of works is 20 of which 11
are expatriate and nine are Ghanaian. There are
also 10 AN others anticipated for the near future
making a total ongoing team of 30.
For the statistically minded and in these days of
national identity, the expatriate staff may be further
‘broken down’ into two Scots, two Irish, one Welsh.
one
Australian.
four
English
and
one
Yorkshireman (excluding wives and children).
Ghana is a poor country, poor that is, in respect
of foreign currency availability for the purchase of
imported goods; thus there are shortages of almost
everything from wigs to bulldozers. These
shortages have inevitably led to a high rate of
inflation, currently estimated at around 60 per cent
per annum on the domestic front, and though this
may be slightly less in the construction industry,
the estimation of contract prices without the
proverbial crystal ball can be very speculative.
Since the arrival of SWK about two years ago,
Ghana is now seeing the re-introduction of
tendered contracts and together with two local
contractors there is now one foreign contractor on
the IBRD contracts.
For those readers who are interested there are
three main brews in Ghana: Club, Star and Tata.
However there is generally no choice of tipple since
an acute shortage of bottles makes it almost
impossible to obtain beer without first returning an
equal number of empties. Borrowing empties and
not returning them is a favourite pastime but this
limits the choice of beer to the lenders taste.
The shortages also extend into the food lines;
however, those who were previously used to a wide
range of imported consumables are now
discovering that local substitutes are not only less
expensive but equally tasty and nutritious. A
recently arrived Irish/Scottish member of staff
compares the yam favourably to the delicacy of a
floury potato. For those of us who have been
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clubs (excluding wives and children).
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The following is an extract from the first
progress report prepared by the recently arrived
Irish/Scottish member with a penchant for floury
potatoes:
“The RE was accommodated in the Savoy
Hotel until his wife and family arrived when he
was accommodated temporary though not quite
to specification standards. The ARE was also
accommodated in the Savoy Hotel.”
RON VIAPREE

GHANAIAN ORNITHOLOGY

This year SWK has had no fewer than eight
expatriate engineers working in Ghana, which must
surely be a record. They are, in no particular order,
Ron Viapree the Project Director, Gil Thomas,
Ken Caswell, Bryan Lambert, John Woodward,
Mike Jackson, John Teal and Kim Candler. One
interest other than engineering, which unites them
all is the hobby of bird watching and below are
some of the species which have been observed.
The Bald-Headed Screech Owl: This bird, which
has its ancestry in the Lowlands of Scotland, can
now be considered a permanent inhabitant of West
Africa. It can be easily distinguished by its totally
bald head and its characteristic screech ‘Greet
Greet’ which gives it its name. Like all members of
the owl family it is a partially nocturnal bird and
can often be observed during the day comfortably
perched in a soporific and thoughtful manner. The
screech owl is noted for its itchy feet and it is
unusual to find it staying more than two months in
one place. Travel gladdens its heart and at these
times it can be heard to sing ‘If you were the only
girl in the World
to its neighbour the GRT.
The Great Ringed Tom-Tit: The great ringed
tom-tit or GRT for
.

.
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named after its curious habit of travelling around
the country digging holes in the ground and then
filling them in again. It is a frequent visitor to the
watering holes of Accra and is not unknown to
loiter on the race course on a Saturday afternoon.
The Kangaroo Bird: The Kangaroo bird is a
recent visitor to Ghana and can be found in the
tropical rain forest around Kumasi. It is rarely seen
in the coastal regions but has been observed a few
times in the Accra district where it makes
spasmodic foraging expeditions for edible food. The
Kangaroo bird is a migrant from Australia and
takes its name from its many pouches and pockets.
These are placed liberally about its body and
contain all manner of useful and useless items
which it collects on its travels.
The Northern Irish Eagle: This is a migrant from
Ireland on a short visit for the summer. After a few
weeks in the Kumasi region it established itself in a
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third floor e’: in down-town Accra from where it
could swoop down on unsuspecting surveyors and
draughtsmen.
The Lowland Warbler: This little bird is of very
mixed origin. Like the original Picts and Scots it
could be Irish of Scottish extraction or Scottish of
Irish extraction. It is a new arrival to Ghana and is
establishing itself in the coastal region near Elmina.
Its mixed ancestry gives it a cosmopolitan outlook
and it is known to associate with German
contractors. It lives mainly on floury potatoes or
substitute yams.
The Bearded Water Bird: This is another variety
of bearded bird which spends most of its time
swimming in the pool outside its nest. Originally
only a casual visitor to Ghana it is now a
permanent fixture on the Accra scene.
C.J.C.

ROYAL VISITORS AT KWAI CHUNG

On 6th May, 1975, Queen Elizabeth and the
Duke of Edinburgh were greeted at the Kwai
Chung Container Terminal by the Managing
Director of Modern Terminals Ltd., Mr. A. J. D.
Lygo, and Mrs. Mary Lygo.
The Royal couple arrived at Modern Terminals
en route to the Ocean Terminal for a reception
given in their honour.
Pictured below is an aerial view of the Modern
Terminals Ltd. development at Kwai Chung.
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Sea Fever
bi’ John Powter

long do they keep you waiting?”,
asked the young man as we sat in the
medical centre expecting our turns.
There was a score or so of assorted people
parked around the small room inattentively turning
the pages of outdated magazines, or fumbling with
their travel documents. Each was mildly appre
hensive as the time grew near to file past the
partition into the inner room where the doctor and
nurses were ready with their syringes and
immunising serums.
“What inoculations are you having?”, I
enquired.
“Cholera and Yellow Fever”, he answered. “I
am off to the West Indies and Central America in
two weeks’ time”.
It all sounded so easy and made it possible to
forget that only a generation or so ago travel was
beset with a multitude of hazards not least of which
were the afflictions of disease, debilitating illness
and death.
I had encountered a reminder of such times in
the quiet churchyard of St. Matthias just off the
main street of Hastings, Barbados, where a
cenotaph has been erected to the memory of the
crew of the frigate Valiant which was struck down
with Yellow Fever in November, 1852.
Each side of the modest but substantial stone
monument has engraved upon it part of the
inventory of the disaster leaving the reader to
imagine the human tale of tragedy and suffering
which the bare facts relate.
The vessel was a 33 gun square rigged sailing
ship with an auxiliary steam powered screw and a
painting of her on the end face of the edifice shows
what a fine sight she must have been cutting her
course through the Atlantic rollers.
Her Captain, Edward Pellow Halstead, had no
cause to expect disaster when he sailed from the
harbour of St. Thomas on that November day

together with his crew of 340 officers and men, but
before he could reach Barbados and a safe
anchorage he had lost 11 persons with Yellow
Fever. By the time the outbreak had run its course
74 more had died and not until the following March
was the ship ready to set sail once more.
The inscription tells us that
1 officer
3 seamen
6 marines and
I boy
were committed to the deep while
15 officers and
The Captain’s steward, together with
38 seamen
10 marines and
10 boys
were buried in the garrison at Hastings, all having
perished by Yellow Fever.
Many of the crew are detailed by name and trade
giving an insight into the tightly packed community
aboard that ship. There were Captains of the Mizen
Top and Fore Top, the Chief Engineer, Assistant
Engineer, Stokers, Caulkers and Blacksmiths
reflecting the use of both sail and steam for its
propulsion. There was the Ship’s Cook and most
touching of all the Seaman’s Schoolmaster together
with 11 of his pupils. How far from home those
youngsters must have felt. Lastly and possibly
missed as much as anyone was the Fifer, J. Read,
whose notes must have relieved many a
monotonous hour as the men went about their daily
round.
Now they all are forgotten except possibly by the
idle visitor to St. Matthias with time to walk round
the monument protected by its wrought iron
palings and to examine the names inscribed upon
its sides whilst reflecting that perhaps all his waiting
had been worthwhile.
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Partners in Proffle
On the 15th June the Partners announced that ten members of the staff had been taken into partnership with effect
from the 1st May, 1976. We now have pleasure in featuring these new partners in profile, and know that their many
friends and colleagues in SWK will join us in wishing them every success.
R. P. WHITING

J. J. GANDY
John Gandy joined the Hong Kong Firm in 1955
as Chief Assistant and later was Resident Engineer,
Kai Tak Airport. In 1958 he went to Nigeria to be
Resident Engineer for the Maiduguri-Bama Road
and afterwards was responsible for the design of
drainage and roads in Maiduguri. In 1962 he took
charge of the Kaduna Office becoming an
Associate in 1962 and Resident Partner in 1964.
For the next four years he was responsible for all
work carried out by the African Partnerships in
Nigeria, Malawi and Tanzania. Since returning to
the UK in 1968 he has been Associate in charge of
overseas road projects.

P. B. EDWARDS
Philip Edwards joined the Firm in 1953 having
previously served with the Greater London Council
in District Surveyor’s offices and been an articled
pupil with Dorman Long & Co., Structural Steel
Fabricators. A greater part of his time with the
Firm has been associated with work for British
Airways (European Division) and ICI Fibres Ltd.,
clients to whom the London Partnership has had
long standing professional appointments. Over the
last 5 years he has been concerned with the Firm’s
work overseas in particular in the Sultanate of
Oman, Malaysia and Malawi—the latter two
countries in the development of new International
Air Terminals.
Outside the scope of the Firm’s work he is a
strong supporter of the Institution of Structural
Engineers and has written and presented a number
of papers to the Institution. He has also served on a
number of British Standard Committees.

Roger Whiting joined the London Firm in 1951.
He went to Hong Kong in 1952 when the Firm first
started work there—on the Report for Kai Tak
Airport. He returned to London the following year
and subsequently worked on the contract for Kai
Tak. Since then he has concentrated on water,
sewerage and site development.
He became a Senior Engineer in 1957 and an
Associate in 1963, heading the ‘Civil’ Section—socalled because back in the 1950’s it was the only
section that was not structural. He was the first
member of the Firm to visit Muscat—in 1967 when
work was started on the water supply. He also
handled work in the UK for jobs in Nigeria, Kenya
and Belize.
From 196 1—64 he was one of the Associate
Members on the I.C.E. Council.

D. E. THORP
Douglas Thorp joined the London Partnership in
1950 after graduation and worked in a structural
section led by Charles Sang on the design of
Coventry city centre redevelopnients. Afterwards
he was engaged on the design of industrial
structures including numerous extensions to the
original British Nylon Spinners factory at
Pontypool and the turbine house superstructure for
the Aswan Dam hydro-electric scheme in Egypt.
In 1963 he was made an Associate and has been
responsible for the design of the civil engineering
work in Dungeness ‘B’ nuclear power station
including the reactor pressure vessels and of the
structural engineering work in redevelopments of
city centres in Liverpool and Croydon, office
blocks in London for Land Securities, and Coutts
Bank in the Strand. He has also been involved in
the replanning of the centre of Government in
London as part of the Whitehall Traffic and
Highway Study and has advised the two Scottish
Electricity Boards on the design of nuclear
containment structures and tall chimneys.
Recently he has widened his experience to
include marine works and has assisted the Hong
Kong Partnership in the design of the Kwai Chung
3-berth container terminal and has been responsible
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for the assessment of civil engineering aspects of
tenders for North Sea gravity platforms, for the
production of an enquiry specification for concrete
gravity platforms for Conoco and for an
investigation on behalf of Chevron into concrete
production by Howard-Doris at Loch Kishorn.

T. G. HANCOCK
W. A. D. STERLING
Bill Sterling joined the London Firm in 1966
after 12 years service in Malaya, 9 years in the
Federal Public Works Department and 3 years in
private practice.
During his service with the Firm he has been
engaged on economic and technical feasibility
studies and the planning, design and supervision of
construction of airport projects. He was initially
engaged on feasibility studies for a new
international airport at Bandar Sen Begawan in
Brunei and has subsequently worked on airport
projects in Belize, St. Kitts, Singapore, Kota
Kinabalu, Munich, Liverpool, Mombasa, Grenada
and Lilongwe.
In 1972 he was appointed an Associate of the
London Firm.

K. C. W. JAMES
Jimmy James joined the London Firm in 1963
after spending six years in the Royal Engineers and
thirteen years with the Public Works Department
in Nigeria. Following a year in the Doncaster and
London Offices on the Howden-Selby study,-he
went to Belfast to take charge of the office set-up to
design the Belfast-Castledawson Motorway. From
1966—68 he was based in Hong Kong and was
particularly concerned with our work in Brunei. On
returning to the UK he spent several years
travelling extensively abroad for short periods, on
both promotional and project work. The latter
included Phases I and II of the IBRD Labour
Substitution Study in India and Indonesia. He
returned to the Roads Section in 1972 where he has
been responsible for the design and supervision of
construction of our road projects in England and
Northern Ireland.

Trevor Hancock joined the firm of Scott &
Wilson in 1948 as an Assistant under Agreement
and spent 4 years working on various structural
projects in the London office.
From 1952 he worked for structural consultants
in Ontario, Canada, and California, USA, and
returned to the UK to rejoin SWK in 1959 as a
Senior Assistant Engineer. Since that time he has
been involved with a number of structural projects
including the Commercial Union Building and the
multi-storey blocks of the Whitgift Centre in
Croydon. More recently he has also been
associated with the Bridge Section dealing with the
structures for projects in both Nigeria and the UK
including the Lagos Apapa-Ijora urban motorway
scheme, Teesside Parkway and the Inner Relief
Road in Stafford.

K. A. PHILLIPS
Ken Phillips joined Scott & Wilson, as it was
then, in 1950, and since then has divided his time
between the UK and Hong Kong. His experience
has ranged over structures, airports, highways,
land reclamation, marine works and geotechnics.
He was responsible in Hong Kong for the CrossHarbour Tunnel. In 1970 he became a Partner in
the Hong Kong Firm and following the
recommendation of the McKinsey Report he
agreed to take up the post of Personnel Director in
January, 1974.
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P. A. GREEN

M. WATSON
Maurice Watson joined the firm in 1956 and
after spending 4 years on general civil engineering
including civils, foundations, structures, roads and
bridges, he took a post-graduate degree in Highway
and Traffic Engineering which started his
specialisation in Transportation Planning. He has
spent 2 separate years in Glasgow in the course of
varied work on feasibility and transportation
studies and for 3 years was resident in Teesside as
the
Technical
Director
responsible
for
Transportation on the comprehensive Land
Use/Transportation
Study
and
Plan.
His
involvement
in
numerous
town
planning
transportation and feasibility studies has extended
his sphere of interest from engineering to town
planning and economics. More recently he has been
engaged in promotional work in general overseas.

Phil Green joined SWK in 1961 as a member of
the M6 South Cheshire Motorway site staff. Prior
to this he had taken a DIC in engineering geology
and had worked for 3 years on dam construction
and various types of irrigation projects with the
Southern Rhodesian Department of Irrigation and
Lands.
He returned to the London office soils section
under John Sutton in 1963 and he has been
concerned with all aspects of geotechnical
engineering since then. During the 10-year period
(1963—1973) Phil took a special programme in soils
under Professor Casagrande for which he was
awarded the Austin B. Mason Prize, and in
1971—72 he was awarded a CEI Senior
Industrial Fellowship at Cambridge University for
teaching and research. He also became a Fellow
Commoner at Churchill College.
In 1973 he was appointed as full-time director
for the World Bank Study of the Substitution of
Labour and Equipment in Civil Construction. This
work, which is still in progress, is investigating the
economic and engineering aspects of using labourintensive methods and intermediate technologies in
civil construction.
Phil is a member of the British Geotechnical
Society Committee and of the CIRIA Committee
dealing with earthworks and foundation. He is also
a transportation panel member for the Intermediate
Technology Development Group.

Royal Festival Hall
bi’ Wally Grainger

empus Fugit! News of the celebrations to
mark the 25th Anniversary in May of the
Royal Festival Hall reminds me of the fact
that time has once again slipped by unnoticed.
The Royal Festival Hall, which formed a
permanent part of the Festival of Britain, was
designed by Scott & Wilson. This was of course
before Kirkpatrick’ was added to the firm’s
nomenclature. Guthlac Wilson and E. 0. Measor
were the Partners involved and Geoffrey Williams
was responsible for the design of the bowstring roof
trusses as well as the design of one of the first dog
leg stairs constructed in this country. I remember
him showing remarkable faith, standing beneath it
as the props were struck.
The original concept was of a sitting hen, the hen
being the auditorium itself, the nest being the
podium and the egg (never laid) a small rehearsal
hall, positioned under the sloping soffit of the
auditorium. Sleeved columns were designed to

prevent the transmission of structure borne sound
between the three zones of activity. It was intended
that rehearsals could take place in the small hall
while concerts were in progress above. Sad to say,
the small hall was never added.
Visually the podium had to be separated from
the main hall and to the poor perspiring engineer
this meant that no beam ever reached its natural
support and was cut off just 6 in. short and some
how cantilevered from something somewhere else.
With a deadline for completion that could not be
extended, time was a commodity in short supply
and construction followed uncomfortably close to
design. From the domestic viewpoint, meal times
became unpredictable, except that they were
usually later than forecast and the advent of the
pressure cooker was inevitable. Fortunately,
E.O.M. had that special quality of injecting
enthusiasm into the team and somehow we always
just managed to keep ahead of the contractor. One

1949—50: Willments start excavation, as sub-contractors to Cubitts, for the Royal Festival Hall on the
South Bank.

(We are grateful to Mr. S. L. Reynolds, Marketing Manager of Wilirnent Bros. Limited for the loan of
this photograph. Mr. Reynolds was the Project Manager for Cubitts on this job.)
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Royal Festival Hall
bi’ Wally Grainger

empus Fugit! News of the celebrations to
mark the 25th Anniversary in May of the
Royal Festival Hall reminds me of the fact
that time has once again slipped by unnoticed.
The Royal Festival Hall, which formed a
permanent part of the Festival of Britain, was
designed by Scott & Wilson. This was of course
before Kirkpatrick’ was added to the firm’s
nomenclature. Guthlac Wilson and E. 0. Measor
were the Partners involved and Geoffrey Williams
was responsible for the design of the bowstring roof
trusses as well as the design of one of the first dog
leg stairs constructed in this country. I remember
him showing remarkable faith, standing beneath it
as the props were struck.
The original concept was of a sitting hen, the hen
being the auditorium itself, the nest being the
podium and the egg (never laid) a small rehearsal
hall, positioned under the sloping soffit of the
auditorium. Sleeved columns were designed to

prevent the transmission of structure borne sound
between the three zones of activity. It was intended
that rehearsals could take place in the small hall
while concerts were in progress above. Sad to say,
the small hall was never added.
Visually the podium had to be separated from
the main hall and to the poor perspiring engineer
this meant that no beam ever reached its natural
support and was cut off just 6 in. short and some
how cantilevered from something somewhere else.
With a deadline for completion that could not be
extended, time was a commodity in short supply
and construction followed uncomfortably close to
design. From the domestic viewpoint, meal times
became unpredictable, except that they were
usually later than forecast and the advent of the
pressure cooker was inevitable. Fortunately,
E.O.M. had that special quality of injecting
enthusiasm into the team and somehow we always
just managed to keep ahead of the contractor. One

1949—50: Willments start excavation, as sub-contractors to Cubitts, for the Royal Festival Hall on the
South Bank.

(We are grateful to Mr. S. L. Reynolds, Marketing Manager of Wilirnent Bros. Limited for the loan of
this photograph. Mr. Reynolds was the Project Manager for Cubitts on this job.)
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Life in the Philippine Islands
by Edith Hedges

Main concreting units.

c’ n April, 1975, Edith & Ron Hedges,
9
of the compensations was the invitation to all
technical and administrative staff to attend the test
concerts held before the official opening and then
the opening concert, a Royal occasion to be
remembered.
Dr. R. H. Matthews, later knighted, and now
alas deceased, was Chief Architect to the then
L.C.C. and responsible for the conceptual design
and no-one who has visited the Royal Festival Hall
could but admire his special brand of architecture.
Certainly when the dust of battle had settled, we
were all pleased to have been connected with its
construction.
The extensions, when they came in 1960, bore
no relationship to that planned, and Cohn Smith
and Reg Wallace, who produced the conceptual
design had some difficulty in adapting foundations

in the existing building to suit the revised planning.
This did little more than add some artists’
accommodation and amend the River and
Belvedere Road elevations. Ted Fuller was
responsible for the supervision of the construction.
As a postscript, the refurbishing of the Hall last
year involved a super version of the ‘woodpecker’
exercise that inevitably happens at the end of con
struction of any building. A large opening was
required in the reinforced cavity wall forming the
auditorium.
This
was
achieved
between
performances by means of the controlled use of
explosives. Some misgivings as to whether the blast
might travel in the cavity between the double walls
and wreck something far removed from the seat of
the explosion were found to be false and work was
completed within the planned programme.

General view showing erection of roof girders,
23rd May, 1950.

First ten roof girders in position on auditorium
walls, 23rd May, 1950.

after having been in various parts of
Africa for the past 25 years, up-rooted
their lives to start a completely new way of life in
the Philippine Islands. We were rather
apprehensive as to what life might be like in the
Islands, but having now been in the country for six
months we realise we may have missed so much in
life having spent so many years in Africa.
The Philippines is a Republic situated a little
above the equator, several hundred miles away
from the south-east coast of the mainland of Asia.
It is composed of approximately 7,100 islands and
islets spread over an area of 115,740 square miles
and only about 3,000 of these islands have been
named leaving 4,000 more still unnamed. By
comparison the Philippines is larger than Great
Britain and a little smaller than Japan or Spain. The
total population of the Islands is 36,684,486,
according to the last census which was taken in
1970. We are the most eastern office in the Firm
making us the first early risers each day.
The name Philippines came from the word
“Felipinas” and the word “Felipinas” in turn came
from the word “Philip”. It was a Spanish navigator,
Ruy Lopez de Villalobos, who first came to the
shores in 1543 and christened the country Felipinas
in honour of King Philip II of Spain, but the
indigenous continued to be known by many other
names. It was only in 1898 that the indigenous
people of the Islands came to be identified,
particularly by the Europeans, as Filipinos, the
inhabitants of the Philippines.
The rugged coast line of the Philippines has
created fine natural harbours and sheltered straits.
The Land is watered by lakes and is drained by
hundreds of rivers. Towering peaks raise their
proud heads all over the Islands. Most notable and

the highest is Mount Apo, in Mindanao, which is
9,600 feet in height. Volcanoes are numerous, ten
of which are pronounced to be active. The most
famous of the active volcanoes is “Mayon” which
is referred to as the most perfect cone shaped
volcano, and “Taal” in the Batangas Province, the
lowest volcano in the World, in the middle of a
most picturesque lake within a volcano. “Taal”
erupted violently in September, 1965 and has been
blowing steam on and off since. The most famous
river in the Philippines is the “Underground River
in Palawan”. It is 4,380 metres long and is the
longest continuous cavern in South-east Asia. It
was explored for the first time in May, 1964 and
the team spent nine hours exploring the entire
cavern, which is navigable by banca (dug out
canoe).
There are numerous waterfalls in the Philippines
and among the most famous is the Pagsanjan Falls
in Laguna, here one can visit the beautiful falls and
at the same time shoot the rapids. The Japanese
have an interesting participation in Pagsanjan.
There is a theory that during the Spanish times, a
Japanese Prince and his entourage migrated to the
Philippines and settled somewhere in Pagsanjan.
The Spanish authorities asked the Japanese Prince
to control some of the unruly sections of the
Chinese population. He was so successful that the
Spanish Government gave him a part of Pagsanjan
as a reward. The church of Pagsanjan has stones
with Japanese inscriptions, possibly the place where
the Prince was buried. During the Japanese
occupation it was stated that all Japanese soldiers
used to bow before the stones. There are conflicting
stories on the matter, the only clues to the Prince
and his men are citizens of Pagsanjan with
Japanese names and features.
Numerous “Springs” are found in the various
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Regions, Hot, Cool and Soda and the National
Science Development Board have started to use
geothermal energy in salt making. The Philippines
is one of the first countries to use geothermal steam
for salt making.
Other scenic spots in the Philippines are known
as the “Hundred Isles” these look like half
submerged ships in the distance and the Marine
Biological Museum and also the Oceaneographic—
Fishery Research Laboratory are located in the
“Hundred Isles”. The “Chocolate Hills” dotting the
plains of Bohol comprise another tourist attraction.
The very dark brown appearance of the hills during
the dry season has earned for it the name by which
the place is known.
Baguio City is the summer Capital of the
Philippines and is known for its cool climate. From
Baguio City one can travel to see the “Eighth
Wonder of the World”, the Banawe Rice Terraces.
The terraces were built with rock and stones with
nothing but bare hands and bodily strength. If
placed end to end the rice terraces would cover a
distance of about 14,000 miles and they took
thousands of years to build. The mountain tribes
certainly had no idea that tourists would come
from all over the World to view this mountain
miracle. They had nothing in mind other than
producing life-giving rice from steep mountain
sides and making a flat rice bed with high sides to
trap the water. They continually did this over the
centuries, as their families and their needs grew,
until practically every nook in the mountains is
transformed into rice fields.
Manila is called the “Ever-Changing City” as the
skyline view of Manila changes from day to day. It
is a proud city where candles burn all day in the
churches, for it is the only Christian City in Asia.
The tourist top of the list visit is to the Rizal Park
complex both during the day and night. The entire
area is some 30 hectares developed into a modern
wonderland for the general public. It is now
considered one of the most beautiful modern patks
in the World. There is something different to see in
every nook and cranny of the park, commencing
with the children’s playground past the skating rink
which becomes a huge dance floor at night. The
Japanese Garden, the Chinese Garden, the open
café managed by the deaf and dumb, a lake
approximately 100 yards square the centre of
which has a complete model of the whole of the
Philippine Islands. Across the busy boulevarde is
the sea side part of the park and the ocean. The
promenade is approximately 8 kilometres and at
the Northern end of the promenade is the historic
Fort Santiago, going through the ancient Spanish
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walls of Intramuros. Situated near to the Manila
International airport is “Nayon Pilipino” which
means the Philippine Village; and as it suggests it is
a life size replica of all the Regions in the
Philippines including the landscape, houses, plants,
handicrafts, costumes and foods. Some of the
buildings, like old Spanish houses are authentic, the
major parts being brought piece by piece from the
Provinces. A guide will take a visitor round in a
Jeepney (a form of very decorative transport in
Manila). The guides, who are well trained and
charming Pilipino, will describe all details of
“Nayong Pilipino” with no charge for this superb
extra service.
The cosmopolitan World is an area near Rizal
Park and it consists of several blocks prettied up
especially for the tourist. Here you will discover
shops, handicraft stores, quaint restaurants of all
types, cocktail lounges and hotels. This place is
very much connected to the throbbing night life
since this is near what is known as the “Strip” and
is on Roxas Boulevarde fronting Manila Bay,
where day and night clubs line the road. The
popularity of any place on the “Strip” can always
be gauged by the number of cars in front.
The New Cultural Centre of the Philippines on
Roxas Boulevarde regularly presents shows of
varying nature from drama to opera with visits
from World renowned artists.
The population of Manila is at present recorded
to be 4 million including the surrounding suburbs of
which one suburb is called Makati. Makati is a
modern business—industrial—residential complex.
This area is considered to be one of the most
successful real estate developments in the World. It
also supplies an exciting wide variety of modern
building architecture within a small area. All
members of the Manila staff are residing in this
area in places which are referred to as Villages. The
shops here are open seven days a week, 12 hours
per day and the shopping here is no way difficult as
all shops, arcades, hotels, banks, offices and houses
are fully airconditioned which makes living very
comfortable in the very hot season of April to June.
There are two seasons in the Philippines, the dry
season extending from March to June and the wet
season extending from July to October. May is
normally the hottest month of the year and January
the coolest. Nature has been very generous to these
Islands. Flowers, especially orchids, add colour to
the landscape, which is otherwise always green.
I have only briefly touched around the edges of
life in the Philippines and I must end by trying to
describe to you the Pilipino as a person. Hospitality
is a way of life among the Pilipinos. The graceful
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dances and the festive table are a language of
welcome and friendship. They are very gentle, kind
and most helpful people and there is no language
difficulty as the Philippines is the third largest
English speaking country in the World. Their art of
pottery making, the fine art of cloth weaving and
embroidery, the equal fine art of wood carving
speak of the type of people they are. Some are land
locked and develop the land where as others are as
free as the tide and roam the wide waters in their
colourful sailing boats.

4’

May I end by telling you all of an ancient legend
which to myself and to most people is a true
description of the Philippine Islands—the legend
reads: “A lovely goddess in a playful mood once
cast a handful of emeralds into the blue waters and
where the emeralds fell, there arose, picturesque
green Islands strewn on the pacific, off the Asian
mainland, which today are known as the
Philippines.”

A Day in the Life of an SWK Messenger;
Part ‘7
(to be read slowly and
The story so far:

name is Horace Blenkinsop. I have
a slight limp and an ‘0’ level in wood
work. I have just completed two years
at an engineering firm in Bloomsbury but my case
comes up before the parole board next week. My
childhood was traumatic. My father, an
unsuccessful lion-tamer from Gillingham, travelled
on a false passport—noisily. My mother drove a
hard bargain until the exhaust fell off near Stony
Stratford (A508). I ran away from home at the age
of 27 but no-one noticed. I threw my lot in with the
wrong crowd. They led me from the straight and
narrow. They abused my individuality. They
stunted my growth. Every night they roasted their
chestnuts by an open fire and forced me to watch. I
finally decided the Young Conservatives wasn’t for
me. although my table tennis had improved
dramatically.
Disconsolate, I started collecting stamps.
Desiring a meaningful relationship, I bought a
goldfish. But philately got me nowhere and the fish
couldn’t swim. In despair I decided to get a job. I
became apprenticed to a cobbler but it was a load
of old shoemakers; I went into cement with a heavy
heart and cracked vertebrae; then into glue, but I
couldn’t stick it for long. I worked at an all-night
refrigerated vegetable store but each morning I was

frozen to the marrow. For two months I was in a
zoo but soon got tired of being prodded with sticks
and being fed dry buns. My ennui knew no bounds;
my equipoise was visibly chastened. I became a
recluse but still nobody noticed.
For twelve years I rambled from town to town as
an itinerant musician. I sang my songs. I told my
stories. I was glad to do so. I wanted little. A full
stomach. The sun in the morning. The Jewish
Chronicle every fortnight. It was a healthy life. I
was content. I always used my postal vote. I was a
young looking 47. In a darkened room I could have
passed for 46 easily. I was a model citizen.
Then literature and music beckoned. I buried
myself in Trollope; I soaked myself in Mozart.
Brahms moved me to the core. Schuberts
Variations kept me awake at night. Keats and
Wordsworth became constant companions. The
Penguin Shelley followed me everywhere, until I
eventually shook it off in the Euston underpass. I
read and then ate the milk chocolate edition of
Dickens. I had Great Expectations with an icecream sundae or it may have been Friday. I never
looked back. Searching for the ghost of Virginia
Woolf one afternoon, I walked through Bedford
Square by mistake. My Road to Dasmascus
moment had arrived.
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which one suburb is called Makati. Makati is a
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This area is considered to be one of the most
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Now read on
The sun was shining as I arrived at no. 53. I felt
like a lonely but misunderstood King as I climbed
the steps. But the door was locked. It was
Saturday. I therefore repaired to White Hart Lane
to see Martin Chivers blasting over the bar from
but two yards out. He really should cut out those
heavy meals before a match. Spurs won 2—0 but
there was a suspicion of offside about the second
goal. Went home. I felt strong, serene, at peace. No
one noticed.
In next episode (Part 18)
At the Square, all is peaceful. Pearl & Ferlé
discuss postwar Italian Architecture in loud voices,
shouting from office to office. Helen throws her teatrolley down six flights of stairs just to see what
happens. Round the corner at the British Museum,
tourists are staring at the Thracian Treasures from
Bulgaria. A man in the Duveen Gallery, believing

himself to be alone, makes a rude gesture at the
Elgin Marbles. Meanwhile in Greek and Roman
Antiquities, a Frenchman points to an exhibit and
asks an attendant in broken English: “Is that a
statue of Herodotus, Aeschylus or Socrates,
please? My eyesight is poor, my sense of history
inexact and my feet hurt.” The attendant takes off
his hat, scratches his head, looks the man up and
down for a moment, looks at the ground, looks at
the statue, replaces his hat, clears his throat, blows
his nose, changes his shirt, feels for his pulse, stares
at the man again and slowly walks away, glancing
backwards all the time until out of sight.
In the afternoon I go to Coutts Bank and
Gibberd’s; Fitzroy Robinson and Ralph Tubbs;
Denys Lasdun’s and Gollins Melvin Ward; to Land
Securities and John Lassing’s. It is a normal day
and it’s beautiful to be alive. My name is Horace
Blenkinsop. I have a slight limp and an ‘0’ level in
woodwork. (Grade 6).

A FASCINATING PLACE
Young people, an abundance of young people
thrcnging busy streets in gay array
puigent smells around a ‘fragrant harbour’
trams sway and clatter exuding human ants upon
their way.
Huge iron birds scream over mainland markets
and babies crawl amongst the flowing wares
of traders voicing bargains to the masses
engulfed in heat and dust—and no one cares?
A myriad of restaurants brightly beckon
the glittering rich, Mercedes to the fore
the quenching potion provided by Saint Michael
the girlie bars that GI’s kept in store.
A train wends north towards the guarded border
through tunnels then along a rugged shore
past fisher folk and farmers toiling daily
past land reclaimed, where sea will wash no more.
The coloured sails outnumbered by the tankers
and concrete fingers sprout from shrinking green
yet fields alive with bending sunburned bodies
and scenic beauty—not believed till seen.
Gardens a legend to the mystic balm man
a mile long tunnel under harbour sea
flyovers and flyunders criss-cross new excavations
for a venture many think should never be.

The cable car cranks up towards the summit
stilled neon lights proliferate below
taxis tour in hordes of red and silver
the city where the pace is rarely slow.
The people of all nations talk and listen
aboard the ferry as she quietly rolls
then cameras click at monuments around us
the Pen, the Peak, the building full of holes.
The mainland and surrounding islands
the once barren rock—now ever changing face
these sights and sounds, the people and their
culture
all make HONG KONG a fascinating place.
M.K.
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R. F. Meff, MC, FICE
Those of us who knew Rob Meff were very sad
to learn of his death on the 15th June, 1975, at his
home in Aberdeen. He was 79.
Rob joined Scott & Wilson (Nyasaland) in 1950,
becoming a Partner in 1953, then moving to
London as a Consultant in 1957 and retiring in
February, 1968. A retirement notice published in
the Christmas, 1967, edition of Pontjfact gives
particulars of his military and public service,
culminating in the post of Chief Engineer, Calcutta
Port Commissioners.
Rob met Mr. Measor and the late Dr. Guthlac
Wilson in India, and this led to this employment by
the Firm. His first task in Nyasaland was to sort
out extensive claims on our major road contract, a
task which he performed with meticulous care and
which paved the way for re-negotiating the contract
rather than terminating it. The latter would have
meant a disastrous start for the country’s road
programme. His appointment to partnership

solely in an overseas firm made Rob the first of the
partners resident abroad who have become an
essential feature of our overseas firms.
His move back to London as a Consultant in
1957 also created a precedent. His patience and
care were fully exercised in his role of providing
information and compiling and editing reports. His
main task in London was to produce the Firm’s
brochure.
Rob was a man with many diverse interests and
talents. He was, for example, a most competitive
golfer and quite a character on the stage! In spite of
his outside interests he was a family man and the
Meffs’ garden in Blantyre was a showpiece. It is
true that his wife was the main gardener, but Rob
took great pride in the work.
With so many talents Rob was a man who will
be sadly missed and our sympathies go out to his
wife and daughter in their loss.
J.K.M.H.

Edmund Reinbach
In the Spring, 1975, edition of Pontjfact we paid
tribute to Edmund Reinbach—formerly our
librarian and archivist—for all his efforts on behalf
of the Firm and expressed the hope that he would
enjoy a long, happy and active retirement. It is
therefore with the deepest regret that little more

than a year later we record his passing on the 17th
February, 1976, at the early age of 65 years, and
extend our sympathy to Mrs. Reinbach and her
family in their sad loss of husband and father.
M.C.J.
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Motor Sport
byAlison Dai’is

ver since passing my driving test I have
been interested in cars; my 21st birthday
present, an Austin Healey Sprite, brought
me into contact with the local motor club and with

it I competed in auto tests, sprints, hillclimbs and
rallies. There was, however, a limit to the success
one could attain in a car which had to function as
everyday transport and my best results in speed
events such as sprints, hillclimbing and autocrosses
came from drives in somewhat hotter machinery,
usually cajoled from the current boyfriend.
Marriage changed all that but my husband, whp
while being keen on motor sport was not really
interested in driving himself, promised that perhaps
one day we might be able to afford a suitable car
solely for competition.
We never really could afford anything in those
days but we decided to blow our savings on a Diva
which we bought from Frank Williams of Formula
I fame. The Diva, of which approximately 50
models were constructed, was a pukka sportsracing car and when it started up on the button we
thought we had bought a real gem.
The car gave us no great results in the first
season, which was spent competing in hillclimbs

and sprints, but as an introduction to motor sport it
was a very useful year. Our team consisted of
myself, my husband Roger as ‘team manager’, his
brother Chris as mechanic and Chris’s wife Brenda
who worked our watches arid kept all the results
filed.
The second year we tried harder—and the car
broke down more frequently! The half shafts would
go and so we had new ones heat treated to a
stronger specification, only to move the weakness
to the differential. However we persevered and
often when things looked black a couple of beers
would cheer us up and we would try again next
week.
It was during the second year that we decided to
try our hand at circuit racing mainly because we
felt that too many standing starts on the hills were
causing many of our transmission failures. We
went to Silverstone on Easter Monday and on
arriving at the paddock we wondered what on earth
we had let ourselves in for. The noise, general
hustle of activity and the sheer size of the place
frankly scared us, the men included.
I practised, took part in the race and came last,
but that did not matter I had finished my first race.
As the day went on all the atmosphere got into us
and when we drove home, the Diva on its trailer
behind our faithful 1100, we were full blooded
racers, no more hills and sprints from now!
During the winter Roger and Chris completely
rebuilt the Diva. It had a respray, the chassis was
checked and strengthened where required and most
important they built a new engine, putting many of
the parts from the old one into a new block. One
very interesting point that emerged from the rebuild
was that the old engine had a compression ratio of
7.5:1. It was a wonder we achieved any results at
all with that. The new ‘lump’ was built to give
10.1:1 which was the usual in racing engines.
Needless to say during the third year things
looked up and I won the British Women Racing
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Drivers Championship at the end of a very exciting
season.
We felt that the Diva had reached the end of its
development and for the following year we decided
to build a racing version of a Ginetta G15 which
was then produced in kit form as a road car. Chris
already had such a car on the road and it was
possible to evaluate its racing potential before
actually deciding to acquire one.
We approached the factory and managed to get
them to build a specially strengthened chassis and
lightweight body. The engine was an enlarged
1100 cc Imp unit tuned to 112 bhp and many
special parts we made at home. The cost of building
such a car was quite considerable but fortunately
my efforts on the circuits had attracted a certain
amount of interest and Femfresh Deodorants
sponsored the car for the year.
It took a couple of races before the car became
competitive but we had a great season with a
second British Women Racing Drivers Club
Championship.
The following year was just as enjoyable.
Femfresh sponsored us again and we now had two
engines, two gearboxes and wet and dry sets of
tyres. At the end of the season Castrol Oils
awarded me the most meritorious woman driver
award, which included a £50 voucher for clothes!
Roger and Chris received their own recognition
later when a National Motor Magazine awarded
the car the best prepared club racer of the year—
maybe the chrome plated dipstick and filter bowl
had something to do with it!
By now we felt that we were perhaps spending
just a little too much time and money on our motor
sport and decided to give the next year a miss
putting the Ginetta up for sale. We certainly saved
on expense, but we were not going to get that rest
we were looking forward to, for a local Fiat dealer
offered us a drive in the Production Saloon
formula. The agreement was that the car would be
paid for and prepared by the garage and all
expenses paid. It was too good to turn down and
1973 was spent following the championship up and
down the country. As hotel bills were not included
in the expenses we invested in a 3 litre transit motor
home which towed the racer on the trailer. During
this year I also competed in the first Tour of Britain
with flier Sheila Scott as my navigator. The event
consisted of 3 days of rally stages and circuits;
hard work especially on the last day when we raced
at
Oulton
Park
(Cheshire),
Silverstone
(Northampton), Snetterton (Norfolk) and Brands
Hatch (Kent) all within the same 24 hours! But the
event was great fun, bringing together racing and
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rallying people. That year the event was won by
James Hunt.
The next year really was spent having that rest
we had always promised ourselves; a rest, that is
from motor sport because we decided that with all
those free weekends on our hands we had better
occupy ourselves and decided to build a bungalow.
Was it just sheer coincidence that the plans
included rather more garages than the average
house?
We were well on with the bungalow when a
chance conversation resulted in my having a drive
in a BMW 3.0 si to contest the Radio One
Championship during 1975. The car was rather a
handful but I scored quite reasonable results,
occasionally swapping paint with Radio One DJ
Noel Edmunds in his Capri.

This year apart from four Escort Mexico races
at Brands Hatch I shall have an empty season,
spending most of the time getting the new house
into shape but Roger and Chris have been making
plans for next year and we shall start building the
new car this Autumn. I really think that they enjoy
going racing more than I do—they had already
completed their scheming and decided on what type
of car we shall have before I realised that there was
anything afoot. After all I’m only the driver they
often tell me.
I consider myself fortunate in having a team who
are all as keen as I am. Motor Racing is a strange
sport, it can be as cheap or expensive as you want
it to be, it is very demanding on your free time
especially when it involves driving up to circuits in
Cheshire and Norfolk by 8 a.m. and sometimes
working all through the night to prepare a car for
the next day especially if something breaks. But all
this is compensated for by the enjoyment of racing,
the many friends to be found in the sport and many
happy memories to relive at the end of the season. I
can’t wait to get out on the circuits again next year.
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Wedding
The Wedding of Chris Pus and Ray Purkiss
Chris and Ray were married on the 16th August,
1975, at St. Leonards Church, Oakley.
Chris wore a white Edwardian style dress of
chiffon embroidered with guipure lace and carried a
bouquet of pink and cream roses. She was attended
by two bridesmaids in lilac cotton dresses with
matching hats, and a little bridesmaid in a long
white and blue flowered dress. Chris’s little nephew,
Jonathan, was a page boy and carried the rings on
a velvet cushion in the American tradition.
After a reception at the White House, the
happy couple left for a honeymoon in Devon.

Staff Services

find looking back through the last two
editions of Pont(fact that there has been
no mention of Staff Services whereas over
the past two years the changes in the department
have been far reaching. This is no criticism of the
Editors of Pont
but rather a hint to myself that
I had better make good the omission.
Until the end of 1973 the department had
remained almost unchanged since 1965 when
George Edington, on his return from Africa, took
over ‘Staff’. In the past this had been one of the
many duties of the Secretary, then Bob Moodie,
assisted by Isabelle Burleigh. George Edington
recruited Peter Bennett and Maureen Preston
during 1965 and they were joined within two years
by Sylvia Allen. This team saw the duties of the
department grow and by the time I joined them at
the beginning of 1974 they were hard pressed even
though they now also had the services of two
secretaries. By now George Edington had retired
and the Firm was soon to relocate to Basingstoke.
When the move took place in June, 1974, Sylvia
Allen was unable to come with us and after a
month or so Maureen Preston also decided that she
could not move permanently to Hampshire. In the
meantime Peter Bennett continued to travel daily
from Highgate but eventually personal reasons
dictated that he should leave and this he did in
June, 1975. All three were sorely missed.
In May last year Mark Thompson joined us
followed closely by Maurice Johnson and during
the past year they have been working hard at the
task of rebuilding the Staff Services team.
Maurice Johnson, who succeeded Peter Bennett
as Staff Services Manager and also came to us
from the Navy, has so come to terms with the
Firm’s unruly ways that I have a renewed respect
for the Royal Navy! The technical staff tend to be
hard on their administrators (harder than on
(fact

Vera De Bell retires

‘

Vera De Bell, known affectionately to many as
‘Ding Dong’, retired last December after almost 16
years service with the Firm. She joined us in 1960
to take charge of the General Office which
incorporated the ‘typing pool’—that was two
moves back when the offices were at 47 Victoria
Street, SW1. Since then the Firm has grown and
‘typing pools’ are a thing of the past but through
out Vera both defended her flock from the
impossible demands of unreasonable engineers and
at the same time chastised them for their short
comings. It was during 1974 that she made her
greatest contribution to the Firm when she
recruited a complete secretarial staff for the new
offices in Basingstoke. Apart from Partners’
Secretaries, very few of the secretarial staff could
make the move and Vera’s great efforts at this time
ensured that the move was as painless as could be
in so far as secretarial services were concerned.
We all join in wishing Vera a long and very
happy retirement. At the same time we welcome
her successor as Supervisor of Secretarial
Services—’Jackie’ Cameron—and are comforted
to think that she also knows how to keep us all in
order!
K.A.P.

themselves I sometimes suspect) but Maurice seems
to have got the measure of them—and gained their
respect.
Mark Thomson joined us from Shell and, like
Maurice Johnson, had experience of working
overseas—in his case East Africa. Mark is a
graduate of Glasgow University and with his know
ledge and experience staff recruitment has been
handled most effectively under what have recently
been very trying conditions. With the embargo on
recruiting for the UK during the past nine months
the department has felt bound to take a lead by
doing without all the staff thought necessary for a
complete service. This has thrown a particular
burden on Mark for whereas UK recruiting has
been virtually at a standstill, recruitment for
overseas has never been livelier and just recently he
had over sixty vacancies on his books and, as it
happened, only temporary assistants for support.
The personnel function is always expanding
what with new legislation, expanding training
requirements of the professional institutions, ever
changing attitudes towards Staff relations both
outside and within the Firm—and we shall have to
match these increasing demands. The department
always has to remember that even if it has a
success rate of 99% some unfortunate ‘client’ will
hold a 100% failure against it. We always have to
aim for 100% but it must be borne in mind that we
are but human.
To conclude, most belatedly we all thank Peter
Bennett, Maureen Preston and Sylvia Allen for
their great contribution to the SWK family of firms
and wish them every happiness and success. At the
same time we welcome Maurice Johnson, Mark
Thomson and Wendy Craven (and others we are
presently recruiting) and trust that they find
working with us both enjoyable and satisfying.
K.A.P.
.
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After a reception at the White House, the
happy couple left for a honeymoon in Devon.

Staff Services

find looking back through the last two
editions of Pont(fact that there has been
no mention of Staff Services whereas over
the past two years the changes in the department
have been far reaching. This is no criticism of the
Editors of Pont
but rather a hint to myself that
I had better make good the omission.
Until the end of 1973 the department had
remained almost unchanged since 1965 when
George Edington, on his return from Africa, took
over ‘Staff’. In the past this had been one of the
many duties of the Secretary, then Bob Moodie,
assisted by Isabelle Burleigh. George Edington
recruited Peter Bennett and Maureen Preston
during 1965 and they were joined within two years
by Sylvia Allen. This team saw the duties of the
department grow and by the time I joined them at
the beginning of 1974 they were hard pressed even
though they now also had the services of two
secretaries. By now George Edington had retired
and the Firm was soon to relocate to Basingstoke.
When the move took place in June, 1974, Sylvia
Allen was unable to come with us and after a
month or so Maureen Preston also decided that she
could not move permanently to Hampshire. In the
meantime Peter Bennett continued to travel daily
from Highgate but eventually personal reasons
dictated that he should leave and this he did in
June, 1975. All three were sorely missed.
In May last year Mark Thompson joined us
followed closely by Maurice Johnson and during
the past year they have been working hard at the
task of rebuilding the Staff Services team.
Maurice Johnson, who succeeded Peter Bennett
as Staff Services Manager and also came to us
from the Navy, has so come to terms with the
Firm’s unruly ways that I have a renewed respect
for the Royal Navy! The technical staff tend to be
hard on their administrators (harder than on
(fact

Vera De Bell retires

‘

Vera De Bell, known affectionately to many as
‘Ding Dong’, retired last December after almost 16
years service with the Firm. She joined us in 1960
to take charge of the General Office which
incorporated the ‘typing pool’—that was two
moves back when the offices were at 47 Victoria
Street, SW1. Since then the Firm has grown and
‘typing pools’ are a thing of the past but through
out Vera both defended her flock from the
impossible demands of unreasonable engineers and
at the same time chastised them for their short
comings. It was during 1974 that she made her
greatest contribution to the Firm when she
recruited a complete secretarial staff for the new
offices in Basingstoke. Apart from Partners’
Secretaries, very few of the secretarial staff could
make the move and Vera’s great efforts at this time
ensured that the move was as painless as could be
in so far as secretarial services were concerned.
We all join in wishing Vera a long and very
happy retirement. At the same time we welcome
her successor as Supervisor of Secretarial
Services—’Jackie’ Cameron—and are comforted
to think that she also knows how to keep us all in
order!
K.A.P.

themselves I sometimes suspect) but Maurice seems
to have got the measure of them—and gained their
respect.
Mark Thomson joined us from Shell and, like
Maurice Johnson, had experience of working
overseas—in his case East Africa. Mark is a
graduate of Glasgow University and with his know
ledge and experience staff recruitment has been
handled most effectively under what have recently
been very trying conditions. With the embargo on
recruiting for the UK during the past nine months
the department has felt bound to take a lead by
doing without all the staff thought necessary for a
complete service. This has thrown a particular
burden on Mark for whereas UK recruiting has
been virtually at a standstill, recruitment for
overseas has never been livelier and just recently he
had over sixty vacancies on his books and, as it
happened, only temporary assistants for support.
The personnel function is always expanding
what with new legislation, expanding training
requirements of the professional institutions, ever
changing attitudes towards Staff relations both
outside and within the Firm—and we shall have to
match these increasing demands. The department
always has to remember that even if it has a
success rate of 99% some unfortunate ‘client’ will
hold a 100% failure against it. We always have to
aim for 100% but it must be borne in mind that we
are but human.
To conclude, most belatedly we all thank Peter
Bennett, Maureen Preston and Sylvia Allen for
their great contribution to the SWK family of firms
and wish them every happiness and success. At the
same time we welcome Maurice Johnson, Mark
Thomson and Wendy Craven (and others we are
presently recruiting) and trust that they find
working with us both enjoyable and satisfying.
K.A.P.
.
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THIRD IBRO HIGHWAY PROJECT
— National Roads

any last year a small band of SWK
engineers came to the Philippines to
start work for the Department of Public
Highways on the third of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (the World
Bank) assisted highway construction projects. Here
we found a hospitable and friendly welcome in a
country of great variety, many thousands of islands
stretching 1,800 km. from close to Japan in the
north to Borneo in the south.
First, an introduction to this Third IBRD
Highway Project. Although there are only about
600,000 registered motor vehicles in the whole
country (and half of these vehicles are based in
Metropolitan Manila) the standard of the roads in
many of the rural areas is now quite inadequate for
the traffic carried. The second IBRD project is
seeing the construction mainly of arterial roads in
the Manila area of Luzon but it also included a
report on the feasibility of improving roads in less
densely populated rural areas, mainly in the
Visayas and Mindanao. (This is where you should
get up from the comfort of your armchair and hunt
for the atlas on your bookshelf: for those unable to
make it that far the sketch map of the Philippines
may be of some help.)
The World Bank and the DPH agreed to go
ahead with the Third IBRD Highway Project, the
detailed design of some 810 km. of road: about
250 km. in northern Mindanao, 70 km. in Central
Cebu, 215 km. in Western Negros, 250 km. in
north-eastern Panay and 25 km. near Legaspi at
the southern tip of Luzon. The estimated
construction cost of this work is some US$80
million. The designs are being prepared by three
(Filipino) firms of consultants and by three DPH
Department regional design teams. We are acting
as General Consultants to the DPH to co-ordinate
the work and, amongst other things, we are
required to set down design standards and
guidelines, review proposals and design details for
this project and to establish standard contract

documents for this and for other DPH highway
projects.
First came Alan Waterworth, hot-foot from East
Africa to get things moving and shortly after came
Ron Hedges (joining the Hong Kong firm as a
Partner), flying also from Africa to take up his
position as Project Manager. In May came Jim
Parkin, ex-Thailand and Hong Kong, Burt
Wesstrom, newly joining the firm from Thailand,
and two surveyors (on secondment)—Gerry Noel
from a decade in the Sarawak jungle and Darrell
Williams from Australia. In June the team was
completed by the arrival of David Butler from
Hong Kong, Henry Egerton from Ouse bridgebuilding in Yorkshire and Bill Jack, also on
secondment, all the way from Jamaica. Recently
Cohn Dale was seconded to the team for a short
time during the appraisal stage of the project.
The main office was set up within the
Department’s HQ compound in the Port Area of
Manila. Here the SWK team was reinforced, and is
given invaluable assistance, by counterpart staff
(appointed to our office by the Department): Felix
Go, Alfonso Marcelo, Mat Alcantara and Mrs.
Loretta Cortes (yes, when it comes to engineering,
men certainly didn’t get it all their own way here).
We are also fortunate to have good support staff:
Mrs. Fidelino, Zeny Pietro the secretary, and the
typists, draughtsmen and drivers.
Shortly after their arrival here Henry Egerton
and Gerry Noel travelled on to Cagayan de Oro to
work with the regional team in Mindanao and Bill
Jack and Darrell Williams sailed to Iloilo to look
after the regional design team working in Negros
and Panay. Their task has been to give close
assistance and direction to the DPH design teams
and to give training to their staff in practical design
and survey procedures.
Cagayan de Oro is a provincial centre and port
situated on a large bay on the northern shore of
Mindanao. The hinterland is predominantly
agricultural with cattle ranches and fruit estates
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The main office was set up within the
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Manila. Here the SWK team was reinforced, and is
given invaluable assistance, by counterpart staff
(appointed to our office by the Department): Felix
Go, Alfonso Marcelo, Mat Alcantara and Mrs.
Loretta Cortes (yes, when it comes to engineering,
men certainly didn’t get it all their own way here).
We are also fortunate to have good support staff:
Mrs. Fidelino, Zeny Pietro the secretary, and the
typists, draughtsmen and drivers.
Shortly after their arrival here Henry Egerton
and Gerry Noel travelled on to Cagayan de Oro to
work with the regional team in Mindanao and Bill
Jack and Darrell Williams sailed to Iloilo to look
after the regional design team working in Negros
and Panay. Their task has been to give close
assistance and direction to the DPH design teams
and to give training to their staff in practical design
and survey procedures.
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(for example that of the Del Monte Corporation).
Timber is being hewn (rather over-zealously) from
the vast primeval forests rising to the 2,500 m. high
mountain peaks. The main project here is the
rehabilitation of 160 km. of the Sayre Highway,
constructed immediately after the 2nd World War,
running towards Davao southwards on a plateau
disected by deep canyons; the pavement has been
beaten apart by the heavy logging trucks which
trundle unconcerned over the highly flexible Bailey
bridges that span the major rivers. East and west of
this road are a number of feeder roads being
improved or built to the remote hill villages.
Cebu City, the capital of Cebu, is the second city
of the Philippines. It is a highly developed
commercial centre and has a much more
prosperous appearance than Cagayan de Oro. The
main project on Cebu Island is the construction of
a cross-island road only some 35 km. long but
rising to 600 m. as it crosses the mountain range.
Cebu’s wealth is mining (copper, gold, nitrates,
coal): the new road will connect the mining camps
high in the mountains with Toledo City (at present
a meagre shanty town and a collection of jetties) on
the west coast and Cebu City in the east.
Bacolod is the major city of Negros and is
clearly prosperous, its wealth coming mainly from
the huge sugar cane plantations on the broad
coastal plains of western Negros. The main northsouth coastal road for a length of some 105 km. is
to be reconstructed. This will include the
construction of a number of multi-span bridges
across wide rivers and their flood plains. The
existing road pavement has failed over long
sections and a major problem will be dealing with
great lengths of 200 mm. thick unreinforced
concrete paving, of dubious quality, which has
broken apart into a craze of slabs—this is a
recurring problem on many of the roads being dealt
with on this project. At present much of the cane is
hauled to rail-heads by water buffalo (carabao)
sledge and carried to the sugar central by narrowgauge rail criss-crossing the whole area (some
trains are still hauled by fine steam locomotives).
The Project, however, includes the reconstruction
of feeder roads running into the sugar areas so that
the cane can be transported more economically by
road.
On Panay, two hours by boat across the water
from Bacolod, is the port of Iloilo, longer
established than Bacolod and one of the major
cities of the Philippines. In addition to sugar the
surrounding area also grows substantial crops of
rice and other staple foods. Britons from Hong
Kong over 100 years ago were the first to develop
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sugar on Panay in a big way. Here again the task is
to reconstruct main national roads and feeder
roads. As a result of the failure of the railway
system to cope with the freight traffic the enormous
increase in the all-up weight of trucks has destroyed
many of the roads: miles of broken concrete
founded directly on waterlogged paddy.
The city of Legaspi is situated on the Pacific
coast of the Bicol region of Luzon some 400 km.
south-east of Manila. Just a few miles to the north
rising 2,500 metres, is the magnificent cone of the
Mayon volcano. This last erupted only 8 years ago
and the lava washed down shortly after by cyclonic
rain storms buried completely one of the bridges on
the road which is to be improved. This road will
lead towards Tiwi where a geothermal power plant
is being developed and which hopefully will
generate electricity for the region. Drillings have
already been taken to depths of 1,000 m. and more
and water at a temperature of 300° C has been
extracted. At slightly lower temperatures the
therapeutic value of nearby hot springs attract
many bathers seeking cures for their varied
ailments.
Design work by each of the six teams is nearing
completion. Contractors from all parts of the
Philippines and from many countries overseas are
showing interest in prequalifying for the
construction work. It is proposed to invite tenders
between June and August this year for the 13
contracts and to prepare for this the World Bank
and the Department of Highways are now
appraising the project.
Recently our role as General Consultants has
been extended to the 4th IBRD Highway Project
which includes the development of a further
750 km. of roads. Some of the staff from the 3rd
Project will remain for this work—Ron Hedges,
Alan Waterworth, Henry Egerton and Gerry
Noel—and they have been joined from Basingstoke
(and many other places before) by Roy Burley.
Field work on this 4th Project has commenced and
Gerry Noel has already seen many kilometres of
route surveyed on northern Cebu. Our social
activities are variable and generally informal—too
few of us for football matches and cricket is not too
popular here. None of us has yet taken up any of
the
main
Philippine
sports—basketball,
cockflghting, pelota, jai-alai, chess—although one,
rather unwisely, tried chess and found the standard
amongst Filipinos very high indeed.
We have had many visits from friends and
colleagues while we have been in the Philippines: if
you happen to be passing this way any time, look
us up; you will be very welcome—mabuhay!

SUMMER, 1976
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Mad Panic

President Kenyatta waves his fly-whisk after laying the foundation stone of the
new terminal building at Mombasa International Airport.

On 4th September, 1975 President Kenyatta
visited the site of the Mombasa Airport
Development (MAD) and laid the foundation stone
of the new International Terminal Building. In his
speech the President praised the efforts of all
concerned in bringing this major project to fruition.
It was made known only ten days before the
ceremony took place that the President would be
coming to the airport some time in early September
to lay a foundation stone. The effort which
followed this announcement was truely prodigious.
Meetings were held with the officials concerned to
decide how the ceremony was to be performed,
what seating, accommodation, refreshments, etc.
were to be provided for the President and official
guests, arrangements for parking cars, and crowd
control. Gordon Wilson (CRE) and his staff were
allocated the task of making the arrangements on

site. These included the casting of a stone and
printing official
engraving
of a
plaque,
programmes, making a road along the new runway
for the Presidential cavalcade, constructing a car
park for 400 cars, preparing a site alongside the
new building for the President’s dais and guest
seating, ordering light refreshments for 800 people,
erecting marquees, toilets, scores of flagpoles and
miles of bunting while at the same time continuing
with work on the civil and building contracts to
meet an early opening date for the Phase I part of
the airport development.
Finally on 1st September it was announced that
the ceremony would take place on 4th September.
The Contractor and Sub-Contractors tackled the
task with unprecedented vigour and all the arrange
ments were completed on time.
A. F. D. RUSSELL
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1930
by Judith Woods

Mount Elgon divides Kenya from Uganda. From
Kenya, if you feel like climbing a gentle mountain
you will go over the top where the Wandorobo tribe
have their flat, grass sod roof huts and the buffalo
range through the forests, down into the deep
valleys on the Uganda side, walking on—’a long
trudge’!—until you come to a small place called
Bubulu. One wonders what has happened to it
now?
Forty-odd years ago it was an out-post of the
British Protectorate Government, where the Union
Jack was unfurled at Sunrise and lowered at Sunset
by an immaculate askari.
The District Commissioner’s house, built of sundried brick and with a thatch roof, faced onto
Mount Elgon looking across a park-like lawn and
forest trees to the rugged contours of the mountain
which, in the month of July, sometimes had snow
on its highest peak.
The small station had a hard tennis court and a
nine-hole golf course and, during one tour, a
resident player with a handicap of one, or was it
two? There were three other houses for the
Assistant District Commissioner, Agricultural
Officer and the Police.
Safaris in those days were on foot, no lounging
easily in cars, tiring climbing up ridges and down
into valleys through the coffee growing areas up to
6,000 ft. Bubulu was just over 3,000 ft. and though
beautiful it was malaria ridden. Some of the climbs
were so steep that the DC’s wife and/or wives of
visiting officials were helped on their way by a wide
canvas band with ropes at each end. These bands
were worn like a belt, but lower down, and two or
three porters in line pulled on the rope. Going at a
cracking pace, the wearer was hauled up willy-nilly

to more level ground, needless to say breathless.
When not on safari, the DC dealt with the usual
paper work—even in those days—and complaints.
There was usually a long queue of patient
complainers waiting to state their case and be given
impartial justice.
There was also a hospital about a mile away
from the houses, run by an African medical orderly
and a visiting European doctor. Malaria was the
worst enemy and one small incident illustrates the
feeling of the Europeans in Mbale, the nearest
‘town’ 16 miles away. One of the children in
Bubulu was giving a party to celebrate his 3rd
birthday and all the small European children in
Mbale were invited, but not one turned up because
the doctor said the danger of contracting malaria
was too great. This took some explaining to the
three-year-old.
As sunset approached, the flag was lowered to
the sound of the bugle and darkness fell with just a
few twinkling lights from oil lamps in the houses.
Returning home to Bubulu after dark from the
weekly shopping and gathering together in the club
in Mbale, the car was stopped by the guard at the
turn into the ‘boma’ with his rifle pointed towards
one and the challenge “Halt, who goes there”.
On the answer “Friend”, down went the butt
of the rifle onto the ground and back came the
reply “Pass friend, all is well”.
One Christmas Eve, two cars returned in the
late, or early hours, turned into the ‘boma’ and
halted to the usual challenge. One of the party
lowered the car window, put his head out and
spoke the one word “drunks”, “Pass friend, all is
well” replied the guard, allowing the cars to go on.
And so to bed.

“PRELIMINARIES (Cont’d)
38.

TEMPORARY
BUILDINGS
FOR
CONTRACTORS
USE (Cont’d)

No loving accommodation shall be permitted on
the site.”

Spoilsports!

Club Notes

Lawn Tennis
All members of the staff are welcome on
Tuesday evenings throughout the season (May to
August) at the Basingstoke War Memorial Park.
Matches will be held against local firms and
other Consultants as in previous years. The SWK
team were undefeated last year so I hope with your
help we can keep up the good work.
The inter-section tournament was a great success
with 15 pairs ‘fighting’ for the cup won by the
Roads Section in 1974. A hotly contested final
ended in the holders repeating their success; Peter
Bentall and Robin Wheeler beating Andy Scott and
Keith Barnett 6—3, 9—7 after the Civils pair had
fought back from 5—1 down in the second set (the
verbal shots from Scott and Barnett were certainly
varied and very effective).
The tournament will start in the latter part of
June so get yourself a partner and start practising.
New faces are more than welcome whatever the
standard, its your club, please support it.

The results were as follows:
Overall winner and holder of the Bernard Ranger
Cup for this year:
Cohn Smith.
The places by subject were as follows:

Open
I. Alan Coomber
2. David King
3. Garry Taylor

Parallels
I. Cohn Smith
2. David King
3. P. A. Green

Sport
1. Jim Ambridge
There were insufficient entries to make it worth
while awarding 2nd and 3rd prizes.
The subjects for this year’s competition will be
announced soon. So get your cameras ready.
RoY GOODMAN

ROBIN WHEELER

Sailing Club
Camera Club
The dark room has been available since early
this year and has a few regular users. I would like
to see more members of staff trying their hand at
developing and printing their own photographs. It
can be satisfying and may be much more
economical than relying on the local chemist.
The main event of the last year was the Bernard
Ranger colour slide competition. There was a good
reponse—about 80 slides were entered. The
showing of the entries was most enlightening.

Hello Sailors!
We have at last found a more convenient
location for the firm’s sailing dinghy, at Burghfield
Lake Sailing Club near the M4, south of Reading
(see map).
The boat is available to all members of SWK
staff and their immediate families (three life jackets
are kept with the dinghy) at all times. For those of
you who have never sailed before, several of the
firm’s more experienced sailors would be prepared
to introduce you to the sport.
Burghfield Lake is not just a place to go sailing
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1930
by Judith Woods

Mount Elgon divides Kenya from Uganda. From
Kenya, if you feel like climbing a gentle mountain
you will go over the top where the Wandorobo tribe
have their flat, grass sod roof huts and the buffalo
range through the forests, down into the deep
valleys on the Uganda side, walking on—’a long
trudge’!—until you come to a small place called
Bubulu. One wonders what has happened to it
now?
Forty-odd years ago it was an out-post of the
British Protectorate Government, where the Union
Jack was unfurled at Sunrise and lowered at Sunset
by an immaculate askari.
The District Commissioner’s house, built of sundried brick and with a thatch roof, faced onto
Mount Elgon looking across a park-like lawn and
forest trees to the rugged contours of the mountain
which, in the month of July, sometimes had snow
on its highest peak.
The small station had a hard tennis court and a
nine-hole golf course and, during one tour, a
resident player with a handicap of one, or was it
two? There were three other houses for the
Assistant District Commissioner, Agricultural
Officer and the Police.
Safaris in those days were on foot, no lounging
easily in cars, tiring climbing up ridges and down
into valleys through the coffee growing areas up to
6,000 ft. Bubulu was just over 3,000 ft. and though
beautiful it was malaria ridden. Some of the climbs
were so steep that the DC’s wife and/or wives of
visiting officials were helped on their way by a wide
canvas band with ropes at each end. These bands
were worn like a belt, but lower down, and two or
three porters in line pulled on the rope. Going at a
cracking pace, the wearer was hauled up willy-nilly

to more level ground, needless to say breathless.
When not on safari, the DC dealt with the usual
paper work—even in those days—and complaints.
There was usually a long queue of patient
complainers waiting to state their case and be given
impartial justice.
There was also a hospital about a mile away
from the houses, run by an African medical orderly
and a visiting European doctor. Malaria was the
worst enemy and one small incident illustrates the
feeling of the Europeans in Mbale, the nearest
‘town’ 16 miles away. One of the children in
Bubulu was giving a party to celebrate his 3rd
birthday and all the small European children in
Mbale were invited, but not one turned up because
the doctor said the danger of contracting malaria
was too great. This took some explaining to the
three-year-old.
As sunset approached, the flag was lowered to
the sound of the bugle and darkness fell with just a
few twinkling lights from oil lamps in the houses.
Returning home to Bubulu after dark from the
weekly shopping and gathering together in the club
in Mbale, the car was stopped by the guard at the
turn into the ‘boma’ with his rifle pointed towards
one and the challenge “Halt, who goes there”.
On the answer “Friend”, down went the butt
of the rifle onto the ground and back came the
reply “Pass friend, all is well”.
One Christmas Eve, two cars returned in the
late, or early hours, turned into the ‘boma’ and
halted to the usual challenge. One of the party
lowered the car window, put his head out and
spoke the one word “drunks”, “Pass friend, all is
well” replied the guard, allowing the cars to go on.
And so to bed.

“PRELIMINARIES (Cont’d)
38.

TEMPORARY
BUILDINGS
FOR
CONTRACTORS
USE (Cont’d)

No loving accommodation shall be permitted on
the site.”

Spoilsports!

Club Notes

Lawn Tennis
All members of the staff are welcome on
Tuesday evenings throughout the season (May to
August) at the Basingstoke War Memorial Park.
Matches will be held against local firms and
other Consultants as in previous years. The SWK
team were undefeated last year so I hope with your
help we can keep up the good work.
The inter-section tournament was a great success
with 15 pairs ‘fighting’ for the cup won by the
Roads Section in 1974. A hotly contested final
ended in the holders repeating their success; Peter
Bentall and Robin Wheeler beating Andy Scott and
Keith Barnett 6—3, 9—7 after the Civils pair had
fought back from 5—1 down in the second set (the
verbal shots from Scott and Barnett were certainly
varied and very effective).
The tournament will start in the latter part of
June so get yourself a partner and start practising.
New faces are more than welcome whatever the
standard, its your club, please support it.

The results were as follows:
Overall winner and holder of the Bernard Ranger
Cup for this year:
Cohn Smith.
The places by subject were as follows:

Open
I. Alan Coomber
2. David King
3. Garry Taylor

Parallels
I. Cohn Smith
2. David King
3. P. A. Green

Sport
1. Jim Ambridge
There were insufficient entries to make it worth
while awarding 2nd and 3rd prizes.
The subjects for this year’s competition will be
announced soon. So get your cameras ready.
RoY GOODMAN

ROBIN WHEELER

Sailing Club
Camera Club
The dark room has been available since early
this year and has a few regular users. I would like
to see more members of staff trying their hand at
developing and printing their own photographs. It
can be satisfying and may be much more
economical than relying on the local chemist.
The main event of the last year was the Bernard
Ranger colour slide competition. There was a good
reponse—about 80 slides were entered. The
showing of the entries was most enlightening.

Hello Sailors!
We have at last found a more convenient
location for the firm’s sailing dinghy, at Burghfield
Lake Sailing Club near the M4, south of Reading
(see map).
The boat is available to all members of SWK
staff and their immediate families (three life jackets
are kept with the dinghy) at all times. For those of
you who have never sailed before, several of the
firm’s more experienced sailors would be prepared
to introduce you to the sport.
Burghfield Lake is not just a place to go sailing
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but is also a sailing club where people with a
common interest meet. Racing takes place on
Sunday afternoons, however, there is plenty of
room on the lake for more leisurely sailing away
from the racers.
Up to the present time members of staff have
been able to use the dinghy without incurring any
expense, however in order to cover the rising cost
of maintenance a small charge is now to be made
for the boat as follows:
Morning
SOp
Afternoon
50p
Evening
5Op
£1
Whole day...
These charges are to be for the boat irrespective
of the number of people using it at any given time.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
those of you who helped to move the boat and
carried out the maintenance work in time for the
coming season.
I look forward to seeing some new members
using the dinghy this year.
Ro GOODMAN

‘Buildings’ Winner—
Cohn Smith

‘Sport’ Winner—
Jim Ambridge

S quas
r

;..

The new season was heralded by the
introduction of a new levy. Whereas in the past the
Partners had totally subsidised our games, the
annual allowance was substantially reduced, and a

small charge was levied from each player.
Unfortunately this appears to have resulted in far
fewer games being played this year which is a pity
since the charge is still only 25p per player per
session.
Within the Firm, ladder positions have been
changing hands quite frequently but to be fair, this
seems due more to movement of staff than to major
upsets in the tatus quo. Keith Barnett has left us
now and those of us who could see his departure as
a chance for promotion were dismayed to see the
number two slot more than adequately filled by
new arrival, Mark Thomson. Peter Bentall, as
usual, is our number one player.
As last year, the venue of this year’s social was
the Basingstoke Squash Club where a tournament
of mixed doubles was followed by curry and drinks.
Unfortunately time was not on our side and the
semi-final and finals were not played. However
since it was all good fun the results were not critical
although the drinks afterwards were needed to
repair some strained partnerships. (The problem
seemed to be the order in which the players should
hit the ball!)
Since block bookings at the Basingstoke Sports
Centre are not permitted and we now have
insufficient members of the Basingstoke Squash
Club, arranging home matches with other
organisations has been difficult. In spite of this,
several matches were played and the results can be
summarised thus: played 9; won I; lost 8.
.

.

STEVE DAWSON

Golf

1975

It is a pleasant duty to recall a season such as
1975, the sun shone on every match and SWK
flourished as they had never done previously. The
year’s record against other firms was played seven,
won four, halved one and lost two. Furthermore in
the Inter-Consultants Competition we finished
sixth, a mere seven points behind the runners-up
and 53 points ahead of the nameless organisation
to which we passed the ‘wooden spoon’. Individual
team members were in the prize list with George
Milligan’s best Stableford handicap score of 35
points and Mark Thomson’s best Stableford
scratch score of 28 points. Such a good record
inspired me to research previous SWK golf seasons
(old Pont (facts do have other uses besides propping
the legs of my desk!) and I find that four wins is the
best record in 14 years of competition, accepting
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but is also a sailing club where people with a
common interest meet. Racing takes place on
Sunday afternoons, however, there is plenty of
room on the lake for more leisurely sailing away
from the racers.
Up to the present time members of staff have
been able to use the dinghy without incurring any
expense, however in order to cover the rising cost
of maintenance a small charge is now to be made
for the boat as follows:
Morning
SOp
Afternoon
50p
Evening
5Op
£1
Whole day...
These charges are to be for the boat irrespective
of the number of people using it at any given time.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
those of you who helped to move the boat and
carried out the maintenance work in time for the
coming season.
I look forward to seeing some new members
using the dinghy this year.
Ro GOODMAN

‘Buildings’ Winner—
Cohn Smith

‘Sport’ Winner—
Jim Ambridge
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The new season was heralded by the
introduction of a new levy. Whereas in the past the
Partners had totally subsidised our games, the
annual allowance was substantially reduced, and a

small charge was levied from each player.
Unfortunately this appears to have resulted in far
fewer games being played this year which is a pity
since the charge is still only 25p per player per
session.
Within the Firm, ladder positions have been
changing hands quite frequently but to be fair, this
seems due more to movement of staff than to major
upsets in the tatus quo. Keith Barnett has left us
now and those of us who could see his departure as
a chance for promotion were dismayed to see the
number two slot more than adequately filled by
new arrival, Mark Thomson. Peter Bentall, as
usual, is our number one player.
As last year, the venue of this year’s social was
the Basingstoke Squash Club where a tournament
of mixed doubles was followed by curry and drinks.
Unfortunately time was not on our side and the
semi-final and finals were not played. However
since it was all good fun the results were not critical
although the drinks afterwards were needed to
repair some strained partnerships. (The problem
seemed to be the order in which the players should
hit the ball!)
Since block bookings at the Basingstoke Sports
Centre are not permitted and we now have
insufficient members of the Basingstoke Squash
Club, arranging home matches with other
organisations has been difficult. In spite of this,
several matches were played and the results can be
summarised thus: played 9; won I; lost 8.
.

.

STEVE DAWSON

Golf

1975

It is a pleasant duty to recall a season such as
1975, the sun shone on every match and SWK
flourished as they had never done previously. The
year’s record against other firms was played seven,
won four, halved one and lost two. Furthermore in
the Inter-Consultants Competition we finished
sixth, a mere seven points behind the runners-up
and 53 points ahead of the nameless organisation
to which we passed the ‘wooden spoon’. Individual
team members were in the prize list with George
Milligan’s best Stableford handicap score of 35
points and Mark Thomson’s best Stableford
scratch score of 28 points. Such a good record
inspired me to research previous SWK golf seasons
(old Pont (facts do have other uses besides propping
the legs of my desk!) and I find that four wins is the
best record in 14 years of competition, accepting
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that it will be difficult to equal the 100% record
(one match—one win) of the very first season in
1962.
Our season began at Leatherhead in May
against Halcrows and somewhat unpromisingly
too. The clouds were low and the rain was falling
on the first tee—your secretary nervous on his first
match in charge felt like calling for an immediate
retreat to the clubhouse. However, the match went
on and after three holes the sun came out, the
waterproofs were put away for the rest of the
summer, but we still lost the match 2—1. Honour
was restored at Guildford against Riggs and Hill
with a 2—I victory. This was our first introduction
to the Merrow course, spiritual home of that
stalwart SWK campaigner Don Dudeney, but the
excellence of the course, and the bar and dining
room has already provoked further visits. On this
particular day the guile and local knowledge of
Don and the skill of new recruit Mark Thomson did
not see them home in their match and the plaudits
belong to former secretary Graham Walker who
crushed the opposition, already on the wrong end
of a dormie four position by sinking a putt from
fully 20 feet off the fifteenth green.
The Measor Mashie was held again at RAC,
Epsom in mid-June with a sadly depleted turnout of
15. In fact the number of players was a problem for
the secretary all season and new recruits are always
welcome. Mark Thomson was a notable capture,
not just a single figure man but with his handicap
reducing from eight to six during the summer truly
someone to terrify the opposition and provide the
desired challenge in our top pairing. Furthermore
his position in Staff Services should increase the
flow of golfing recruits (all job ads to read—single
figure handicap essential, degree and civils
optional!). Just prior to Mark’s arrival the previous
Staff Services Manager reduced the golf secretary
to despair by calmly announcing one evening that
he had failed to secure the services for SWK of that
pearl beyond price a former Walker Cup
golfer—an admission so terrible that the memory
still hurts! However, I digress from the Mashie. In
spite of the numbers and the low scoring the golf
was enjoyed and the Scottish challenge, carefully
timing a meeting in Basingstoke for the day after
the Mashie, was repulsed into third place. Graham
Walker, a ‘new’ player without his secretarial
responsibilities, took his second Mashie with 31
points, followed by Richard Edmonds and Willard
Dougal on 28 points. It was a pleasure to welcome
back Mr. E. 0. Measor to present the prizes, and
he much amused the company by recalling as he
presented the prize for the largest score on two
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holes to Mark Sharrock, that on his last visit he had
presented the prize for the highest gross score to
the same recipient!
The Mashie evening was also the occasion for
announcing the Pontifact Putter results. This year
the competition came alive and a record 15 entries
were received, the majority from the Malawi Office,
who judging from the date on their cards took over
the Lilongwe course for an afternoon! The Malawi
majority was reflected in the prize list, T. Carnahoff
taking the ‘Putter’ with 35 points and W. Scott and
R. Cooper tying for third place with 32 points. The
only challenge to MaJawian supremacy was
provided by Mrs. P. Vulliamy from Nairobi with 33
points.
We returned to Merrow at the beginning of July
with high hopes of another victory to follow our
inaugural success there in June. The match against
Mott Hay and Anderson soon centred itself around
a struggle between the third pairs. Graham Walker
and William Kemp for SWK kept edging ahead but
the MHA pair fought back each time finally
halving the game with brilliant putting to take the
eighteenth hole. Our successful pair on that day
were Roy Burley and Don Dudeney, who brought
his local knowledge to bear in a resounding five and
four win.
We returned to the winning trail with a 2—1
victory over Costain at Leatherhead, and thus
completed the double over our adversaries from the
contracting world—how many RE’s have a 100%
record over their contractors in, a year? We
remained in the winning groove in our local ‘derby’
match against Gibbs, who made the move to
Reading at the same time as SWK moved to
Basingstoke. Their close proximity enables a local
course to be used and this year Newbury was the
venue. The course was baked hard and the ball had
an uncertain bounce, however our two experienced
pairs of Mark Thomson and John Maidment, and
Roy Burley and Ken Weir saw us safely to a 2—1
victory.
August is always a difficult month to raise a full
side with golfers committed to the fatherly role of
building sandcastles for children on holiday
beaches, perhaps snatching a round at the local
links, but out of commission for the fierce interconsultant battles. Thus against Preece Cardew &
Rider at Effingham we played one short in spite of
securing a last minute substitute in the shape of
Mark Gomme who was in temporary residence at
the Basingstoke office awaiting a Nigerian visa.
Graham Walker, captain again for the day in the
absence of William Kemp, reported that our
weakened side was no match for a keen PCR
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combination, however Roy Burley and Mike Le
Gouais saved our honour with a victory on the
eighteenth.
The climax of the season, the Inter-Consultants
Competition, which is usually a disaster for SWK
proved to be a success this year as indicated at the
opening of these notes. The date was 12th
September and the venue was Walton Heath. This
championship course is a severe test of golf and
effectively sorted out the large field, revealing those
whose 24 handicap is a matter of form only.
However, SWK met the challenge, not without
considerable effort on a very hot day, and finished
in a highly respectable position. Moreover, it was
splendid to be able to applaud our leading players
Mark Thomson and George Milligan as they took
individual prizes.
The season closed on another happy note at
Effingham with a 2—1 victory over Binnies, in
which both sides were depleted. George Milligan
played very high class golf again in a singles
against Binnies captain, winning convincingly four
and three with his opponent complaining that he
felt like the audience in an exhibition match! Your
captain and secretary, who holds his post by virtue
of being the only golfer who can do ‘joined-up
writing’ rather than his skill at golf, was also
deprived of a partner to carry him around.
However the heady prospect of achieving SWK’s
best season in his first as captain inspired him to
rise to the challenge and record a two and one win
over admittedly weak opponents.
As this article goes to press the 1976 season has
begun with an early season match at Merrow,
Guildford where we maintained our unbeaten
course record by defeating Riggs and Hill 2—1. Let
us hope the success of ‘75 will be emulated in ‘76.
WILLIAM KEMP

Cricket
(This note covers the 1975 Season and the start
of the 1976 Season.) Oh dear, what have I let
myself in for by taking over the responsibilities of
Cricket Secretary from that master of disguises,
and such, Nick Edwards. I am afraid I am not as
voluble as Nick, so you will just have to take what I
write.
SWK had a very good season in 1975 with a few
people taking the honours, Peter Bentall tops the
batting averages and Kim ‘The Gallop’ Candler,
the bowling. Special mention also for Cohn

McKenna and Derek Kerkhoff who both managed
hat-tricks (3 wickets with 3 successive balls to the
uninitiated), also Dave Astin who, although did not
top the batting averages, scored the most runs (his
name also appears the most times on the results
sheet).
Results: Played 13

won 6

lost 5

tied I

i’.

Long Ditton Cricket Club (lost)
SWK 52 for 7 (P. Green 28)
L.D.C.C. 55 for 6

r.

Berk Chemicals (lost)
SWK 70 for 8 (D. Astin 40)
Berk 71 for 4

i’.

R. Travers Morgan & Partners (won)
SWK 118 all out
R.T.M. 115 for 6

i’.

Eatons (lost)
Eatons 150 for 6
SWK 75 all out (D. Astin 35 n.o.)

i’.

Cyril Sweett & Partners (won)
SWK 110 all Out (D. Briggs 57 n.o., K. Candler 26)
Cyril Sweett 79 for 6

1’.

Binnies (lost)
SWK 70 for 7 (P. Whatling 25)
Binnies 71 for 5

v. Steventon (Sunday afternoon match) (won)

Steventon 98 all out (C. McKenna 6 for 28,
includes a hat-trick)
SWK 100 for 6 (D. Astin 46, P. Bentall 23)
r. Cementation
Cementation
includes a
SWK 85 for

(won)
81 all out (D. Kerkhoff 6 for 20,
hat-trick)
8 (K. Candler 30 n.o.)

r. Harris & Sutherland (tied)
H & S 127 for 3
SWK 127 for 3 (P. Bentall 77 no., P. Green 32 n.o.)
v. Howard Humphries (lost)

H.H. 197 for 4
SWK 93 for 5
v. Wiggins Teape (won)

SWK 79 for 6 (P. Bentall 34, D. Astin 22)
Wiggins Teape 68 for 8 (K. Candler 3 for 9)
i’.

Franklin & Andrews (won)
SWK 107 for 7 (D. Astin 48)
Franklir & Andrews 94 for 7

V.

Cyril Sweett & Partners (lost)
SWK 108 for 4 (D. Astin 40, A. Scott 20)
Cyril Sweett 113 for 2
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that it will be difficult to equal the 100% record
(one match—one win) of the very first season in
1962.
Our season began at Leatherhead in May
against Halcrows and somewhat unpromisingly
too. The clouds were low and the rain was falling
on the first tee—your secretary nervous on his first
match in charge felt like calling for an immediate
retreat to the clubhouse. However, the match went
on and after three holes the sun came out, the
waterproofs were put away for the rest of the
summer, but we still lost the match 2—1. Honour
was restored at Guildford against Riggs and Hill
with a 2—I victory. This was our first introduction
to the Merrow course, spiritual home of that
stalwart SWK campaigner Don Dudeney, but the
excellence of the course, and the bar and dining
room has already provoked further visits. On this
particular day the guile and local knowledge of
Don and the skill of new recruit Mark Thomson did
not see them home in their match and the plaudits
belong to former secretary Graham Walker who
crushed the opposition, already on the wrong end
of a dormie four position by sinking a putt from
fully 20 feet off the fifteenth green.
The Measor Mashie was held again at RAC,
Epsom in mid-June with a sadly depleted turnout of
15. In fact the number of players was a problem for
the secretary all season and new recruits are always
welcome. Mark Thomson was a notable capture,
not just a single figure man but with his handicap
reducing from eight to six during the summer truly
someone to terrify the opposition and provide the
desired challenge in our top pairing. Furthermore
his position in Staff Services should increase the
flow of golfing recruits (all job ads to read—single
figure handicap essential, degree and civils
optional!). Just prior to Mark’s arrival the previous
Staff Services Manager reduced the golf secretary
to despair by calmly announcing one evening that
he had failed to secure the services for SWK of that
pearl beyond price a former Walker Cup
golfer—an admission so terrible that the memory
still hurts! However, I digress from the Mashie. In
spite of the numbers and the low scoring the golf
was enjoyed and the Scottish challenge, carefully
timing a meeting in Basingstoke for the day after
the Mashie, was repulsed into third place. Graham
Walker, a ‘new’ player without his secretarial
responsibilities, took his second Mashie with 31
points, followed by Richard Edmonds and Willard
Dougal on 28 points. It was a pleasure to welcome
back Mr. E. 0. Measor to present the prizes, and
he much amused the company by recalling as he
presented the prize for the largest score on two
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holes to Mark Sharrock, that on his last visit he had
presented the prize for the highest gross score to
the same recipient!
The Mashie evening was also the occasion for
announcing the Pontifact Putter results. This year
the competition came alive and a record 15 entries
were received, the majority from the Malawi Office,
who judging from the date on their cards took over
the Lilongwe course for an afternoon! The Malawi
majority was reflected in the prize list, T. Carnahoff
taking the ‘Putter’ with 35 points and W. Scott and
R. Cooper tying for third place with 32 points. The
only challenge to MaJawian supremacy was
provided by Mrs. P. Vulliamy from Nairobi with 33
points.
We returned to Merrow at the beginning of July
with high hopes of another victory to follow our
inaugural success there in June. The match against
Mott Hay and Anderson soon centred itself around
a struggle between the third pairs. Graham Walker
and William Kemp for SWK kept edging ahead but
the MHA pair fought back each time finally
halving the game with brilliant putting to take the
eighteenth hole. Our successful pair on that day
were Roy Burley and Don Dudeney, who brought
his local knowledge to bear in a resounding five and
four win.
We returned to the winning trail with a 2—1
victory over Costain at Leatherhead, and thus
completed the double over our adversaries from the
contracting world—how many RE’s have a 100%
record over their contractors in, a year? We
remained in the winning groove in our local ‘derby’
match against Gibbs, who made the move to
Reading at the same time as SWK moved to
Basingstoke. Their close proximity enables a local
course to be used and this year Newbury was the
venue. The course was baked hard and the ball had
an uncertain bounce, however our two experienced
pairs of Mark Thomson and John Maidment, and
Roy Burley and Ken Weir saw us safely to a 2—1
victory.
August is always a difficult month to raise a full
side with golfers committed to the fatherly role of
building sandcastles for children on holiday
beaches, perhaps snatching a round at the local
links, but out of commission for the fierce interconsultant battles. Thus against Preece Cardew &
Rider at Effingham we played one short in spite of
securing a last minute substitute in the shape of
Mark Gomme who was in temporary residence at
the Basingstoke office awaiting a Nigerian visa.
Graham Walker, captain again for the day in the
absence of William Kemp, reported that our
weakened side was no match for a keen PCR
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combination, however Roy Burley and Mike Le
Gouais saved our honour with a victory on the
eighteenth.
The climax of the season, the Inter-Consultants
Competition, which is usually a disaster for SWK
proved to be a success this year as indicated at the
opening of these notes. The date was 12th
September and the venue was Walton Heath. This
championship course is a severe test of golf and
effectively sorted out the large field, revealing those
whose 24 handicap is a matter of form only.
However, SWK met the challenge, not without
considerable effort on a very hot day, and finished
in a highly respectable position. Moreover, it was
splendid to be able to applaud our leading players
Mark Thomson and George Milligan as they took
individual prizes.
The season closed on another happy note at
Effingham with a 2—1 victory over Binnies, in
which both sides were depleted. George Milligan
played very high class golf again in a singles
against Binnies captain, winning convincingly four
and three with his opponent complaining that he
felt like the audience in an exhibition match! Your
captain and secretary, who holds his post by virtue
of being the only golfer who can do ‘joined-up
writing’ rather than his skill at golf, was also
deprived of a partner to carry him around.
However the heady prospect of achieving SWK’s
best season in his first as captain inspired him to
rise to the challenge and record a two and one win
over admittedly weak opponents.
As this article goes to press the 1976 season has
begun with an early season match at Merrow,
Guildford where we maintained our unbeaten
course record by defeating Riggs and Hill 2—1. Let
us hope the success of ‘75 will be emulated in ‘76.
WILLIAM KEMP

Cricket
(This note covers the 1975 Season and the start
of the 1976 Season.) Oh dear, what have I let
myself in for by taking over the responsibilities of
Cricket Secretary from that master of disguises,
and such, Nick Edwards. I am afraid I am not as
voluble as Nick, so you will just have to take what I
write.
SWK had a very good season in 1975 with a few
people taking the honours, Peter Bentall tops the
batting averages and Kim ‘The Gallop’ Candler,
the bowling. Special mention also for Cohn

McKenna and Derek Kerkhoff who both managed
hat-tricks (3 wickets with 3 successive balls to the
uninitiated), also Dave Astin who, although did not
top the batting averages, scored the most runs (his
name also appears the most times on the results
sheet).
Results: Played 13

won 6

lost 5

tied I

i’.

Long Ditton Cricket Club (lost)
SWK 52 for 7 (P. Green 28)
L.D.C.C. 55 for 6

r.

Berk Chemicals (lost)
SWK 70 for 8 (D. Astin 40)
Berk 71 for 4

i’.

R. Travers Morgan & Partners (won)
SWK 118 all out
R.T.M. 115 for 6

i’.

Eatons (lost)
Eatons 150 for 6
SWK 75 all out (D. Astin 35 n.o.)

i’.

Cyril Sweett & Partners (won)
SWK 110 all Out (D. Briggs 57 n.o., K. Candler 26)
Cyril Sweett 79 for 6

1’.

Binnies (lost)
SWK 70 for 7 (P. Whatling 25)
Binnies 71 for 5

v. Steventon (Sunday afternoon match) (won)

Steventon 98 all out (C. McKenna 6 for 28,
includes a hat-trick)
SWK 100 for 6 (D. Astin 46, P. Bentall 23)
r. Cementation
Cementation
includes a
SWK 85 for

(won)
81 all out (D. Kerkhoff 6 for 20,
hat-trick)
8 (K. Candler 30 n.o.)

r. Harris & Sutherland (tied)
H & S 127 for 3
SWK 127 for 3 (P. Bentall 77 no., P. Green 32 n.o.)
v. Howard Humphries (lost)

H.H. 197 for 4
SWK 93 for 5
v. Wiggins Teape (won)

SWK 79 for 6 (P. Bentall 34, D. Astin 22)
Wiggins Teape 68 for 8 (K. Candler 3 for 9)
i’.

Franklin & Andrews (won)
SWK 107 for 7 (D. Astin 48)
Franklir & Andrews 94 for 7

V.

Cyril Sweett & Partners (lost)
SWK 108 for 4 (D. Astin 40, A. Scott 20)
Cyril Sweett 113 for 2
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The social evening was extremely well attended
and everybody seemed to thoroughly enjoy
themselves.
My thanks go to the people who played for the
firm and to the Partners without whose support we
would not have been able to carry on SWK’s long
standing traditions on the Cricket Field.

Batting Averages: (3 or more innings)
Number of
innings
P. Bentall
D. Briggs
D. Astin
D. Johns
P. Green
K. Candler
P. Eckert
A. Scott
P. Margesson
D. Kerkhoff
K. Pullen

5

11
13
3
8
9
7
3
5
5
7

Times not
out
1
3
1
2
1
2
1

Highest
score
77n.o.
57n.o.
48
11 n.o.
32 n.o.
30n.o.
17
20
16 n.o.
13 n.o.
19

1
2
—

Total
runs
140
216
269
16
100
92
63
26
33
23
30

Average
35.00
27.00
22.42
16.00
14.28
13.14
9.20
8.67
8.25
7.67
4.28

Cricket Season 1976
By the time this goes to press the fixture list had
been completed and two matches, including the
President’s Match had been played.
A new feature in this year’s fixture list is that we
have a few Sunday games. This season, I feel, is
going to be a ‘mixed bag’ as we have seen the last
of ‘Oh dear’ Astin, Cohn McKenna and Kim ‘The
Gallop’ Candler. We must welcome back from the
‘outlying offices’ Geoff French (and his superb
fielding?) and Keith Hackney (I can’t remember
what he does,—brags—I mean bowls—I think).
Cohn Holmes and Anthony Clarke return to the
fold as well (don’t worry lads, I will think of
something to call you by the end of the season). All
that remains is for me to wish all who play for
SWK a successful.summer with leather and willow.

Also batted: N. Edwards, M. D. Bell, R. Weaver, T. Morton, S. Clements, M. New, B. McCammon,
J. Field, P. Whathing, D. Hitchings, D. Jones, D. Nicholson
Bowling Averages (10 or more overs)
Overs
42
46

K. Candler
C. McKenna
D. Kerkhoff
D. Briggs
P. Margesson
K. Locke
*

27

27
72
11

Maiden
overs
5
4

Runs
159
150

2

109
156
316
85

—

6

Wickets
14
11*
7*
8
15
2

Average
11.36
13.64
15.57

19.50
21.07
42.50

President’s Match 1976 (a short write up)
Unable to find any permutations, such as
‘Gentlement v. Serfs’ or ‘Old Faithfuls’ v.
‘Newcomers’, I had to choose two teams at random
(I tried chaps—honestly). The teams were as
follows:

Includes a hat-trick

Also bowled: P. Whatling, D. Nicholson, S. Clements
A few of the people who played in the team in 1975.
Dave ‘Oh dear’ Astin
Peter ‘The Old Man’ Bentall
Peter ‘It’s a cinch’ Eckert
Kim ‘The Gallop’ Candler
Andy ‘Par to you’ Scott
Phil
Green
Pete ‘That
Colonial’ Margesson
Don ‘The Machine’ Briggs
Ken ‘The Pusher’ Pullen
Dave ‘I’m no Good’ Johns
Derek ‘The Diver’ KerkhofT
Pete ‘Mind me boots’ Whatling
Cohn ‘It’s too far for me’ McKenna
Dave ‘I’m not that way inclined’ Hitchings
Joe
Field
‘

‘

..

‘

‘

*Authors note: The full nickname is ‘Oh dear, it’s in the
air again’—because he was nearly always out ‘caught’.

The President’s Match
1975, being the first year in which the President’s
match was held in Basingstoke, meant that more
people from the firm could attend the social
evening.
This year, the teams consisted of the Younger
Generation (‘Young Uns’) against the Senior
Citizens (‘Oldies’). Mr. Grace, captain of the
‘Oldies’, won the toss and requested the ‘Young
Uns’, captained by Dave ‘Oh dear* Astin, to bat.
This they did with some trepidation as that (then)
well known pear shaped figure of the cricket
secretary was opening the bowling for the ‘Oldies’.
‘Oh dear’ Astin (56 retired) and Kim ‘The Gallop’
Candler (44) got the ‘Young Uns’ off to a solid
start. Their innings closed (after the allotted 25
overs) at 131 for 5. The ‘Oldies’ then had to try and
overhaul that total. This, despite losing the wicket
of Phil Green off the first ball of their innings, they
did with considerable ease, thanks to Peter (‘Old
Man’) Bentall (52 retired), and Don ‘The Machine’
Briggs, (50 retired).
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Hopkins XI
M. Hopkins, Captain
P. Eckert (Chief advisor)
D. Briggs
K. Hackney
D. Nicholson
A. Scott
A. Clarke
K. Puhlen
J. Field
D. Johns
T. Morton

I

Green XI
P. Green, Captain
G. French
D. Kerkhoff
P. Margesson
C. Holmes
P. Bentall
D. Farthing
C. Carr
R. Parker
K. Locke
P. Calhingham

The Green XI came out on top after restricting
the Hopkins XI to a very modest total of 107.
Cohn Holmes (52 retired) thrashed a very useful
innings, ending his ‘stint’ with a six.
The social evening (during) and after the match
was acclaimed by one and all as a great success.
This one turned out even better than last year’s. I

must extend my apologies to those people who
received the notices too late. My thanks go to Mr.
& Mrs. Grace, the hosts, and to everyone who
helped to make the evening go extremely well.
PETER MARGESSON

Darts
After a full season in the Business Houses Darts
League, SWK fielded a less formidable side than

the one which gained us honours in the Winsley
Street Office. Nevertheless we persevered against
all the elements of the economic situation and
despite losing some of our first team players, to the
opposition in some cases. After running raffles etc.,
to pay for sandwiches, we kept our heads above
water; a lot of hard work was put in by Pete
Stenning on this score and his flair for making an
edible sandwich out of next to nothing would put
any great economist to shame. We are very grateful
to the Westside Community Centre for letting us
use their premises for our matches at a very
reasonable rate, and hope to continue there next
season.
We have some young budding champions in Joe
Field and Dave Nicholson, while Keith Hackney,
(when not supporting West Ham or playing cricket)
is also a player of some contention. The darts
season ended with SWK in fifth position, but with
the younger members of the team gaining more
experience and confidence we hope to do much
better next season. We rounded the season off with
a social evening at the Community Centre, (we
thank the Partners for making this occasion
possible) and with 34 people in attendance, a good
time was had by all.
Many thanks to all the members who attended
regularly and helped to keep the darts and social
club on the map.
TED Cox

Rowing
The Engineering Grand Challenge
It was a hot and sultry Saturday morning when
the recently formed SWK rowing club set off from
Scott House for King’s Lynn to take on the
contracting firm ‘Dredging and Construction’ on
their home stamping ground.
It is perhaps worth saying how the rowing club
and this challenge came about. It was at a farewell
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The social evening was extremely well attended
and everybody seemed to thoroughly enjoy
themselves.
My thanks go to the people who played for the
firm and to the Partners without whose support we
would not have been able to carry on SWK’s long
standing traditions on the Cricket Field.
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5
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2
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1
2
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been completed and two matches, including the
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have a few Sunday games. This season, I feel, is
going to be a ‘mixed bag’ as we have seen the last
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14
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8
15
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11.36
13.64
15.57

19.50
21.07
42.50

President’s Match 1976 (a short write up)
Unable to find any permutations, such as
‘Gentlement v. Serfs’ or ‘Old Faithfuls’ v.
‘Newcomers’, I had to choose two teams at random
(I tried chaps—honestly). The teams were as
follows:

Includes a hat-trick

Also bowled: P. Whatling, D. Nicholson, S. Clements
A few of the people who played in the team in 1975.
Dave ‘Oh dear’ Astin
Peter ‘The Old Man’ Bentall
Peter ‘It’s a cinch’ Eckert
Kim ‘The Gallop’ Candler
Andy ‘Par to you’ Scott
Phil
Green
Pete ‘That
Colonial’ Margesson
Don ‘The Machine’ Briggs
Ken ‘The Pusher’ Pullen
Dave ‘I’m no Good’ Johns
Derek ‘The Diver’ KerkhofT
Pete ‘Mind me boots’ Whatling
Cohn ‘It’s too far for me’ McKenna
Dave ‘I’m not that way inclined’ Hitchings
Joe
Field
‘

‘
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‘
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*Authors note: The full nickname is ‘Oh dear, it’s in the
air again’—because he was nearly always out ‘caught’.

The President’s Match
1975, being the first year in which the President’s
match was held in Basingstoke, meant that more
people from the firm could attend the social
evening.
This year, the teams consisted of the Younger
Generation (‘Young Uns’) against the Senior
Citizens (‘Oldies’). Mr. Grace, captain of the
‘Oldies’, won the toss and requested the ‘Young
Uns’, captained by Dave ‘Oh dear* Astin, to bat.
This they did with some trepidation as that (then)
well known pear shaped figure of the cricket
secretary was opening the bowling for the ‘Oldies’.
‘Oh dear’ Astin (56 retired) and Kim ‘The Gallop’
Candler (44) got the ‘Young Uns’ off to a solid
start. Their innings closed (after the allotted 25
overs) at 131 for 5. The ‘Oldies’ then had to try and
overhaul that total. This, despite losing the wicket
of Phil Green off the first ball of their innings, they
did with considerable ease, thanks to Peter (‘Old
Man’) Bentall (52 retired), and Don ‘The Machine’
Briggs, (50 retired).
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M. Hopkins, Captain
P. Eckert (Chief advisor)
D. Briggs
K. Hackney
D. Nicholson
A. Scott
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K. Puhlen
J. Field
D. Johns
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Green XI
P. Green, Captain
G. French
D. Kerkhoff
P. Margesson
C. Holmes
P. Bentall
D. Farthing
C. Carr
R. Parker
K. Locke
P. Calhingham

The Green XI came out on top after restricting
the Hopkins XI to a very modest total of 107.
Cohn Holmes (52 retired) thrashed a very useful
innings, ending his ‘stint’ with a six.
The social evening (during) and after the match
was acclaimed by one and all as a great success.
This one turned out even better than last year’s. I

must extend my apologies to those people who
received the notices too late. My thanks go to Mr.
& Mrs. Grace, the hosts, and to everyone who
helped to make the evening go extremely well.
PETER MARGESSON

Darts
After a full season in the Business Houses Darts
League, SWK fielded a less formidable side than

the one which gained us honours in the Winsley
Street Office. Nevertheless we persevered against
all the elements of the economic situation and
despite losing some of our first team players, to the
opposition in some cases. After running raffles etc.,
to pay for sandwiches, we kept our heads above
water; a lot of hard work was put in by Pete
Stenning on this score and his flair for making an
edible sandwich out of next to nothing would put
any great economist to shame. We are very grateful
to the Westside Community Centre for letting us
use their premises for our matches at a very
reasonable rate, and hope to continue there next
season.
We have some young budding champions in Joe
Field and Dave Nicholson, while Keith Hackney,
(when not supporting West Ham or playing cricket)
is also a player of some contention. The darts
season ended with SWK in fifth position, but with
the younger members of the team gaining more
experience and confidence we hope to do much
better next season. We rounded the season off with
a social evening at the Community Centre, (we
thank the Partners for making this occasion
possible) and with 34 people in attendance, a good
time was had by all.
Many thanks to all the members who attended
regularly and helped to keep the darts and social
club on the map.
TED Cox

Rowing
The Engineering Grand Challenge
It was a hot and sultry Saturday morning when
the recently formed SWK rowing club set off from
Scott House for King’s Lynn to take on the
contracting firm ‘Dredging and Construction’ on
their home stamping ground.
It is perhaps worth saying how the rowing club
and this challenge came about. It was at a farewell
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party last January given by Phil Howell before his
departure to Nigeria that interest was generated. I
thought understandably that enthusiasm would
have waned by the following week but this certainly
was unfounded, and a fortnight later two crews
were making their debut on the River Thames in
coxed fours kindly lent to use by Reading
University. We had only made one or two outings
at Reading when we were given some publicity by
Mike Walker in NCE. Mike Walker is the technical
editor for Roads and Bridges with NCE and
amongst his other roles is the ARA representative
for the Reading Area and rowing correspondent of
the Independent Radio Station, Thames Valley,
based at Reading which broadcasts on 210m
Medium Wave for you folks who wish to listen in!
It was then that the contracting firm Dredging and
Construction challenged us to a race claiming that
they had a fitter group of oarsmen than we had,
hence the reason for our expedition to King’s Lynn.
Returning to the hot day in June, we arrived at
the banks of the Great Ouse just before 1.00 p.m.
and oarsmen and spectators alike staggered out of
the minibus to marvel at the few feet of muddy
water at the bottom of the great channel. It was low
tide and we had about ninety minutes to complete
the racing before we would be battling against the
incoming tidal flow. A daunting prospect and
besides, the bar wouldn’t stay open much longer
than that so we had to be swift with the strenuous
part of the day’s outing.
Out boat, an old clinker four was awating us, its
slides encased in dried up river silt. The first SWK
crew assembled themselves attired in blue singlets,
Brian Hughes at bow, Doug Ferguson, Mike Heal
and Mark Sharrock at stroke. A strange mixture of
rowing statuses with Junior/Senior and Veteran all
represented—Veteran is anyone over 32 years of
age so they are not that decrepit yet! The crew
made a good start and moved away from the
opposition D & C crew ably coxed by Andy Scott
whose psychological warfare and tactical steering
well over compensated any weight handicap we
were carrying in the stern.
However all was not to go well and half way
down the 500 m course, bow man lost his sliding
seat and ended up rowing from the fixed position.
SWK lost a bit of ground but managed to hold off
D & C and crossed the finishing line with half a
length to spare. The race against the other D & C
crew was in no doubt as we left them well behind at
the start and finished the course comfortably with
2+ lengths of clear water.
The SWK second crew, a novice one, put up a
stalwart effort but lost both their races at the start.
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The crew consisted of Dave Jordan at
bow—looking a bit black from his recent trip to
Nigeria, Rodney Hayes, Ian Halford—whose wife
Jenny works in Roads Section, and stroked by Cliff
Jones. The spirits of the crew were not dampened
by their defeats. Considering their sporadic training
and coaching and the standard of the opposition
they can be justifiably unruffled by the outcome of
the events.
The end of the day produced 2 wins for SWK
and 2 for D & C but SWK were the overall winners
as we defeated both the opposing teams. However,
we did leave D & C with an invitation to come to
Reading and challenge us again later in the year.
We are now awaiting any other challenges that
may come from engineering firms and continue to
row on the Thames at Reading whenever possible.
At present we are very short of stroke side
oarsmen, any volunteers for the novice and
experienced squads!!

Ramsdale
Lillys
Rotherwick
Medstead Res.
DCS
Ropley
Warnborough
Crookes
Warnborough
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A
A
A
H
H
H
A
A
H

drew
2-2
won
3-1
lost
1-4
won
2-1
lost
0-3
won
2-1
won
4-1
won
5-2
drew
3-3
WON
12
DREW
5
LOST
10
At one stage during the season we found
ourselves occupying 2nd position in the league; this
honour however was short lived.
The greatest goalscoring feat of the season was
by Derek Kerkhoff. Derek played in one match for
us against Medstead Reserves and succeeded in
scoring 7 of our 11 goals; he was the league’s

highest goalscorer for half the season! However,
because of injuries and other commitments, Derek
did not play again. We entered two cups, both run
on a league points basis. In the first cup we were
drawn against Burghclere (2nd Div.) and Abbey
Sports (3rd Div.) but we lost these games 2-3 and
1-13 respectively.
The second cup we were more successful, for we
were drawn in,a group with Sherborne Res. (4th
Div.) with whcm we drew 1-1, Basing Res. (2nd
Div.) whom we beat 2-I, and Cliddesden (3rd Div.)
to whom we lost 0-2 in a riotous and violent end-ofseason match.
In conclusion I should like to thank the team for
their support and congratulate JOHN RIDING on
winning the PLAYER OF THE YEAR AWARD
and ‘ALF’
LAWRENCE the
HIGHEST
GOALSCORER AWARD (15 goals).
MARTIN NEW

DOUG FERGUSON

Soccer
This was our second season in the Basingstoke
League Division 4 and we planned to make it a
more successful one than our first, when we
finished third from bottom and won only four
games.
A committee was selected as follows:
President:
H. Grace
Chairman & Captain: C. McKenna
Honorary Secretary: M. New
Assistant Secretary:
K. Locke
Treasurer:
D. Nicholson
Our organisation proved to be very worthwhile,
and the season as a whole was a great success, as
the results below and our final league position, 6th,
indicate.
DCS
A
lost
2-6
Medstead Res.
A
won
11-3
B’stoke Hospital Res.
A
lost
1-2
Crookes
H
won
5-1
Sherborne
H
won
4-1
Sherborne
A
won
4-1
Rotherwick
A
drew
1-1
Abbey
A
lost
1-4
Lillys
H
won
8-3
B’stoke Hospital Res.
H
lost
2-5
Abbey
A
lost
1-4
Ropley
A
drew
2-2
Ramsdale
H
won
3-0

THE TEAM LINE UP!

1. KEN

(But I didn’t want to get
‘fly hands dirty)
LOCKE

2. JOE

3. MARTIN

(That wasn’t my
fault)

(Hang on I must brush
mv hair)

FIELD

NEW

6. MIKE

(Eat your heart out
Gerry Francis)
BAILEY

I

8. ALF
(*... ?! XX...
LAWRENCE

4. JOHN
(Aee up lads!)
RIDING

5. PETE

(Nobody move, my
glasses have fallen off)
MARANIAN

7. COLIN

(No I haven ‘(got
matching sheep-skin
shorts)
McKENNA

9. STEVE

10. FRANCO

(But my hair got in
my eyes)

(Who shall I playfor
this Saturday)

BRACE

GELORMINI

II. DAVE
(How was I to know

we changed ends)
NICHOLSON
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Returning to the hot day in June, we arrived at
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tide and we had about ninety minutes to complete
the racing before we would be battling against the
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besides, the bar wouldn’t stay open much longer
than that so we had to be swift with the strenuous
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slides encased in dried up river silt. The first SWK
crew assembled themselves attired in blue singlets,
Brian Hughes at bow, Doug Ferguson, Mike Heal
and Mark Sharrock at stroke. A strange mixture of
rowing statuses with Junior/Senior and Veteran all
represented—Veteran is anyone over 32 years of
age so they are not that decrepit yet! The crew
made a good start and moved away from the
opposition D & C crew ably coxed by Andy Scott
whose psychological warfare and tactical steering
well over compensated any weight handicap we
were carrying in the stern.
However all was not to go well and half way
down the 500 m course, bow man lost his sliding
seat and ended up rowing from the fixed position.
SWK lost a bit of ground but managed to hold off
D & C and crossed the finishing line with half a
length to spare. The race against the other D & C
crew was in no doubt as we left them well behind at
the start and finished the course comfortably with
2+ lengths of clear water.
The SWK second crew, a novice one, put up a
stalwart effort but lost both their races at the start.
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Jones. The spirits of the crew were not dampened
by their defeats. Considering their sporadic training
and coaching and the standard of the opposition
they can be justifiably unruffled by the outcome of
the events.
The end of the day produced 2 wins for SWK
and 2 for D & C but SWK were the overall winners
as we defeated both the opposing teams. However,
we did leave D & C with an invitation to come to
Reading and challenge us again later in the year.
We are now awaiting any other challenges that
may come from engineering firms and continue to
row on the Thames at Reading whenever possible.
At present we are very short of stroke side
oarsmen, any volunteers for the novice and
experienced squads!!

Ramsdale
Lillys
Rotherwick
Medstead Res.
DCS
Ropley
Warnborough
Crookes
Warnborough
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A
A
A
H
H
H
A
A
H

drew
2-2
won
3-1
lost
1-4
won
2-1
lost
0-3
won
2-1
won
4-1
won
5-2
drew
3-3
WON
12
DREW
5
LOST
10
At one stage during the season we found
ourselves occupying 2nd position in the league; this
honour however was short lived.
The greatest goalscoring feat of the season was
by Derek Kerkhoff. Derek played in one match for
us against Medstead Reserves and succeeded in
scoring 7 of our 11 goals; he was the league’s

highest goalscorer for half the season! However,
because of injuries and other commitments, Derek
did not play again. We entered two cups, both run
on a league points basis. In the first cup we were
drawn against Burghclere (2nd Div.) and Abbey
Sports (3rd Div.) but we lost these games 2-3 and
1-13 respectively.
The second cup we were more successful, for we
were drawn in,a group with Sherborne Res. (4th
Div.) with whcm we drew 1-1, Basing Res. (2nd
Div.) whom we beat 2-I, and Cliddesden (3rd Div.)
to whom we lost 0-2 in a riotous and violent end-ofseason match.
In conclusion I should like to thank the team for
their support and congratulate JOHN RIDING on
winning the PLAYER OF THE YEAR AWARD
and ‘ALF’
LAWRENCE the
HIGHEST
GOALSCORER AWARD (15 goals).
MARTIN NEW

DOUG FERGUSON

Soccer
This was our second season in the Basingstoke
League Division 4 and we planned to make it a
more successful one than our first, when we
finished third from bottom and won only four
games.
A committee was selected as follows:
President:
H. Grace
Chairman & Captain: C. McKenna
Honorary Secretary: M. New
Assistant Secretary:
K. Locke
Treasurer:
D. Nicholson
Our organisation proved to be very worthwhile,
and the season as a whole was a great success, as
the results below and our final league position, 6th,
indicate.
DCS
A
lost
2-6
Medstead Res.
A
won
11-3
B’stoke Hospital Res.
A
lost
1-2
Crookes
H
won
5-1
Sherborne
H
won
4-1
Sherborne
A
won
4-1
Rotherwick
A
drew
1-1
Abbey
A
lost
1-4
Lillys
H
won
8-3
B’stoke Hospital Res.
H
lost
2-5
Abbey
A
lost
1-4
Ropley
A
drew
2-2
Ramsdale
H
won
3-0

THE TEAM LINE UP!

1. KEN

(But I didn’t want to get
‘fly hands dirty)
LOCKE

2. JOE

3. MARTIN

(That wasn’t my
fault)

(Hang on I must brush
mv hair)

FIELD

NEW

6. MIKE

(Eat your heart out
Gerry Francis)
BAILEY

I

8. ALF
(*... ?! XX...
LAWRENCE

4. JOHN
(Aee up lads!)
RIDING

5. PETE

(Nobody move, my
glasses have fallen off)
MARANIAN

7. COLIN

(No I haven ‘(got
matching sheep-skin
shorts)
McKENNA

9. STEVE

10. FRANCO

(But my hair got in
my eyes)

(Who shall I playfor
this Saturday)

BRACE

GELORMINI

II. DAVE
(How was I to know

we changed ends)
NICHOLSON
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Crossword Solution

Code of Practice (2100 BC):
Readers will doubtless be surprised to learn that
codes of practice and building by-laws are by no
means a product of modern times. The following
extract from the Code of Laws of Hammurabi,
King of Babylon (2100 BC), was come across by
the contributor during some researches. In its
original form it was inscribed in cuneiform
characters on a tablet found in the ruins of
Babylon. The characters were transcribed by Mr.
R. F. Harper, and were recorded in the proceedings
of the Brooklyn Engineers’ Club in 1925.
“1. If a builder build a house for a man and do not
make its construction firm, and the house which he
has built collapse and cause the death of the owner
of the house, the builder shall be put to death.
2. If it cause the death of the son of the owner of
the house, they shall put to death a son of the
builder.
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3. If it cause the death of a slave of the owner of the
house, he shall give the owner of the house a slave
of equal value.
4. If it destroy property, he shall restore whatever it
destroyed; and, because he did not make the house
which he built firm and it collapsed, he shall rebuild
the house which collapsed at his own expense.
5. If a builder build a house for a man and do not
make its construction meet the requirements and its
walls fall in, that builder shall strengthen the walls
at his own expense.”
This ‘incentive scheme’ seems to have
encouraged builders of the day to make good
buildings, as can be seen from some of their work
which has survived and was revealed during the
excavations of Ancient Babylon.
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boat rally was held at Ashton-under
Lyne during a weekend at the end of
June, 1975. Its aims were to encourage
the use of the “Cheshire Ring” of canals and
eventually the restoration of the Huddersfield
Narrow Canal to navigable standard.
The Cheshire Ring now provides a 100 mile
circuit and the Ashton rally was the first
opportunity for many canal enthusiasts to navigate
the recently restored sections. Taking the centre of
Manchester as the starting point, the Bridgewater
Canal runs south-westwards to Preston Brook and
the River Mersey at Runcorn. It was built by
Brindley for the Duke of Bridgewater and is a wide
canal without locks. The Trent and Mersey Canal
from Preston Brook to the Potteries and beyond
was also built by Brindley under the active
encouragement of Josiah Wedgwood. The section
of this canal included in the Cheshire Ring extends
to Kidsgrove and is narrow but has many
interesting features, including the Anderton Lift,
three tunnels and no fewer than 33 locks. It was
opened about 1770. The Macclesfield Canal from
Kidsgrove to Marple was of later vintage, surveyed
by Telford and opened in 1831. Although also a
narrow canal it was built to higher standards with
impressively high embankments and with all the
locks concentrated into one flight of twelve at
Bosley. The Peak Forest Canal, opened in 1800,
runs from Whaley Bridge through Marple to
Ashton, and the circuit is completed by the Ashton
Canal into the centre of Manchester. It was the
Lower Peak Forest Canal north of Marple and the
Ashton Canal which were recently restored to
navigation largely by voluntary effort.
The Ashton Rally was the first to be held since
the Cheshire Ring was reopened and attracted
boats from a wide area to the South and the West.
Our small cruiser is moored on the Macclesfield
Canal near Poynton and to take part in the rally we
had to join the succession of northbound boats to
Marple on the Friday morning. The newly opened
locks at Marple are picturesquely sited in the
village and on the wooded slopes of the Etherow
Valley. They provide a formidable obstacle for any
small boat cruising alone but we were able to move
in convoy and so share the load of handling a total

1975

by Peter Knowles
of 16 locks. The crossing of the river is by a most
impressive aueduct alongside a higher level
railway viaduct. There is a short tunnel in a
beautiful hilly section before the canal enters the
Tame Valley where the scenery becomes industrial.
A short cruise through Hyde & Dukinfield leads to
the original masonry footbridge which marks the
junction with the Ashton Canal and the focal point
of the rally.
We were unfamiliar with boat rallies and didn’t
know what to expect, but the organization was
efficient and we found our allotted mooring without
difficulty. Later on we attended the “Captains
Conference” where the following days’ activities
were explained, and the bar was duly opened for
night-caps before turning-in.
The events on the Saturday lasted throughout
the daylight hours. There were brass bands, Morris
Dancers, a children’s fair, demonstrations and
exhibitions of canal history and “canalia”. In
between events we were able to see the wide variety
of boats totalling about 150 of every shape and size
from home-made 12 footers to completely rebuilt
and equipped narrow boats 70 feet long. A large
proportion of the population of Ashton must have
attended the rally and the towpaths were crowded
with people of all ages with their dogs, enjoying the
warm sunshine and fascinated by the colourful
boating scene.
Sunday morning saw a large crowd attending
Divine Service at the footbridge with music
provided by the local brass band. Tributes were
paid to the efforts of those who originally built the
canals and those who restored them. The rally
closed with a sail past by the Mayor and the exodus
then began. Fears were expressed that the unusual
amount of traffic would drain the water from the
canal above Marple and make the locks
unoperable, so we maintained a steady speed of
4 m.p.h., the maximum permitted, on the return
journey to keep near the head of the queue! As it
turned out we made the journey without mishap
and returned to our base mooring in record time.
We look back now on a very enjoyable weekend
and our cruiser proudly bears a commemorative
plaque to remind us of it.
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Crossword Solution

Code of Practice (2100 BC):
Readers will doubtless be surprised to learn that
codes of practice and building by-laws are by no
means a product of modern times. The following
extract from the Code of Laws of Hammurabi,
King of Babylon (2100 BC), was come across by
the contributor during some researches. In its
original form it was inscribed in cuneiform
characters on a tablet found in the ruins of
Babylon. The characters were transcribed by Mr.
R. F. Harper, and were recorded in the proceedings
of the Brooklyn Engineers’ Club in 1925.
“1. If a builder build a house for a man and do not
make its construction firm, and the house which he
has built collapse and cause the death of the owner
of the house, the builder shall be put to death.
2. If it cause the death of the son of the owner of
the house, they shall put to death a son of the
builder.
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3. If it cause the death of a slave of the owner of the
house, he shall give the owner of the house a slave
of equal value.
4. If it destroy property, he shall restore whatever it
destroyed; and, because he did not make the house
which he built firm and it collapsed, he shall rebuild
the house which collapsed at his own expense.
5. If a builder build a house for a man and do not
make its construction meet the requirements and its
walls fall in, that builder shall strengthen the walls
at his own expense.”
This ‘incentive scheme’ seems to have
encouraged builders of the day to make good
buildings, as can be seen from some of their work
which has survived and was revealed during the
excavations of Ancient Babylon.
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boat rally was held at Ashton-under
Lyne during a weekend at the end of
June, 1975. Its aims were to encourage
the use of the “Cheshire Ring” of canals and
eventually the restoration of the Huddersfield
Narrow Canal to navigable standard.
The Cheshire Ring now provides a 100 mile
circuit and the Ashton rally was the first
opportunity for many canal enthusiasts to navigate
the recently restored sections. Taking the centre of
Manchester as the starting point, the Bridgewater
Canal runs south-westwards to Preston Brook and
the River Mersey at Runcorn. It was built by
Brindley for the Duke of Bridgewater and is a wide
canal without locks. The Trent and Mersey Canal
from Preston Brook to the Potteries and beyond
was also built by Brindley under the active
encouragement of Josiah Wedgwood. The section
of this canal included in the Cheshire Ring extends
to Kidsgrove and is narrow but has many
interesting features, including the Anderton Lift,
three tunnels and no fewer than 33 locks. It was
opened about 1770. The Macclesfield Canal from
Kidsgrove to Marple was of later vintage, surveyed
by Telford and opened in 1831. Although also a
narrow canal it was built to higher standards with
impressively high embankments and with all the
locks concentrated into one flight of twelve at
Bosley. The Peak Forest Canal, opened in 1800,
runs from Whaley Bridge through Marple to
Ashton, and the circuit is completed by the Ashton
Canal into the centre of Manchester. It was the
Lower Peak Forest Canal north of Marple and the
Ashton Canal which were recently restored to
navigation largely by voluntary effort.
The Ashton Rally was the first to be held since
the Cheshire Ring was reopened and attracted
boats from a wide area to the South and the West.
Our small cruiser is moored on the Macclesfield
Canal near Poynton and to take part in the rally we
had to join the succession of northbound boats to
Marple on the Friday morning. The newly opened
locks at Marple are picturesquely sited in the
village and on the wooded slopes of the Etherow
Valley. They provide a formidable obstacle for any
small boat cruising alone but we were able to move
in convoy and so share the load of handling a total
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of 16 locks. The crossing of the river is by a most
impressive aueduct alongside a higher level
railway viaduct. There is a short tunnel in a
beautiful hilly section before the canal enters the
Tame Valley where the scenery becomes industrial.
A short cruise through Hyde & Dukinfield leads to
the original masonry footbridge which marks the
junction with the Ashton Canal and the focal point
of the rally.
We were unfamiliar with boat rallies and didn’t
know what to expect, but the organization was
efficient and we found our allotted mooring without
difficulty. Later on we attended the “Captains
Conference” where the following days’ activities
were explained, and the bar was duly opened for
night-caps before turning-in.
The events on the Saturday lasted throughout
the daylight hours. There were brass bands, Morris
Dancers, a children’s fair, demonstrations and
exhibitions of canal history and “canalia”. In
between events we were able to see the wide variety
of boats totalling about 150 of every shape and size
from home-made 12 footers to completely rebuilt
and equipped narrow boats 70 feet long. A large
proportion of the population of Ashton must have
attended the rally and the towpaths were crowded
with people of all ages with their dogs, enjoying the
warm sunshine and fascinated by the colourful
boating scene.
Sunday morning saw a large crowd attending
Divine Service at the footbridge with music
provided by the local brass band. Tributes were
paid to the efforts of those who originally built the
canals and those who restored them. The rally
closed with a sail past by the Mayor and the exodus
then began. Fears were expressed that the unusual
amount of traffic would drain the water from the
canal above Marple and make the locks
unoperable, so we maintained a steady speed of
4 m.p.h., the maximum permitted, on the return
journey to keep near the head of the queue! As it
turned out we made the journey without mishap
and returned to our base mooring in record time.
We look back now on a very enjoyable weekend
and our cruiser proudly bears a commemorative
plaque to remind us of it.
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Editorial

is, as somebody once said, ‘No use
growing old if you don’t grow cunning’,
and we editors certainly intend to be
more cunning in future about announcing
forthcoming Pont(facts! We very much regret that
there was no Christmas edition but plead
extenuating circumstances in that Pontjfact was
subjected to the economical strictures which
effected many aspects of the Firm’s activities last
year.
Happily the purse strings have now been
loosened and we are pleased to be back in
production; pleased too to welcome Allen Flatman,
recently returned from his sojourn in the North
East, and Geoffrey Mann, of Muscat and Office
Replanning fame, to the editorial board. Allen is as
you might say ‘worth ten pressed men’, and Geoff,
whilst not quite one of the ten, gracefully accepted
the invitation to join. We hope they will both enjoy
helping to produce Pont (fact.

We have delayed publication for a few weeks this
time to enable us to include profiles of the new
Partners, and we take this opportunity of
congratulating them all and wishing them every
success in their new responsibility.
The flow of contributions from friends far and
near has been as voluminous, interesting and varied
as ever, and we sincerely thank all our contributors
for their efforts.
We also thank Mr. Hawkey, who continues to
vet all our material, and Messrs. Vening and
Holmes of Wightman Mountain for their invaluable
advice and assistance in the production of this
magazine.
In conclusion, we express the hope that the next
Pont(fact will appear at Christmas, and ask that
contributions should reach us by November 15th.
Allen Flatman
Geoffrey Mann

I

Mavis Johnson
Stephen Oliver
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